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Summary
Approximately one third of the world’s land area is covered by forest ecosystems. Sir
Francis Bacon wrote in 1597: “ipsa scientia potestas est” or “knowledge itself is power ”,
a quote that is quite relevant to the monitoring of forests. The more we know about
these forests, the better the decisions being made by natural resource managers or policy
makers regarding forests will be. Monitoring forests is therefore important, and remote
sensing data is considered to be one of the key data sources for monitoring these large
areas of forests. Data retrieved through optical satellite and airborne remote sensing
acquisition methods are a useful tool to obtain information about forest cover and forest
land use changes because these data offer a synoptic view over large or inaccessible areas.
However, such global satellite remote sensing products are presented in two dimensions
only and their use is currently not supported by rapid and robust assessment of accurate
ground reference data. Forests are complex ecosystems and the assessment of the full 3D
forest structure for monitoring forests is essential.
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also called terrestrial LiDAR (light detection and ranging), is a ground-based method that can retrieve the 3D vegetation structure with millimetre accuracy. It is an active remote sensing technique that can accurately measure
distances by transmitting laser energy and analysing the reflected energy as a time or
distance resolved signal. The main objective of this PhD thesis is to explore the potential of terrestrial LiDAR for forest monitoring and structural assessment and to develop
methods to derive accurate in-situ reference data.
In this research, methods are developed to analyse TLS data to infer the vertical distribution of plant area index (PAI) and plant area volume density (PAVD) at plot level scales,
as well as the above-ground biomass (AGB), height and diameter at breast height (DBH)
of individual trees. TLS inferred DBH, tree height and AGB are validated against 65 destructively harvested trees and these TLS metrics are also compared with measures from
traditional forest inventory data. Furthermore, assumptions made in crown archetypes,
typically used in studies about airborne LiDAR, are found to result in significant errors
in retrieved crown structural parameters, due to the fact that these assumptions do not
correlate with the actual tree structure.
Chapters 2 and 3 use single scan TLS data to quantify and monitor forest structure.
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These data are used to derive vertical plant profiles, which describe the plant area as
a function of canopy height and characterise the 3D distribution of canopy elements.
Chapter 2 demonstrates that not correcting for topography leads to significant errors in
the vertical distribution of plant constituents. A local plane fitting approach to correct
for topography is introduced and tested in five different Australian forest types. We
demonstrate in chapter 3 that TLS measurements with high temporal resolution can
effectively monitor spring phenology using PAI derived from vertical plant profiles.
Chapter 4 describes the use of multiple registered TLS scans to explicitly model tree
volume using quantitative structure models. AGB is then derived from these volume
estimates and basic density information. The main advantage of TLS point clouds over
traditional field inventory AGB is the independence from indirect allometric relationships
with tree parameters such as DBH and tree height. The key result of this chapter is that
the error for TLS AGB estimates is not dependent on DBH, whereas the error for AGB
estimates using allometric models increases exponentially with increasing DBH. The latter
is not surprising since the performance of allometric models depends on the calibration
data and large trees are often under-represented in these calibration data.
Chapter 5 investigates the assumptions of crown archetypes on inferring structural information from large footprint airborne/spaceborne LiDAR. Analytical expressions that
describe the interaction of large footprint LiDAR signals with tree structure are formulated. The retrieval of leaf area index (LAI, as a proxy for forest structure) from crown
archetypes is evaluated through inversion of the analytical expressions. The performance
of the LiDAR signal inversion of realistic tree models is poor, suggesting that crown
archetypes do not represent true architecture well. Terrestrial LiDAR provides detailed
3D information and holds large potential as input for realistic scene models using explicit
tree models that are not dependent on crown archetype assumptions.
This PhD thesis contributes scientifically to the development and testing of new methods
based on terrestrial LiDAR and explores their practical use. The latter is of importance, in
particular for monitoring systems for REDD+ as TLS inferred metrics reduce uncertainties
in ground reference data. Further testing of these methods in densely (tropical) forested
environments is required in order to assess their true operational value.

Samenvatting
Ongeveer een derde van het landoppervlak op de aarde bestaat uit bosecosystemen. Sir
Francis Bacon schreef in 1597: “ipsa scientia potestas est”oftewel “kennis is macht”, een
uitspraak die zeer relevant is voor het monitoren van bossen. Een goede kennis over
deze bossen is essentieel voor de beslissingen die gemaakt worden door natuurbeheerders
of beleidsmakers. Het monitoren van bossen is daarom belangrijk en remote sensing
data worden beschouwd als één van de belangrijkste databronnen voor het observeren
van uitgestrekte bosgebieden. Optische sensoren aan boord van vliegtuigen of satellieten
kunnen nuttige informatie verzamelen over de bosoppervlakte of de veranderingen hierin.
Deze sensoren zijn uitermate geschikt om grote of ontoegankelijke gebieden te observeren
en verzamelen informatie op globale schaal. Zulke satellietbeelden hebben echter slechts
twee dimensies en het gebruik van deze beelden wordt momenteel niet ondersteund door
snelle en objectieve metingen van accurate in-situ data. Bossen zijn complexe ecosystemen
en het analyseren van de volledige 3D bosstructuur is essentieel voor het monitoren van
bossen.
Terrestrische laserscanning (TLS), ook wel terrestrische LiDAR (light detection and ranging) genoemd, is een meettechniek die de 3D vegetatiestructuur met millimeter nauwkeurigheid kan opmeten. TLS is een actieve remote sensing techniek die nauwkeurig afstanden
kan meten door het uitzenden van laserenergie en het analyseren van de gereflecteerde
energie. Het belangrijkste doel van dit proefschrift is om het potentieel van terrestrische
LiDAR voor het monitoren van bossen te onderzoeken en om methoden te ontwikkelen
voor het afleiden van accurate in-situ referentiedata voor bos monitoring.
In dit onderzoek worden methoden ontwikkeld om TLS data te analyseren voor het berekenen van de verticale verdeling van de plant oppervlakte index (plant area index, PAI) en
de plant oppervlakte volume dichtheid (plant area volume density, PAVD) op plot niveau
en de bovengrondse biomassa (AGB), hoogte en diameter op borsthoogte (DBH) van individuele bomen. Boomhoogte, DBH en AGB op basis van TLS data worden gevalideerd
met metingen van 65 gekapte bomen en worden vergeleken met traditionele bosinventarisaties. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt verder de aannames die gedaan worden omtrent
kroon archetypes, die dikwijls gebruikt worden in LiDAR studies vanuit vliegtuigen en
satellieten. Dit onderzoek toont aan dat kroon structuur die afgeleid is op basis van
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deze aannames, significant fout kan zijn omdat deze aannames niet overeenkomen met de
werkelijke boomstructuur.
In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 worden TLS scandata van één enkele locatie gebruikt voor het kwantificeren van de bosstructuur. Deze gegevens worden gebruikt voor het berekenen van
verticale plant profielen, die de plant oppervlakte als functie van hoogte beschrijft en
informatie verstrekt over de 3D verdeling van bladeren, takken en stammen. Hoofdstuk 2
toont aan dat het niet corrigeren van topografische effecten leidt tot significante fouten in
de verticale distributie van deze plant profielen. Op basis van TLS data wordt het terrein
benaderd met een vlak en de topografie gecorrigeeerd in de TLS data. Deze methode is
getest in vijf verschillende bostypes in Australië. Hoofdstuk 3 laat zien dat TLS metingen
met een hoge temporele resolutie uitermate geschikt zijn voor het opvolgen van fenologische veranderingen in het voorjaar door gebruik te maken van PAI waarden die afgeleid
worden uit verticale plant profielen.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het gebruik van meerdere geregistreerde TLS scans voor het expliciet modelleren van boomvolume met behulp van kwantitatieve structuur modellen. AGB
wordt in dit geval berekend op basis van deze volumes en dichtheid. Het belangrijkste
voordeel van TLS puntenwolken ten opzichte van meer traditionele AGB inventarisaties is
de onafhankelijkheid van indirecte allometrische relaties met boomparameters zoals DBH
en hoogte. Het belangrijkste resultaat van dit hoofdstuk is dat de fout voor TLS AGB
schattingen niet afhankelijk is van DBH, terwijl de fout voor AGB schattingen op basis
van allometrische modellen exponentieel toeneemt voor grotere DBH. Dit is niet verwonderlijk aangezien de prestaties van allometrische modellen afhangt van de kalibratiedata
en grote bomen vaak ondervertegenwoordigd zijn in deze kalibratiegegevens.
Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt de aannames in kroon archetypes voor het afleiden van boomstructuur met large footprint LiDAR sensoren aan boord van satellieten of vliegtuigen.
De interactie tussen het LiDAR signaal en de boomstructuur wordt beschreven met analytische vergelijkingen. Het afleiden van de blad oppervlakte index (leaf area index, LAI)
van kroon archetypes is geëvalueerd op basis van inversie van de analytische vergelijkingen. De prestaties van de LiDAR signaal inversie van realistische boom modellen is
ondermaats, wat suggereert dat de kroon archetypes geen goede benadering zijn voor de
boomstructuur. Terrestrische LiDAR geeft gedetailleerde 3D-informatie en kan potentieel
dienen als input voor realistische expliciete boommodellen die niet afhankelijk zijn van de
aannames die gemaakt worden in kroon archetypes.
Dit proefschrift draagt in wetenschappelijk opzicht bij aan de ontwikkeling van nieuwe
methoden gebaseerd op terrestrische LiDAR en test hun praktisch gebruik. Dit laatste is
belangrijk, bijvoorbeeld voor het monitoren van bossen in REDD+ context omdat TLS
metingen de accuraatheid en precisie in referentiedata verhogen. Verder onderzoek van
deze methoden in tropische bossen is noodzakelijk om de werkelijke operationele waarde
van TLS data te bepalen.

Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1

Introduction

Background

Forest ecosystems cover approximately 31% of the world’s land area with a total forested
area of approximately 4 billion hectares (FAO, 2010). Forests play an important role
in today’s society and serve as a source for the production of paper products, lumber
and fuel wood. In addition, forests produce freshwater from mountain watersheds, purify
the air, offer habitat to wildlife and offer recreational opportunities. To keep these productive, ecological and recreational functions balanced, accurate and precise information
about forest structure and its biophysical parameters is needed (Warning & Running,
2007).
Many decisions made by natural resource managers or policy makers regarding forests
are not linked with the spatial scales covered by conventional forest inventory methods.
Remote sensing data is seen as one of the key data sources to fill forest monitoring data
gaps that exist, particularly in many developing countries (Romijn et al., 2012). Data
retrieved through remote sensing methods, in particular through satellite and airborne
acquisition methods, can be a useful tool in obtaining this information because these data
offer a synoptic view over large or inaccessible areas. The land usage of approximately
13 million hectares of forest ecosystems worldwide changes annually, making accurate
forest monitoring an important task (FAO et al., 2009). About 17% of human induced
greenhouse gas emissions are linked to these changes to forest land use, along with other
forestry related activities (FAO et al., 2009). Global initiatives such as the Global Forest
Resources Assessment (FAO, 2010) support global tree cover and forest land use monitoring. Monitoring programs implement a systematic framework to obtain information
about changes in forest cover and forest land use changes on a global scale. The advances in satellite remote sensing allow higher spatial resolution forest cover maps to be
produced. The first MODIS VCF (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer Vegetation Continuous Fields) product (Hansen et al., 2003) produced a global tree cover
map with a spatial resolution of 500 m. The current MODIS VCF data set produced a
global tree cover map at 250 m spatial resolution from 2000 to 2010 (DiMiceli et al., 2011).
A global high resolution map of tree cover, loss and gain for the period from 2000 to 2012
at a spatial resolution of 30 m was derived from Landsat data by Hansen et al. (2013).
Such high resolution maps provide the means to monitor the changes in forest cover that
occur over time. However, the use of such global data sets is currently not supported
by rapid and robust assessment of accurate ground reference data of 3D forest structure,
nor by biophysical measurements for the monitoring of forest and land dynamics. More
objective validation and calibration methods at plot level scales can potentially increase
the accuracy of broad-scale monitoring applications.
LiDAR (light detection and ranging) can serve as an excellent tool to assess forest structure and the three-dimensional distribution of plant canopies at plot level and regional
scales. It therefore has the potential to reduce uncertainty of in-situ measurements and
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has been used in forest inventories since the 1980s (Lim et al., 2003). LiDAR is an active remote sensing method that can accurately measure distances by transmitting laser
energy and analysing the reflected energy as a function of time. Ranging can be done
by phase differencing or by pulsed ranging. LiDAR systems that apply the phase differencing method continuously emit light and are therefore often referred to as continuous
wave (CW) scanners. The transmitted signal from CW scanners is modulated with a
trigonometric function to derive the range (Wehr & Lohr, 1999). Numerous studies have
utilised CW scanners to asses vegetation structure (Pueschel et al., 2014; Antonarakis,
2011; Balduzzi et al., 2011), but pulsed LiDAR, also called time-of-flight LiDAR, is used
most frequently in vegetation studies (Tang et al., 2012; Ni-Meister et al., 2010; Jupp
et al., 2009). Range is calculated by accurately measuring the pulse travel time from
the transmitter to the intercepted object and back to the receiver of the LiDAR sensor
(Jensen, 2007; Wehr & Lohr, 1999). The round trip time of travel, tL , for a LiDAR pulse
is:
R
tL = 2
(1.1)
c
where R is the range and c is the speed of light (approximately 3 x 108 m s−1 ). Based
on this equation, the distance between the LiDAR sensor and the object can be derived
as:
1
R = ctL
(1.2)
2
The incoming LiDAR pulse not only contain information about the range to the intercepted object, but can also provides intensity information, which indicates the strength
of the return. In a forest environment, objects with high reflectance values generally refer
to woody vegetation components, whereas LiDAR returns from leaves tend to have lower
reflectance values (Yang et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2011). Two types of time-of-flight LiDAR systems are commonly used: discrete return and waveform. Discrete return LiDAR
measures only a limited number of pulses returning from a particular object. Waveform
LiDAR digitises the whole of the return signal and it can therefore provide additional
information about the structure of vegetation (Strahler et al., 2008).
LiDAR can operate from spaceborne, airborne or terrestrial platforms, with each platform
serving specific forest inventory needs (van Leeuwen & Nieuwenhuis, 2010). Spaceborne
and airborne LiDAR can cover large areas and look at the forest ecosystem from above.
Large-footprint LiDAR height metrics have, for example, been significantly related to
above-ground biomass (AGB) at both footprint and plot levels (Lefsky et al., 2005; Drake
et al., 2002). Lefsky et al. (2005) showed that AGB correlated with maximum forest height
measures derived from combining large-footprint spaceborne LiDAR, GLAS (Geoscience
Laser Altimeter System) onboard ICEsat (Ice, Cloud,and land Elevation Satellite), and
SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) data. Drake et al. (2002) demonstrated
that height metrics derived from LVIS (laser vegetation imaging sensor), a large-footprint
airborne LiDAR system, correlated to estimations of AGB across a spectrum of ecosystems
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of terrestrial LiDAR data in a cylindrical projection. The data was
captured in a Hallerbos (Belgium) and coloured according to returned intensity (blue is low
intensity, red is high intensity).

ranging from abandoned pasture to dense primary tropical forest. Terrestrial LiDAR, also
called terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), is a ground-based remote sensing technique that
can retrieve the 3D vegetation structure with millimetre accuracy. Figure 1.1 shows an
example of TLS data from a broadleaf forest in Belgium. Although TLS has a limited
spatial coverage compared to airborne and spaceborne LiDAR, it has the potential to
reduce uncertainties in calibration and validation data for large scale remote sensing
products.
The remainder of this chapter describes the framework of the thesis. The following sections present the use of TLS to assess forest structure (section 1.2) and above-ground
biomass (section 1.3). Section 1.4 provides an overview on how detailed TLS data can
support upscaling to airborne and, potentially, spaceborne LiDAR. In section 1.5, the
objectives and research questions are defined and the final section sets out the outline of
this thesis.

1.2

Quantifying
TLS

vertical

forest

structure

using

Forest structure impacts the microclimate and closely relates to several biological and
physical processes. For example, respiration, transpiration, photosynthesis, carbon and
nutrient cycles and rainfall interception heavily depend on the structural arrangement
within the forest. The ground-based assessment of forest structure has been done with
optical instruments (Parker et al., 1989), and, recently, terrestrial LiDAR instruments.
The use of terrestrial LiDAR instruments offers opportunities for an objective assessment
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of the forest structure (Hancock et al., 2014). The objective assessment of forest structure
is essential for robust and repeatable measurements. This will, for example, improve the
monitoring of temporal changes within the forest. Unlike passive optical instruments,
LiDAR is not dependent on natural illumination conditions since it is an active instrument.
Previous research has presented fully automated and objective methods to quantify forest
structure from terrestrial LiDAR data (Newnham et al., 2012a; Lovell et al., 2011a; Jupp
et al., 2009; Danson et al., 2007). This is of importance because optical methods, such
as hemispherical photography, are more susceptible to methodological errors, which can
occur at any stage of image acquisition and analysis (Jonckheere et al., 2004). The
LAI-2000 (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE) is another indirect optical method to assess forest
structure. It is typically used to quantify the plant area index (PAI) and works on the
principle of calculating transmittance based on the ratio of measurements below and
outside the canopy (Jonckheere et al., 2004; Gond et al., 1999). PAI is defined as the
one-sided area of plant material surface per unit of ground surface area. However, the
coarse resolution of the LAI-2000 restricts detailed spatial analysis of the distribution of
canopy constituents and PAI, and tends to underestimate PAI in heterogeneous canopies
(Jonckheere et al., 2004).
Vertical profiles of gap fraction and plant area are important structural metrics when
quantifying the canopy structure and can be used to derive various metrics, such as PAI,
tree height, height of maximum density or the canopy base height (Jupp et al., 2009). NiMeister et al. (2010) and Jupp et al. (2009) used TLS data to derive vertical plant profiles,

Instrument height:
h(x,y)=0

Terrain height:
z(x,y)=0

Figure 1.2: Illustration of terrestrial LiDAR height recordings on sloped terrain. Heights are
recorded with respect to the origin of the instrument (red line) and not to the true topography
(brown line).
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which describe the plant area as a function of canopy height. The vertical distribution
of plant area volume density (PAVD) was calculated through estimates of the vertically
resolved gap fraction.
Topography, path length, clumping, leaf angle distribution, spatial sampling and sensor
characteristics contribute to the uncertainty in gap fraction derived vertical plant profiles. Mild to moderate wind can potentially introduce some noise in the TLS data, and
therefore influence derived gap fractions, due to the movement of branches, twigs and
foliage (Côté et al., 2009). There is interaction between these error contributions and
they are not independent. Previous work of España et al. (2008) has looked into issues of
path length and Jupp et al. (2009) developed a method that attempted to minimise the
sensitivity to clumping from single TLS scans. Most TLS studies that inferred canopy
structural parameters from TLS used data collected over flat terrain (Ni-Meister et al.,
2010) or did not state any topography correction (Zhao et al., 2012, 2011; Yao et al.,
2011), although the importance of topographic effects on parameter retrieval was raised
in these studies. Not correcting for topography will lead to propagation of error in canopy
structure retrieval because heights are recorded relatively to the position and origin of the
instrument and not to the true topography (figure 1.2).

1.3

Estimating above-ground biomass using TLS

Above-ground biomass (AGB) is a good proxy for forest productivity, carbon storage and
sequestration of forests (Bi et al., 2004). Estimating changes in AGB and related carbon
emissions is critical for Measurement, Reporting and Verification (MRV) systems in the
context of REDD+. REDD+ is a climate change mitigation programme that is developed
and supported by initiatives such as The United Nations Collaborative Programme on
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD) (United
Nations, 2014; Herold et al., 2011).
Accurate ground data are needed for the calibration and validation of global satellite
derived AGB datasets. Both Baccini et al. (2012) and Saatchi et al. (2011) published
pantropical AGB maps using similar input data. Mitchard et al. (2013) found substantial differences in mapped AGB between these two maps and different spatial patterns
when compared to field data distributed across the region (Mitchard et al., 2014). More
emphasis on real plot level measurement of AGB is needed to improve the calibration
and validation of these maps (Asner et al., 2013). Traditional field methods generally
estimate AGB based on indirect relationships with tree parameters, such as diameter at
breast height (DBH) and tree height (Chave et al., 2014; Bi et al., 2004). Chave et al.
(2004) identified four types of uncertainty in AGB assessment using traditional forest inventory data: (i) errors in tree inventory, (ii) errors in the allometric equation, (iii) errors
related to the size of the sampling plots, and (iv) errors related to the landscape-scale
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representation of these sampling plots. Detailed 3D TLS data has the potential to reduce
errors (i) and (ii) by improving the traditional field methods to estimate AGB. It can also
provide insight into errors (iii) and (iv), which are related to the spatial variance of the
forest and its structure.
The 3D point clouds generated from terrestrial LiDAR have the potential to give direct
estimates of tree volume. These volume estimates can be converted to AGB and may support the reduction of uncertainties in estimating AGB. This is a promising development,
however there are still some issues to overcome before a fully automated algorithm will be
able to convert the LiDAR point cloud to a tree model. For example, the scanner is not
able to identify which points to connect or which points belong to which part of the tree
(Hancock, 2010). Côté et al. (2009) developed a robust method to reconstruct the 3D tree
architecture from terrestrial LiDAR scans. This architectural model, called L-Architect,
did not take into account the wind and occlusion induced artefacts, which are considered to be important error sources in terrestrial laser scanning, although multiple scan
positions were used to decrease the level of signal obstruction by various vegetation components. L-Architect was designed to synthesise and quantify the spatial distribution of
tree constituents from TLS point clouds (Côté et al., 2011, 2012). Raumonen et al. (2013)
presented a tree reconstruction method using quantitative structure models (QSMs). The
output of the reconstruction method is a cylinder model of the tree structure, which allows
for straightforward tree volume calculations. The reconstruction method has two main
steps: i) segmentation; and ii) surface reconstruction. Their method reconstructs the tree
structure via an advancing collection of cover sets (i.e. small local point clouds) and does
not require prior assumptions about tree architecture. The main limitation of both tree
reconstruction models discussed above is the lack of true reference data for tree volume
that is needed for the validation of such models. 3D computer generated tree models can
be used for testing modelling approaches (Disney et al., 2012), because reference data
can be calculated from the models. Validation on real plot data involves destructive sampling, which is expensive and impractical and, as such, can only be conducted on a limited
basis.

1.4

Upscaling of TLS data

TLS is not a regional sampling tool but provides very detailed local 3D data, whereas
airborne and spaceborne LiDAR sensors provide less-detailed 3D information that can be
used at large scale.
Little work has been conducted on quantitative LiDAR signal interpretation and relating
LiDAR data to the fundamental principles of the reflected signal. Crown archetypes are
often used for estimating vegetation structure from air/spaceborne LiDAR signals (Ferraz
et al., 2012; North et al., 2010; Ni-Meister et al., 2001; Sun & Ranson, 2000). These crown
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archetypes are typically assumed to contain a turbid medium to account for within-crown
scattering. However, such assumptions may make it difficult to relate derived structural
parameters to measurable properties of the canopy. Analytical solutions to the scalar
radiative transfer equation for a LiDAR signal for specific crown archetypes can be derived from a limited number of assumptions. Crown archetype assumptions can then be
tested by inverting these analytical expressions in combination with 3D models of which
all parameters are known. If these assumptions are valid, analytical expressions for LiDAR scattering would be preferred over empirical relationships, as analytical expressions
will allow retrieval of crown parameters that are physically interpretable. If such crown
archetype assumptions are proven to be flawed, the analytical solutions will give insight
into why this is, and how terrestrial LiDAR data can potentially improve modelling of
virtual forest stands. TLS provides very accurate and detailed measurement of the 3D
forest structure at plot level scale, and therefore has the potential to be used as a tool
for improving tree modelling by generating explicitly modelled forest plots which are not
dependent on the assumptions made for crown archetypes. In this way, TLS data can
then assist in the validation and calibration of airborne and spaceborne sensors through
radiative transfer modelling.
This thesis focusses on simulating large footprint air/spaceborne LiDAR over virtual scene
models, but this work can easily be transferred to simulating optical satellite data. This
may, for example, give us more insight into and understanding of how forest structure
affects the anisotropic scatting of vegetation in optical satellite data.

1.5

Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to explore the potential of using 3D terrestrial LiDAR
to monitor forests at plot level scale and to develop methods to derive accurate reference
data. TLS inferred information can potentially contribute to more objective calibration
and validation of remotely sensed measures from satellites by providing a better quantification of the 3D forest structure. To achieve this, this thesis investigates the following
research questions:
1. How can we derive topography-corrected vertical plant profiles from terrestrial LiDAR?
2. How can we use TLS derived vertical plant profiles to monitor spring phenology?
3. How can we use TLS point clouds to estimate above-ground biomass?
4. How well do crown archetypes represent true crown architecture when inferring
broad-scale forest structure?

1.6 Thesis structure

1.6
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Thesis structure

This thesis consists of six chapters, including this introductory chapter. Chapter 2 to 5
address the research questions presented in section 1.5.
Chapter 2 presents an automated approach that facilitates rapid and robust assessment
of the vertical structure of vegetation from TLS data. Single scans and local plane fitting
are used to correct for topographic effects in vertical plant profiles. The approach is
tested in five different Australian forest types with different topography and understorey.
(Research question 1)
Chapter 3 applies the method from chapter 2 to monitor phenological changes in a temperate broadleaf forest in the Netherlands. TLS measurements track seasonal dynamics
with high temporal TLS measurements, starting at leaf-off conditions in winter to a fully
developed canopy in summer. This chapter gives insight into the stability and repeatability of these TLS measurements. The start of the growing season (SOS) is inferred from
structural changes derived from TLS time series data and is compared with SOS estimates
from meteorological data driven models. (Research question 2)
Chapter 4 presents an approach to estimate above-ground biomass from TLS data. The
approach does not require any prior information about allometry and derives AGB estimates from direct TLS volume estimates and basic density information. The TLS derived
AGB estimates are compared against allometric biomass models and against destructively
sampled estimates from two sites in Australia. (Research question 3)
Chapter 5 investigates assumptions of crown archetypes for modelling large-footprint airborne and spaceborne LiDAR. A new set of analytical expressions for modelling LiDAR
signals is developed to test the impact of crown archetypes. The expressions are eventually tested against more realistic 3D representations of broadleaved deciduous (birch)
and evergreen needle-leaved (Sitka spruce) tree crowns. This chapter gives some insight
into using archetype and explicit tree models. This is of importance because terrestrial
LiDAR provides detailed 3D information and has the potential to create explicit virtual
forest stands that can assist in the calibration and validation of airborne and spaceborne
sensors. (Research question 4)
Chapter 6 presents the main conclusions of this thesis and discusses the results in relation
to the research questions, along with recommendations for further research.

Chapter 2
Vertical plant profiles

This chapter is based on:
Calders, K., Armston, J., Newnham, G., Herold, M. and Goodwin, N., 2014. Implications of sensor configuration and topography on vertical plant profiles derived from
terrestrial LiDAR. Agricultural and Forest Meteorology, 194, 104-117.
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Vertical plant profiles

Abstract: The vertical distribution of plant constituents is a key parameter to describe
vegetation structure and influences several processes, such as radiation interception,
growth and habitat. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also referred to as terrestrial
LiDAR, has the potential to measure the canopy structure with high spatial detail
and accuracy. Vertical plant profiles, which describe the plant area per unit volume
(PAVD) as a function of height, are often used to quantify the vertical structure. However, most studies do not account for topography, use registered multiple TLS scans
or use a detailed airborne LiDAR digital terrain model to account for this variation in
ground height. Airborne LiDAR is often not available or expensive to acquire. Here,
we present an approach that facilitates rapid, robust and automated assessment of the
vertical structure of vegetation. We use single scans and local plane fitting to correct
for topographic effects in vertical plant profiles and test our approach in five different
Australian forest types with different topography and understorey. We validate our
approach with topography-corrected vertical plant profiles with digital terrain models
derived from airborne LiDAR. Our results demonstrate that not correcting for topography can lead to significant errors in the vertical distribution of plant constituents
(CV(RMSE) up to 66.2%, typically ranging from 4.2% to 13.8%). This error decreases
significantly when topography is accounted for with TLS plane fitting (CV(RMSE) up
to 20.6%, typically ranging from 1.5% to 12.6%). We demonstrate that height metrics
from vertical plant profiles that are not corrected for topography depart significantly
from those that are inferred from the reference profile. The effect is most noticeable
for canopy top height and the peak PAVD height. Correcting topography with a TLS
plane fitting approach reduces the error in canopy top height by at least 77% and up
to 100%, and reduces the error in peak PAVD height by 83.3% and up to 100%. We
also show the advantage of a multiple return over a first return TLS instrument. The
definition of the ground returns with a first return instrument might be problematic in
environments with dense herbaceous understorey and there is an overall trend of lower
height metrics compared to multiple return instruments. We present a data-driven
approach that is based on single scan TLS data. The latter is of importance for large
area sampling as it allows more sites to be sampled from existing resources and facilitate consistent processing of archived TLS data, which is often single scan data with
no survey control.

2.1 Introduction

2.1
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Introduction

Data retrieved through remote and near sensing methods can be a useful tool to monitor
forest ecosystems, with a currently increasing interest on human-induced forest disturbances and forest carbon stock changes (Herold & Skutsch, 2011; De Sy et al., 2012).
There is a significant increase in the availability of different global satellite derived biophysical data sets for the monitoring of forest dynamics. The use of such data is currently
not supported by rapid assessment of accurate and detailed in-situ biophysical measurements that can be repeated objectively or give efficient structural detail on the vertical
dimension.
Vertical profiles of gap fraction and plant area are key structural metrics that explicitly
describe the canopy structure and can be used to derive various metrics, such as tree
height, height of maximum density or the canopy base height (Jupp et al., 2009). Gap
fraction is defined as the probability of a beam with infinitesimal width being able to
transmit through the canopy. Vertical profiles of plant area can be calculated through
estimates of the vertically resolved gap fraction and describe the vertical distribution of
plant area volume density (PAVD) as a function of height. The vertical distribution of
canopy constituents has a big impact on the microclimate and influences processes such
as radiation interception, growth and available habitat. Parker et al. (1989) used the
vertical distribution of canopy leaves derived from ground-based optical measurements to
describe the leaf stratification in a mixed deciduous forest. Wang & Li (2013) introduced
a new canopy scale radiative transfer model that takes into account vertical heterogeneity
within the canopy. Their model simulations indicated that accounting for the multiplelayer structure of the canopy is a prerequisite for correct reflectance simulations at canopy
scale and not having information about the vertical heterogeneity may lead to biases in
inferred directional reflectance. Previous studies also showed the relation of the vertical
structure of vegetation with habitat heterogeneity. Tanaka et al. (2010) suggested that
the spatial partitioning by ant assemblages on canopy trees is affected by differences
in microenvironmental heterogeneity generated by the structure of constituents in the
crowns. Holmes & Sherry (2001) found that an important factor affecting bird population
was a temporal change in the vertical distribution of foliage. Different measures derived
from large-footprint LiDAR (light detection and ranging) were related to bird species
richness in Goetz et al. (2007). They found that the canopy vertical distribution was the
strongest predictor of species richness.
The work of Stark et al. (2012) illustrated that vertical profiles of canopy leaf area are a
good tool to monitor forest structural variation and carbon dynamics in the Amazon. Previously, metrics which could be derived from vertically projected PAVD profiles (hereafter
referred to as vertical plant profiles) were used to estimate above ground biomass (AGB).
Total tree height from traditional forest inventory was one of the parameters in the regression equations used by Brown et al. (1989) and Chave et al. (2005) to estimate AGB
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of individual trees for tropical forests. Large-footprint LiDAR height measures, such as
maximum forest height and height of the median energy (HOME) have been significantly
related to AGB at both footprint and plot levels (Lefsky et al., 2005; Drake et al., 2002).
The allometric relations in these studies are empirical and site-specific and large uncertainties are still present when applied over large areas. Ni-Meister et al. (2010) suggested
a more physically based approach using data from field inventory, airborne LVIS (laser
vegetation imaging sensor, footprint ∼20 m) and terrestrial LiDAR. The hemispherical
scanning, full waveform digitized terrestrial LiDAR EVI (Echidna R validation instrument, Strahler et al. (2008)) was used to collect detailed canopy structure measurement
from ground. Their analysis of LVIS metrics confirmed findings in Drake et al. (2002)
and suggested that the HOME metric performed best because of the direct relationship
with canopy height and gap fraction. Previous examples indicate that quantifying the
vertical distribution of plant material is key. Even a small offset in height or the vertical
distribution of canopy constituents might lead to significant errors in its application. The
analysis of the ground-based EVI data in Ni-Meister et al. (2010) demonstrated that wood
volume is an excellent biomass predictor. Basal area and tree height information were
derived from the terrestrial LiDAR data and biomass could be estimated without having
to use established allometric equations. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also referred
to as terrestrial LiDAR, offers the possibility to collect highly detailed measurements of
the vertical distribution of plant constituents in the canopy. Height can then be easily
derived from these vertical plant profiles. Jupp et al. (2009) and Ni-Meister et al. (2010)
used Echidna R to derive gap probabilities. The results in their study demonstrated the
consistency and reproducibility of LiDAR data to estimate vertical plant profiles.
Uncertainty in gap fraction derived plant area profiles is a function of terrain, path length,
clumping, leaf angle distribution (LAD), spatial sampling and sensor characteristics. All
these error contributions interact and they are not independent. Previous work of España
et al. (2008) has suggested that path length only marginally influenced the estimation of
effective LAI for low to medium slopes (< 25◦ ). Jupp et al. (2009) developed a method that
attempted to minimise the sensitivity to clumping by deriving solid angle weighted vertical
plant profiles from single TLS scans. Ni-Meister et al. (2010) used TLS data collected over
flat terrain and the topography of the study site was not detailed in Jupp et al. (2009), but
the assumption of flat terrain was implied. Lovell et al. (2011b) used Echidna R data from
a fixed viewpoint to identify the location and measure the diameter of tree stems within a
forest without taking topographic effects into account. Many other studies that inferred
canopy structural parameters from TLS did not mention any topography correction before
analysis (Zhao et al., 2012, 2011; Yao et al., 2011), although the importance of topographic
effects on parameter retrieval was raised in these studies. Not correcting for topography
will lead to propagation of error in canopy structure retrieval because heights are recorded
relatively to the instrument’s position and origin and not to the true topography.
To correct for topography, a very high spatial resolution DTM can be used, but this is
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often not available at an adequate spatial resolution. Ideally, an accurate digital terrain
model (DTM) would be derived from the TLS data itself. However, ground returns from
TLS data are often occluded by ground cover, vegetation, woody debris and topography
itself (Newnham et al., 2012a). Zhang et al. (2003a) developed a progressive morphological
filter to detect non-ground returns from airborne LiDAR so a DTM could be generated.
This approach was adapted for use with TLS data by Newnham et al. (2012a) and Pirotti
et al. (2013). The problem with morphological filtering is that it can only be applied
in areas where data is collected. One solution to overcome the occluded areas in TLS
data would be to work with multiple registered scan positions to generate a DTM (Hilker
et al., 2012). Such an approach would result in a very detailed local DTM, but the data
acquisition time in such a setup would significantly increase compared to a single scan
because registration targets would have to be set-up. Zhao et al. (2013) confirmed the
obvious effect of local topography on foliage profile retrieval. They used plane fitting
through the ground points of multiple merged EVI scans to characterize local topography
in foliage profiles retrieved from EVI point cloud data. Slope correction by means of fitting
a plane to the prevailing slope and aspect was also suggested by Yao et al. (2011). The
advantage of such an approach is that the DTM has no holes or gaps in spatial coverage
and can easily be extrapolated to areas where no ground returns were collected. Using
multiple scans also requires a voxel approach to generate vertical plant profiles, which can
be sensitive to misregistration and wind effects. Jupp et al. (2009) presented a method
to derive vertical plant profiles from single scans. This is of interest because using single
scans only will increase the number of sampling plots that can be collected in a given
time, which is potentially more important than highly accurate 3D reconstruction of the
terrain. Other TLS applications, for example tree reconstruction (Calders et al., 2013b;
Burt et al., 2013), require a full 3D representation of the forest plot. Occlusion can be
problematic for these applications and will require a multiple registered scan approach
(Yang et al., 2013; Van der Zande et al., 2009).
In this paper we suggest a technique that could be used for rapid assessment of the vertical
structure. We will use single scans and local plane fitting to correct for topographic
effects, with minimising sensitivity to understorey. We will validate the approach, which
has important implications for large area sampling of AGB as it enables more sites to be
sampled from existing resources. It will also facilitate consistent processing of archived
data, which is often single scan data with no survey control. Our work is therefore focussed
on a number of different environments and will also test different scanner configurations.
The main objectives of this paper are:
1. The derivation of topography-corrected vertical plant profiles from a single TLS
scan;
2. The validation of such topography-corrected vertical plant profiles with DTMs derived from airborne LiDAR; and
3. The demonstration of the robustness of this approach for rapid assessment of vertical
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structure over different forest types and topographic conditions.

Although it may be considered sub-optimal to use single scans, we prefer not to merge
multiple scans. Our approach supports the need for a rapid, robust and automated
approach. As part of the first objective, we will also compare topographically corrected
multiple return TLS data with first return TLS data for the assessment of vegetation
structure. Lovell et al. (2011a) has shown that plant area profile methods developed for
waveform data (Jupp et al., 2009) are applicable to discrete return data, but implications
of single versus multiple return and pulse density are unclear. Recent work on sensor
intercomparison (Newnham et al., 2012a,b) have multiple sensor and survey characteristics
varying simultaneously. Here, we will compare first versus multiple return TLS data while
keeping all the other sensor characteristics constant.

2.2
2.2.1

Study Area and Data Collection
Study area

Terrestrial LiDAR data were acquired in five different Australian forest types during the
period March - December 2012. The sampling plots were located in Queensland and
Victoria and the forest types are: (i) Banksia aemula low open woodland, (ii) mixed
species notophyll vine forest, (iii) open forest (Eucalyptus spp.), (iv) Dry sclerophyll boxironbark forest and (v) tall Eucalypt forest (Eucalyptus regnans) (Figure 2.1). The plots
were selected so that they covered a range of forest types, understorey and topography.
Characteristics of the different forest types can be found in table 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Overview of the different study sites. These photographs were taken on the day
of TLS data acquisition. From left to right: Banksia aemula low open woodland [SUNS0104],
Mixed species notophyll vine forest [SUNS0103], Open forest (Eucalyptus spp.) [GOLD0101],
Dry sclerophyll box-ironbark forest [RUSH08] and Tall Eucalypt forest (Eucalyptus regnans)
[WATT01].

2.2 Study Area and Data Collection
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of the different study areas located in Queensland and Victoria,
Australia: forest type, slope & understorey characteristics, acquisition time and number of
scan locations. The slope is the average slope of the individual scan locations derived from
fitting a plane through the ground returns around each scan location (5 m extent, 1m resolution).
Study area

Plot name

Cooloola National Park SUNS0104
QLD
Cooloola National Park SUNS0103
QLD
D’Aguilar National Park GOLD0101
QLD
Rushworth Forest
RUSH08
VIC
Watts Creek
WATT01
VIC
1

Forest type

Average slope Woody
Herbaceous Acquisition
[◦ ] (sdev)1
understorey understorey time
1.26 (0.18)
medium
dense
May 2012

Banksia aemula low
open woodland
Mixed species
3.39 (0.49)
notophyll vine forest
Open forest
7.65 (0.29)
(Eucalyptus spp.)
Dry sclerophyll
1.58 (0.83)
box-ironbark forest
Tall Eucalypt forest 6.30 (NA)
(Eucalyptus regnans)

# of scans
5

medium

medium

April 2012

5

little

dense

December 2012

4

little

little

May 2012

5

medium

dense

March 2012

1

sdev = standard deviation; NA = not applicable

2.2.2

LiDAR data

Terrestrial LiDAR data were acquired with the RIEGL VZ-400 3D terrestrial scanner
(RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, Horn, Austria). This time-of-flight scanner
provides fast data acquisition and has a range up to 350 m. The line scanning mechanism
uses a fast rotating multi-facet polygonal mirror. This system leads to fully linear, unidirectional and parallel scan lines. The beam divergence is nominally 0.35 mrad and the
scanner operates in the near infrared (wavelength 1550 nm). The instrument also collects
information about the pitch and roll (through inclination sensors) and yaw (through an
internal compass) (RIEGL, 2013). The scanner settings were the same across all plots
and are summarised in table 2.2. The number of single scans per study site varied (see
table 2.1) and figure 2.2 shows the different plot setups.
The RIEGL VZ-400 scanner records multiple return data (up to four returns per emitted
pulse), with returns being derived from onboard waveform processing. The advantage of
having multiple returns has been discussed by Lovell et al. (2003). They made note of the
weaker response at greater canopy height with single return instruments, concluding that
Table 2.2: Riegl VZ-400 scanner settings for data acquisition.

Beam divergence
Pulse repetition rate
Minimum range
Azimuth range
Zenith range
Acquisition time

0.35 mrad
300 kHz
0.5 m (SUNS plots) - 1.5 m (other plots)
0◦ - 360◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
30◦ - 130◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
1 minute 23 seconds
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Cooloola National Park

D'Aguilar National Park

25m

Rushworth Forest
N

25m

25m

30m
35m

40m
25m

Figure 2.2: TLS plot setups for Cooloola National Park, D’Aguilar National Park and
Rushworth Forest. Scan locations are indicated with a black dot. Only one scan position was
used in Watts Creek.

multiple returns will lead to an improved vertical sampling. Throughout this work we will
compare multiple return TLS data with first return TLS data for the assessment of vegetation structure, since most commercial discrete return TLS are first return instruments.
The first return TLS data is a subset from the original multiple return RIEGL data, with
only first returns included. Table 2.3 summarises the return distribution for each study
area. The contribution of second to fourth return to the total number of returns ranges
from 19.9% to 33.3%.
Airborne LiDAR (ALS) data were used as reference data for tree heights and to generate
DTMs for the validation of topography-corrected vertical plant profiles from single scan
TLS data. The ALS specifications for the different study areas are summarised in table
2.4.
The vertical accuracy of the ALS capture in D’Aguilar National Park was tested using a
distribution of ten control points throughout this plot, the exact position and height of
which were measured in the field. ALS heights were then derived and showed an RMSE of
0.125 m, with a residual mean of -0.0392 m and standard deviation of 0.1251 m (according
to the ASPRS guidelines on reporting vertical accuracy for LiDAR data (Flood, 2004)).
Table 2.3: Distribution of the TLS LiDAR returns for each study area. The central scan
location was used for all study areas, except for GOLD0101 (South location).
Study area
LiDAR
SUNS0104
SUNS0103
GOLD0101
RUSH08
WATT01
return
First
5,283,459 (80.1%) 6,661,801 (66.7%) 6,584,292 (70.0%) 7,221,824 (79.4%) 7,192,851 (76.1%)
Second
1,121,355 (17.0%) 2,457,575 (24.6%) 2,085,190 (22.2%) 1,430,086 (15.7%) 1,865,470 (19.7%)
Third
164,843 (2.5%)
663,445 (6.6%)
582 965 (6.2%)
364,739 (4.0%)
345,709 (3.7%)
Fourth
27,147 (0.4%)
202,411 (2.0%)
157 897 (1.7%)
76,346 (0.8%)
51,287 (0.5%)
Total
6,596,804
9,985,232
9,410,344
9,092,995
9,455,317
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Table 2.4: Specifications of the ALS data acquisition for the different study areas.
Study area

Sensor

Nominal
altitude [m]
Cooloola National Park RIEGL Q680i
500
D’Aguilar National Park Leica ALS50-II
1700
Rushworth Forest
RIEGL Q560
300
Watts Creek
RIEGL Q560
300

Acquisition
Pulse density Swath
max. #
time
[pulses/m2 ]
overlap [%] returns/pulse
April 2012
10
100
6
December 2010
2
25
4
April 2012
20
50
6
April 2012
20
50
6

Reference
ROAMES (2012)
DSITIA (2012)
Airborne Research Australia (2012)
Airborne Research Australia (2012)

Despite our limited number of observations, our findings are in line with the metadata for
this ALS capture that reports an RMSE of 0.15 m in open areas. Earlier work on vertical
accuracy assessment for LiDAR data under eucalypt stands reported an RMSE of 0.15 m
(Gomes Pereira & Gonçalves, 2010).
The Multi Station Adjustment (MSA) algorithm in the RiSCAN PRO software (provided
by RIEGL) was used to spatially align the airborne and terrestrial scan data. The MSA
algorithm modifies the orientation and position of each dataset in several iterations to
calculate the best overall fit. The raw TLS data were converted to the sorted pulse data
(SPD) format with the open source sorted pulse data software library (Bunting et al.,
2013b,a) for further analysis.

2.3
2.3.1

Methods
Vertical plant profiles

The vertical vegetation structure at each study site was described by the plant area volume
density (PAVD). Vertical profiles of plant area per unit volume, referred to as vertical plant
profiles, can be calculated from terrestrial LiDAR data through estimates of the vertically
resolved gap probability (Pgap ). For consistency with the literature, we will use L(z), the
leaf area index (LAI) as a function of height, to formulate the equations. However, it is
important to note that this is essentially the plant area index (PAI), which is interpreted
as the one-sided area of plant material surface per unit ground surface area.
Newnham et al. (2012a) and Lovell et al. (2011a) approximated the vertically resolved
gap probability from a multiple return scanner as:
P
wi (zi <z, θ)
Pgap (θ, z) = 1 −
N (θ)
(2.1)
w = 1/ns
θ is the zenith angle of the laser pulse, z is the height above the instrument optical centre
(z0 ). The numerator in equation 2.1 gives the number of returns that are below z and the
denominator is the total number of outgoing laser pulses for a finite zenith range centered
around θ. Here we will use zenith rings of five degrees within the 30 to 70 degree zenith
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range. We assume that for a specific outgoing laser pulse each return equates to a beam
area interception of 1/ns , where ns is the number of returns for that outgoing laser pulse.
For a first return LiDAR instrument, ns and thus w are 1. Armston et al. (2013a) used
equation 2.1 with airborne RIEGL LiDAR data and showed it produced near unbiased
estimates of Pgap .
Jupp et al. (2009) presented a method to derive vertical plant profiles from the vertically
resolved gap probability (Pgap ), which was also used by Zhao et al. (2013, 2011) and Lovell
et al. (2012).
Pgap (θ, z) = e−G(θ)L(z)/cos(θ)
Z z
f (z 0 )dz 0
L(z) =

(2.2)

zo

The vertical plant profile, f (z), is the horizontally averaged PAVD as a function of height.
G(θ) is the foliage orientation function and equals the projection of a unit area of plant
constituents on a plane perpendicular to the direction θ, averaged over elements of all
orientations (Ross, 1981). Jupp & Lovell (2007) described a simple parametric model
that can be used to model the foliage distribution and separate it in a vertical (Gv ) and
horizontal (Gh ) component:
Gh (θ) = cos(θ)
2
Gv (θ) = sin(θ)
π

(2.3)

Introducing this concept in equation 2.2 allows a linear estimation of LAI as the sum of
Lh and Lv :
k(θ)L(z) = Lh (z) + X(θ)Lv (z) = −log(Pgap (θ, z))
2
X(θ) = tan(θ)
π

(2.4)

Component k(θ) equals G(θ)/cos(θ) and is introduced to combine the leaf and view angle
variation. The ”hinge angle” is 57.5◦ , at which G(θ) is essentially invariant at 0.5 over
different leaf angle distributions and LAI can be approximated as:
L(z) ≈ −1.1log(Pgap (57.5◦ ))
δL(z)
f (z) =
δz

(2.5)

The zenith ring between 55◦ and 60◦ is often taken to approximate the hinge region (Jupp
et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011). The vertical plant profile obtained using equation 2.5 shows
the vertical structure but will be highly variable because it is using only a small zenith
region. To overcome this, Jupp et al. (2009) suggested a solid-angle-weighted normalised
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profile. This mean profile is largely independent of clumping and is defined as:
L(z)
log(Pgap (θ, z))
=
LAI
log(Pgap (θ, H))
δ
f (z) = LAI
δz

log(Pgap (θ, z))
log(Pgap (θ, H))

!

(2.6)

Here, θ indicates that the normalised data are averaged over a zenith ring instead of being
a mean angle. H is the canopy height at which the LiDAR pulse exits the canopy.

2.3.2

Topography correction of vertical plant profiles

Before deriving the vertical plant profiles, the height values in the TLS data are corrected
for topography. We suggest (i) an ALS DTM approach and (ii) a TLS plane fitting
approach to achieve this. A more detailed outline of the effect of topography on Pgap (θ, z)
can be found in appendix 2.A.
Topography correction with ALS DTM
First a terrain filter is applied to extract the terrain points from the ALS data. The filter
works in a hierarchical manner and analyses the distances of points from an estimated
ground surface. The Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) library is then used to
generate the DTM (GDAL Development Team, 2012). The nearest neighbour algorithm
is applied to generate a regular grid with a spatial resolution of 1 m. The generated
ALS DTM is then used to correct the height values in the TLS data for topographic
effects.
Topography correction with TLS plane fitting
The horizontal range for a return is defined as the distance from the scanner multiplied
by sin(θ). There is some variation in the frequency distribution of horizontal ranges
across the different forest types (figure 2.3). The frequency distribution depends on the
vegetation structure and for the multiple return TLS data the 90th percentile ranges from
9 m (SUNS0104) to 46 m (GOLD0101 and RUSH08). Only one percent of the data is
collected from distances further than 31 m (SUNS0104) to 109 m (RUSH08). For first
return TLS data the 90th percentile range decreases and ranges from 6.8 m (SUNS0104) to
33 m (GOLD0101). A similar trend is observed for the 99th percentile, which ranges from
26 m (SUNS0104) to 86 m (RUSH08). The fitted plane can be described as z = ax+by+c,
where −c is the height of the instrument. The ground returns within a certain extent have
to be identified to correct for topography with plane fitting. Only the last returns from
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Figure 2.3: The frequency distribution of horizontal ranges returned in each forest type.
The horizontal range for a return is defined as the distance from the scanner multiplied by
sin(θ). The 90th, 95th and 99th percentile for multiple return TLS data are indicated in the
cumulative frequency plot.

the multiple return TLS data are selected and then the lowest points within a regular grid
are classified as ground returns from this subset. Figure 2.4 shows the grid resolution as a
function of RMSE. RMSE values are calculated between the reference ALS DTM and the
fitted TLS plane. RMSE values in RUSH08 and SUNS0103 show very little sensitivity
towards grid resolution. The other three sites have higher RMSE values for smaller grid
resolutions, because non-ground returns are being classified as ground returns. Based on
this sensitivity analysis, a 50 m by 50 m grid around the scan position with a 5 m resolution
is robust for the scanner used in this study, but these remain heuristic values.

These classified ground returns are used in an iterative re-weighted least squares (IRLS)
regression. We use the rlm function from the MASS package (Venables & Ripley, 2002)
in R (R Development Core Team, 2011) to implement the IRLS regression using Huber’s
M-estimation. The initial weights are defined as 1/r, where r is the horizontal distance
from the scanner. The initial weighting is used due to the gradual positive bias in TLS
terrain height relative to the ALS reference DTM with increasing range from the scanner.
Newnham et al. (2012a) observed a similar ”bowl shape” when comparing TLS and ALS
DTMs for a range of commercial TLS instruments. Most of the laser shots are intercepted
at close range, which is particularly true for ground returns. Iterative re-weighted least
squares regression is better suited for plane fitting of TLS data than ordinary least squares
regression as it corrects for erroneous classified ground returns by iteratively re-calculating
the residuals and adjusting the weights based on these residuals.
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity analysis for different grid resolutions to select ground returns for TLS
plane fitting (for extent 50 m by 50 m). RMSE values are calculated between the reference
ALS DTM and the fitted TLS plane (grid size is 1 m for both DTMs). This figure shows the
results for the South scan location for GOLD0101 and the central scan location for the four
other sites.

Vertical plant profile comparison
The topography in the TLS data is (i) not corrected; (ii) corrected with TLS plane fitting;
and (iii) corrected with an ALS DTM. We assume that the ALS DTM provides the best
possible reference dataset for topography due to its near nadir scan angles. We therefore
use the ALS DTM corrected vertical profile as the reference profile for comparing shape
and derived height metrics. When no topography correction is applied, scanner height is
still accounted for. The scanner is mounted on a tripod and therefore scanner height was
added to all height values in the scan data. The exact scanner height was interpolated
from the minimum heights (i.e. ground returns) within a 5 m extent centred around the
scan location and at 1 m spatial resolution.
The different vertical plant profiles are evaluated by comparing the coefficient of variation
of the root mean squared error, CV(RMSE). The CV(RMSE) is defined as the RMSE
normalised to the mean of PAVD and was successfully used in Calders et al. (2013a) to
evaluate different LiDAR waveforms. Unlike the RMSE, CV(RMSE) is unitless and this
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allows values to be easily compared to one another. Additionally, three different height
metrics are derived from each profile to evaluate the topography correction and sensor
configuration. These height metrics are: peak PAVD height, 50th percentile and 99.9th
percentile. The 50th percentile indicates the height of median PAVD, by analogy with the
HOME metric that is commonly used in waveform processing. We define the top canopy
height by the 99.9th PAVD percentile to account for, a limited number of, returns from
the atmosphere (RIEGL, personal communication).

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Data registration

Spatial alignment between TLS and ALS was achieved by using the Multi Station Adjustment algorithm on the DTMs derived from both data sets, with a typical standard
deviation of 0.05 to 0.07 m. Figure 2.5 shows the extent and registration of both LiDAR
datasets for the Banksia aemula low open woodland and Tall Eucalypt forest (Eucalyptus
regnans) site. The figure also illustrates the typical ”bowl-shape” of the TLS data, with
the number of laser shots defining the ground surface decreasing as distance from the
scanner increases. This is generally true for most of the laser shots, with the bulk of
LiDAR returns being closer to the scanner (horizontal range), as is illustrated in figure
2.3.
!"#$%&"'"()*+"'+,-',.(#'-,,/+"#/0'123')'45"#%(64'
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Figure 2.5: Cross-section of registered ALS (black) and multiple return TLS (red) data. (top)
Banksia aemula low open woodland; (bottom) Tall Eucalypt forest (Eucalyptus regnans)
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Three different vertical plant profiles are derived for each plot from the TLS data to study
the effect of topography and understorey. Figure 2.6 visualises the absolute height offset
compared to the ALS reference DTM for (i) no topography correction and (ii) TLS plane
correction (for multiple return TLS data). The 90th, 95th and 99th percentile of the
horizontal range distributions derived from figure 2.3 are indicated.
The plot average vertical plant profiles are derived by averaging the Pgap (z) over all the
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Figure 2.6: Difference DTMs visualising the absolute height offset compared to the ALS reference DTM: (left panel) No topography correction: difference DTM = ALS DTM + scanner
height; (right panel) Topography corrected with TLS plane fitting: difference DTM = ALS
DTM - plane DTM (from multiple return TLS). Grid size is 1 m for both ALS DTM and
TLS plane DTM. The extent for each plot is 200 m x 200 m. Dotted lines delineate the 99th
(white), 95th (gray) and 90th (black) percentile derived from the horizontal range distribution
(see figure 2.3). This figure shows the results for the South scan location for GOLD0101 and
the central scan location for the four other sites.
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No topography correction
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Figure 2.7: Plot average directional gap fraction, Pgap (z), for hinge region (55◦ -60◦ zenith
ring) as a function of height. This figure shows the results for the South scan location for
GOLD0101 and the central scan location for the four other sites.

scan positions and calculating the vertical plant profile of the averaged Pgap (z), which is
similar to the approach in Strahler et al. (2008). Figure 2.7 shows Pgap (z) for the hinge
region zenith ring as a function of canopy height for multiple return TLS data for a single
scan location. Apart from the SUNS0103 plot, Pgap (z) will not approach zero, indicating
that the laser pulse is able to escape the canopy.
Figure 2.8 shows the average vertical plant profiles for each forest type. The SUNS0103
and SUNS0104 plots are characterized by low slope and a significant amount of understorey is present. For the vertical plant profiles for these two sites, derived from multiple
return TLS data, there is a positive effect of using a plane fitting topography correction
compared to using no correction at all. CV(RMSE) decreases from 11.3% to 6.8% for
SUNS0104 and from 6.6% to 1.5% for SUNS0103 (table 2.5). A similar trend is observed
for the vertical plant profiles derived from first return TLS data for SUNS0103. However,
for vertical plant profiles derived from first return TLS data for SUNS0104, a site with a
dense herbaceous understorey, the CV(RMSE) increases from 8.0% to 22.0%.
Table 2.5: CV(RMSE) values [%] for comparing the ALS DTM corrected vertical plant
profile with (i) the not corrected and (ii) the TLS plane corrected vertical plant profile.
Sensor configuration
Multiple returns
First return

Compared profiles
ALS DTM vs. None
ALS DTM vs. TLS plane fitting
ALS DTM vs. None
ALS DTM vs. TLS plane fitting

SUNS0104
11.3
6.8
8.0
22.0

Study area
SUNS0103 GOLD0101 RUSH08 WATT01
6.6
13.8
4.2
66.2
1.5
12.6
2.3
20.6
8.3
11.9
5.4
57.9
1.3
11.0
2.1
18.7
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1. Banksia aemula low open woodland [SUNS0104] (PAI=0.23)
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2. Mixed species notophyll vine forest [SUNS0103] (PAI=5.84)
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3. Open forest (Eucalyptus spp.) [GOLD0101] (PAI=2.74)
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First return TLS data
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4. Dry sclerophyll box−ironbark forest [RUSH08] (PAI=1.98)
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5. Tall Eucalypt forest (Eucalyptus regnans) [WATT01] (PAI=3.26)
Multiple return TLS data

First return TLS data
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Figure 2.8: Plot average vertical plant profiles. For each plot, three plant profiles were
derived: (i) no topography correction, (ii) topography corrected with ALS reference DTM,
and (iii) topography corrected with TLS plane fitting. (left) vertical plant profiles derived
from multiple return TLS data; (right) vertical plant profiles derived from first return TLS
data.
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Figure 2.9 compares the height percentiles (10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th,
90th, 99.9th) between the different vertical plant profiles and shows a positive effect of
the TLS plane fitting compared to applying no correction. This is especially true for the
higher height percentiles. The three height metrics derived from the vertical plant profiles
are summarised in table 2.6. The peak PAVD height is 2.5 m for SUNS0104 regardless
of the topography correction. There is no difference in peak PAVD height (12.0 m) for
the SUNS0103 vertical plant profile that is corrected for topography with the ALS DTM
or with TLS plane fitting. Not correcting for topography results in an overestimation of
this metric with 2.5 m for multiple return TLS data or an underestimation of 2.0 m for
first return TLS data. The 50th height percentile agrees within a 0.2 m range for multiple
return TLS data and 0.3 m for first return data for both SUNS0103 and SUNS0104.
Top canopy height agrees within a 0.1 m range for the multiple return vertical profiles
for SUNS0104, but is underestimated by 1.0 m when topography is not corrected for
SUNS0103.
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The RUSH08 site has little understorey and low slope. Correcting the vertical plant
profiles with TLS plane fitting improves the agreement with the ALS DTM corrected
reference profiles compared to applying no correction at all: CV(RMSE) decreases from
4.2% to 2.3% for multiple return data and from 5.4% to 2.1% for first return data. Peak
PAVD height and the 50th height percentile were the same for the three different profiles
derived from multiple return data. Not correcting for topography resulted in a 1.1 m
overestimation of canopy top height (multiple return data) for this study site. Peak
PAVD was underestimated by 1.0 m (no correction) or overestimated by 0.5 m (TLS
plane fitting correction) when derived from first return data vertical plant profiles, but
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the height percentiles (10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th,
80th, 90th, 99.9th) from the ALS DTM corrected vertical plant profiles with (i) the not
corrected and (ii) the TLS plane corrected profiles.
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Table 2.6: Height metrics derived from vertical plant profiles (Peak PAVD height, 50th
percentile and top height) and top height derived from ALS.
Height metric [m]
Peak PAVD height

50th percentile

Sensor
Topography
Study area
configuration
correction
SUNS0104 SUNS0103 GOLD0101 RUSH08 WATT01
Multiple returns None
2.5
14.5
21.0
15.0
38.0
TLS plane fitting
2.5
12.0
19.5
15.0
40.5
ALS DTM
2.5
12.0
19.5
15.0
41.0
First return
None
2.5
10.0
19.0
13.5
38.0
TLS plane fitting
2.5
12.0
19.0
15.0
39.5
ALS DTM
2.5
12.0
19.5
14.5
40.5
Multiple returns

First return

Top height (99.9th percentile) Multiple returns

First return

ALS top height

None
TLS plane fitting
ALS DTM
None
TLS plane fitting
ALS DTM

4.2
4.1
4.0
4.2
3.9
4.0

12.8
13.0
13.0
11.2
11.5
11.5

18.1
18.1
18.5
16.8
16.7
17.1

13.6
13.6
13.6
12.7
12.8
12.8

34.9
35.0
35.4
34.1
33.7
34.2

None
TLS plane fitting
ALS DTM
None
TLS plane fitting
ALS DTM

10.1
10.0
10.0
10.1
9.8
10.0

28.6
29.6
29.9
27.9
29.2
29.4

34.5
32.3
31.9
33.0
29.9
30.4

24.1
23.0
23.0
23.3
22.5
22.6

57.5
48.8
46.2
56.2
47.3
45.9

11.6

30.4

30.8

22.5

49.6

the 50th height percentile was similar for all profiles.
Top canopy height is overestimated if no topography correction is applied on the TLS data
of the study sites on significant slope, GOLD0101 and WATT01. This is demonstrated in
the profiles in figure 2.8 and the derived height metrics in table 2.6. For GOLD0101, top
height is overestimated with 2.6 m when topography is not corrected for and only 0.4 m
when TLS plane fitting is applied (multiple return data). The differences are even larger in
the WATT01 site: an overestimation of 11.3 m when topography is uncorrected versus only
2.6 m when topography is corrected with TLS plane fitting (multiple return data). Similar
trends are observed when the profiles are derived from first return data, however the
absolute heights are lower. Peak PAVD height agrees well for both topography corrections
(the same for GOLD0101 and 0.5 m difference for WATT01) but is overestimated with
1.5 m in GOLD0101 and underestimated by 3.0 m in WATT01 when topography is not
accounted for. The overall shape of the profile improves by applying a TLS plane fitting
correction, with CV(RMSE) in GOLD0101 decreasing from 13.8% to 12.6% and from
66.2% to 20.6% in WATT01 compared to the reference profile (multiple return data).
Figure 2.10 shows the difference in height metrics between multiple return and first return
vertical plant profiles. The peak PAVD height difference is highest in SUNS0103 and
lowest in SUNS0104. The site in SUNS0103 is characterised with the highest PAI (5.84),
whereas SUNS0104 has a PAI of only 0.23. The 50th percentile and top canopy heights are
consistently lower in the profiles derived from first return data, with an exception for site
SUNS0104 where these heights are equal. The differences in 50th percentile height due to
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Figure 2.10: Difference in height metrics between multiple return (MR) vertical plant profiles
and first return (FR) vertical plant profiles.

sensor configuration are similar within each site and thus independent of the topography
correction. When the top canopy height metrics are derived from first return data only,
differences range from 0 m to 1.5 m for a topography correction with ALS DTM, from
0.2 m to 2.4 m for a topography correction with TLS plane fitting and from 0 m to 1.5 m
when topography is not accounted for.
Additional canopy top heights are available directly from the ALS data. The ALS top
heights in table 2.6 represent the top height within the boundaries of the plot. The top
heights from both corrected vertical plant profiles (ALS DTM and TLS plane fitting)
show similar offsets compared to the ALS top heights. Compared to the top heights from
both corrected profiles, the ALS top height is larger for SUNS0104 (1.6 m), SUNS0103
(0.5 m and 0.8 m) and WATT01 (0.8 m and 3.4 m), but is smaller for GOLD0101 (1.1 m
and 1.5 m) and RUSH08 (0.5 m).
The TLS data was collected with 0.06◦ x 0.06◦ angular sampling for all the plots, apart
Table 2.7: Evaluation statistics for differences in vertical plant profiles for D’Aguilar National
Park (scan position East) generated from scan data with different angular resolution. Full
scan resolution is the scan data that was acquired with an angular resolution of 0.04◦ x0.04◦ ;
Reduction 2/5/50 is the scan data subsampled with a factor of 2/5/50.
Topography correction
None

TLS plane fitting

ALS DTM

Evaluation statistic

Full resolution vs. Full resolution vs. Full resolution vs.
reduction 2
reduction 5
reduction 50
CV(RMSE) [%]
0.25
0.83
11.04
Residual mean [m2 /m3 ]
-0.0062
0.0030
-0.2080
Standard deviation [m2 /m3 ]
0.0002
0.0007
0.0086
CV(RMSE) [%]
0.84
2.12
15.54
Residual mean [m2 /m3 ]
-0.0062
0.0026
-0.2149
0.0008
0.0021
0.0151
Standard deviation [m2 /m3 ]
CV(RMSE) [%]
0.25
0.63
8.78
Residual mean [m2 /m3 ]
-0.0062
0.0030
-0.2160
Standard deviation [m2 /m3 ]
0.0002
0.0006
0.0079
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D'Aguilar National Park: scan position East
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b. Topography corrected with TLS plane fitting
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Figure 2.11: Vertical plant profiles for D’Aguilar National Park (scan position East) generated from scan data with different angular resolution. Full scan resolution is the scan data
that was acquired with an angular resolution of 0.04◦ x0.04◦ ; Reduction 2/5/50 is the scan
data reduced by a factor of 2/5/50.

from the East and West scan in D’Aguilar National Park, which had a 0.04◦ x 0.04◦
angular sampling. We tested the impact of this on the calculation of the vertical plant
profile. The data reduction between 0.04◦ and 0.06◦ is 1.78 and figure 2.11 shows very little
difference in the profiles generated from 0.04◦ x 0.04◦ angular sampling and a subsampling
with a factor of two. For topography corrected with TLS plane fitting, the evaluation
statistics for in table 2.7 show a CV(RMSE) of 0.84% and residual mean of -0.0062 m2 /m3
between the full resolution profile and the profile generated after reducing the data with
a factor 2. There is little difference when the data is reduced by a factor 5 (CV(RMSE)
of 2.12%). A reduction of a factor 50 (i.e. keeping only 2% of the data) will still follow
the general shape of the vertical plant profiles, but will differ locally (residual mean of
-0.2149 m2 /m3 ). The profiles that are not corrected for topography or are corrected with
the ALS DTM show a similar trend (table 2.7).

2.5

Discussion and further work

Most studies that used vertical plant profiles did not take into account topography (Lovell
et al., 2011b; Jupp et al., 2009) or used data over flat terrain (Ni-Meister et al., 2010). The
importance of topography for canopy structural parameters derived from TLS was raised
by others (Zhao et al., 2012, 2011; Yao et al., 2011), but topography was not corrected in
these studies. Recent work of Zhao et al. (2013) used a plane fitting approach through the
ground points of multiple merged EVI scans to account for topography in foliage profiles
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inferred from EVI point cloud data. In this work we demonstrate that topographycorrected vertical plant profiles from a single TLS scan agree significantly better with the
ALS DTM corrected profiles (CV(RMSE) up to 20.6%, typically ranging from 1.5% to
12.6%) than vertical plant profiles that are not corrected for topography (CV(RMSE) up
to 66.2%, typically ranging from 4.2% to 13.8%). The time of acquisition of a single scan
depends on the type of instrument used. In this study the RIEGL VZ-400 is used, which
takes approximately 1.5 minutes per scan. Not setting up registration targets and doing
multiple scans (approximately 2-4 hours in total per plot for one centre scan and four
corner scans), will allow for an increased number of sampling plots. Rapid assessment
of the vertical structure will also allow for sampling larger areas with TLS and better
support sustainable forest management. TLS measures a large range of zenith angles and
gives a better representation of the woody component compared to airborne LiDAR. The
woody component contributes most to biomass, so an increased spatial sampling might
enable new opportunities in biomass assessment.
Our results demonstrate that the assumption of flat terrain for generating vertical plant
profiles can lead to significant errors in derived height metrics. We applied two different
topography corrections (ALS DTM and TLS plane fitting) and compared metrics derived
from those corrected profiles with results from vertical profiles that have not been corrected for topography. We assume that the vertical plant profile corrected with the ALS
DTM is the reference for comparing the impact of not correcting terrain versus a TLS
plane fit to correct for topography. For multiple return TLS instruments, such as the
RIEGL VZ-400, a TLS plane fitting correction will always give a better result than not
correcting for terrain. The CV(RMSE) for WATT01, which has a slope of 6.30◦ , decreases
from 66.2% for the uncorrected profile to 20.6% after plane fitting. This suggests that a
simple plane fit will correct for 68.9% of the error in the profile. The other sites show
similar results and simple plane fitting will correct for a significant part of the overall
vertical plan profile bias: 40.0% for SUNS0104, 44.3% for RUSH08 and up to 77.4% for
SUNS0103. GOLD0101 only shows an improvement of 8.9%. This is mainly because this
site was located in a hilly environment, although the terrain in proximity of the scan
locations fitted the assumption of a plane well. The site was characterised by a mediumdense herbaceous understorey, but little woody understorey. This allowed the laser pulses
to penetrate well through the forest, with the 90th percentile of horizontal range from
the scanner being 46 m. At this distance, it is possible that the fitted plane might not
be the best approximation of the terrain and therefore the improvement in vertical plant
profile correction will not be as significant. However, it is important to stress that there is
still an improvement compared to not applying a terrain correction at all. We expect the
assumption of a local plane fit to the terrain not to be valid in the extreme cases where
the scan position is located on top of a hill or at the bottom of a valley.
The TLS plane fitting approach is robust and when topography is relatively flat with
little understorey (e.g. RUSH08), the topography correction does not have a corrupting
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effect on the final vertical plant profile. A dense grass cover was present in SUNS0104 and
our results clearly show the advantage of having a multiple return over a first return only
instrument. The iterative re-weighted least squares regression that is used for TLS plane
fitting is able to correct for some erroneously categorised minimum points as described
in section 2.3.2. However, a first return instrument is not able to provide a sufficient
number of ground returns and this will result in a fitted plane that does not represent
the terrain, but has a positive height offset. This is illustrated in figure 2.8, where the
first return vertical plant profile in SUNS0104 is shifted down compared to the multiple
return equivalent. It is therefore not surprising that the TLS plane fitting has a corrupting effect on first return vertical plant profiles in environments with a dense herbaceous
understorey. Figure 2.10 suggests, in agreement with findings in Newnham et al. (2012a),
an overall trend of lower height metrics for first return instruments compared to multiple
return instruments. The RIEGL VZ-400 scanner records up to four returns, with the
contribution of the first return ranging from 66.7% to 80.1% (see table 2.3). The fourth
return only contributes 0.4% to 2% to the total number of returns and we therefore expect
potential additional returns (5th or more) not to lead to significant improvements of our
method.
Table 2.6 suggests that the 50th percentile heights, derived from multiple return TLS vertical plant profiles, are less influenced by topography than top canopy heights and peak
PAVD heights. The largest disagreement in median PAVD height is in WATT01 (0.5 m)
and this is reduced by 20% when a TLS plane correction is applied. The effect of this TLS
plane correction is more significant for peak PAVD and top canopy heights. Applying the
TLS plane fitting correction will correct for at least 77% of the top canopy height error
(SUNS0103 and WATT01). This increases to 85% for GOLD0101 and up to 100% (i.e.
perfect agreement with the reference profile) for the two other sites. This is significant
because tree height is an important parameter for estimating AGB using allometric relationships (Chave et al., 2005; Brown et al., 1989) or large-footprint LiDAR instruments
(Lefsky et al., 2005). Propagation of error by using these allometric relationships might
lead to significantly wrong estimates of AGB forest carbon stock. Stark et al. (2012)
demonstrated that having correct information about the vertical variation of canopy metrics is essential in estimating forest carbon dynamics and not correcting for topography
might have implications for the assessment of biomass and biomass growth. Top canopy
heights derived from vertical plant profiles show a small underestimation (SUNS0104,
SUNS0103 and WATT01) or overestimation (GOLD0101 and RUSH08) compared to top
canopy heights directly estimated from ALS (table 2.6). Direct ALS height estimates were
validated against field measured predominant heights by Lovell et al. (2003). The lower
top canopy heights (ranging from 0.5 m to 3.4 m) from the vertical plant profiles can be
explained by the below canopy viewpoint of the TLS instrument, which often leads to
occlusion of the top of canopy, and the restricted zenith range of the instrument (table
2.2). The latter can be overcome by recording an additional scan at the same location
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with the instrument tilted at 90 degrees from the vertical and then registering the two
scans together. This would result in a single full hemispherical scan and is subject of future work. The larger canopy heights from the vertical plant profiles for GOLD0101 and
RUSH08 can be explained by tall trees outside the boundaries of the sample plot. Only
trees within this boundary were used for the direct retrieval of ALS top height, whereas
the vertical plant profiles for corner scan locations also included trees from outside the
plot boundary. Peak PAVD height for SUNS0104 and RUSH08 shows no bias when not
corrected for topography. This is likely due to a combination of relative low canopy top
heights (10.0 m and 23.0 m, respectively), low PAI and low slope. We used a 0.5 m vertical
bin height to generate the plant profiles and at this resolution small height disagreements
will not be noted. Not correcting for topography resulted in a 3.0 m underestimation of
the peak PAVD height in WATT01 and using the TLS plane correction reduced this error
with 83.3%. Such topograpy correction even corrected for all peak PAVD height bias in
SUNS0103 and GOLD0101.
This work demonstrated the implications of topography and sensor configuration on vertical plant profiles and their derived height metrics. We suggested a simple approach based
on TLS plane fitting to correct for most of the bias introduced by topography. Future
work will need to assess the impact of slope on path length and inferring gap fraction
from TLS data. This impact can be quantified by separating the LiDAR view angle and
leaf angle terms. España et al. (2008) suggested that path length only marginally influenced the estimation of effective LAI derived from digital hemispherical photos for low
to medium slopes, but this might become an issue on steeper slopes. The issue of slope,
together with the accuracy testing of the method from Jupp et al. (2009), can be tested in
a simulation environment. Future work will simulate LiDAR data using the librat Monte
Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) model. This model is based on the ararat/drat MCRT model
(Lewis, 1999) and has been tested in previous LiDAR studies (Calders et al., 2013a; Disney et al., 2010) and against other LiDAR simulation models (Widlowski et al., 2013).
Using simulations enables us to control all aspects of the environment and sensor properties, which would not be possible using measured LiDAR data. The vertical plant profiles
in this work do not separate between leaf and non-leaf constituents. The separation of
plant profiles into a woody and non-woody component will make it easier to link the vertical distribution of these components to processes such as radiation interception and to
distinguish between woody and non-woody AGB. The recent development of dual wavelength research instruments such as SALCA (Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser)
and DWEL (Dual-Wavelength Echidna Lidar) are designed to improve this separation of
woody and non-woody constituents (Gaulton et al., 2013; Douglas et al., 2012).

2.6 Conclusion
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Conclusion

Our research demonstrates that not correcting for topography when generating vertical
plant profiles can lead to significant errors in the vertical distribution of plant constituents.
Ideally, a detailed DTM derived from ALS data could be used to correct for topography.
Such data is often not available or expensive to acquire and we therefore suggest an
alternative approach based on TLS plane fitting. This approach allows for rapid, robust
and automated assessment of the vertical structure of vegetation. We derive vertical
plant profiles, using the robust method from Jupp et al. (2009), for five different forest
environments (PAI ranging from 0.23 to 5.84) and quantify the impact of TLS plane
fitting for topography correction. We show that the overall shape of topography-corrected
vertical plant profiles from a single TLS scan agrees better with the ALS DTM corrected
profiles (CV(RMSE) up to 20.6%, typically ranging from 1.5% to 12.6%) than vertical
plant profiles that are not corrected for topography (CV(RMSE) up to 66.2%, typically
ranging from 4.2% to 13.8%). Height metrics are inferred from these vertical plant profiles
and results show that not correcting for topography will lead to estimates (especially for
canopy top height and peak PAVD height) that significantly depart from those that are
inferred from the ALS DTM corrected reference profile. Correcting topography with a
TLS plane fitting approach reduces the error in canopy top height by at least 77% and up
to 100%, and reduces the error in peak PAVD height by 83.3% and up to 100%. We also
highlight the advantages of a multiple return over a first return instrument. Detecting the
ground returns and applying the TLS plane fitting approach might be problematic without
multiple returns when the herbaceous understorey is dense. Height metrics inferred from
vertical plant profiles of first return TLS data are also consistently lower compared to
height metrics derived from multiple return data. We present a method that is completely
data-driven and is therefore suited to be applied on current data archives such as AusCover
(http://www.auscover.org.au/data/product-list). The AusCover archive provides access
to remote sensing data, including TLS data over a wide range of forest types. This data is
often single scan data with no survey control and our approach could be used to analyse
the vertical distribution of plant constituents of these study sites.
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Vertical plant profiles

Appendix: Effect of topography on Pgap(θ, z)

Vertical plant profiles are calculated from estimates of the vertically resolved gap probability (Pgap (θ, z), equation 2.1) derived from TLS data (Jupp et al., 2009). The zenith
angles θ are measured by the TLS instrument and z is the vegetation height above the
reference height. Figure A.1 shows the 2D cross section of a zenith ring ranging from
zenith 1 to 2. We used zenith rings of 5 degrees in this work (see section 2.3.1). Figure A.1 illustrates that not correcting for height will not influence the total gap fraction
as a function of zenith angle (Pgap (θ)), but estimates of Pgap (θ, z) may be different to
Pgap (θ, h). In other words, the total PAI would be the same for the corrected or uncorrected heights since it is the integral of the whole canopy, but vertical plant profiles would
be different (Zhao et al., 2013). Total PAI is the integral of the vertical plant profile. If
we do not correct for topography, we would essentially have Pgap (θ, h) with height values
referenced to a horizontal plane at the instrument height and not Pgap (θ, z) with height
values referenced to the true topography. The latter is essential for generating the vertical
plant profiles, which represent the 3D distribution of canopy elements with respect to the
terrain height (z(x,y)=0 in Fig A.1). It is important to note that zenith angles do not
change due to topographic correction so total gap fraction calculations also do not change,
i.e. Pgap (θ, z = max(z)) equals Pgap (θ, h = max(h)).

ϴ1
ϴ ring
ϴ2

ϴ1
ϴ ring
ϴ2

Instrument height:
h(x,y)=0

Terrain height:
z(x,y)=0

Figure A.1: 2D Illustration of terrestrial LiDAR height recordings on sloped terrain. Heights
are recorded with respect to the origin of the instrument (red line) and not to the true
topography (brown line). The blue lines represents a cross section of a zenith ring. Such
zenith rings are used to calculate the vertically resolved gap fraction.

Chapter 3
Monitoring spring phenology with
terrestrial LiDAR

This chapter is based on:
Calders, K., Schenkels, T., Bartholomeus, H., Armston, J., Verbesselt, J. and
Herold, M. Monitoring spring phenology with high temporal resolution terrestrial LiDAR
measurements. Agricultural and Forest Meteorology, in review.
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Abstract: Vegetation phenology studies the timing of recurring seasonal dynamics
and can be monitored through estimates of plant area index (PAI). Shifts in spring
phenology are a key indicator for the effect of climate change, in particular the start
of the growing season of forests. Terrestrial laser scanning(TLS), also referred to
as terrestrial LiDAR, is an active remote sensing technique and measures the forest
structure with high spatial detail and accuracy. TLS provides information about the
3D distribution of canopy constituents and vertical plant profiles can be derived from
these data. Vertical plant profiles describe the plant area per unit volume as a function
of height, and can be used to used to monitor seasonal dynamics through PAI. Here,
we present a TLS time series based on 48 measurement days of four sampling locations
in a deciduous forest in the Netherlands. Vertical plant profiles are derived for each
measurement and allow us to quantify not only total canopy integrated PAI, but also
monitor PAI at specific horizontal layers. Sigmoidal models show a good fit to the
derived total canopy integrated PAI time series (CV(RMSE) < 2.4% and CCC >
0.99). The start of season (SOS) based on these models occurs between March 29
and April 3, 2014, depending on the species composition. The SOS derived from the
TLS data occurs earlier compared to the prediction based on meteorological data,
which is likely the result of winter and spring warming. TLS allows us to monitor
PAI at specific horizontal layers and we defined an understorey, intermediate and
upper canopy layer. Even though our study area had only a sparse understorey, small
differences are observed in the SOS between the different layers. We expect that these
phenological differences will be more pronounced in multi-layered forests and TLS
shows the potential to study seasonal dynamics not only as a function of time, but
also as a function of canopy height.

3.1 Introduction

3.1
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Introduction

The structure of forests impacts several biological and physical processes. The structural
arrangement of canopy constituents within forests influences respiration, transpiration,
photosynthesis, carbon and nutrient cycles and rainfall interception. Furthermore, the
vertical structure of vegetation is also related to biological diversity and habitat availability (Tanaka et al., 2010; Goetz et al., 2007; Holmes & Sherry, 2001). Phenology studies
the periodic biological cycles and seasonal changes in forest structure generally follow a
well-defined temporal pattern (Zhang et al., 2003b). In general, spring activities (e.g.
shooting and flowering of vegetation) have occurred progressively earlier since the 1960s
(Walther et al., 2002; Hamunyela et al., 2013). Monitoring phenological dynamics provides information about how these recurring biological cycles are connected to the climate
and are responding to climate change (Polgar & Primack, 2011; White et al., 2009).
The leaf area index (LAI) is commonly used to quantify forest structure and monitor
seasonal dynamics (Bequet et al., 2011; Garrity et al., 2011). However, because most
indirect methods do not differentiate between different constituents in the canopy (e.g.
stem, branches, leaves), plant area index (PAI) is a more correct term. PAI is defined
as the one-sided area of plant material surface per unit ground surface area. The indirect ground-based assessment of PAI in the field has been done with optical instruments
(Parker et al., 1989), and, more recently, terrestrial LiDAR (light detection and ranging)
instruments. Hemispherical photography is an indirect optical method that is commonly
used to estimate PAI to quantify structural information about the canopy architecture
(Bequet et al., 2011; Jonckheere et al., 2004). This technique is based on the light attenuation and contrast between elements in the photo to differentiate between sky and
canopy elements. Methodological errors can occur at any stage of image capture and analysis and the inferred PAI values are therefore subject to several potential error sources
(Jonckheere et al., 2004). The LAI-2000 (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE) is another indirect
optical method to measure PAI. This method is based on the principle of calculating the
transmittance based on the ratio of measurements below and outside the canopy (Jonckheere et al., 2004; Gond et al., 1999). The LAI-2000 tends to underestimate PAI in
heterogeneous canopies and its coarse resolution restricts detailed spatial analysis of the
canopy constituents distribution (Jonckheere et al., 2004).
LiDAR is an active remote sensing technique that accurately measures distances by transmitting laser pulses and analysing the returned energy as a function of distance or time.
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also called terrestrial LiDAR, collects information about
the three-dimensional distribution of plant constituents in the canopy and can assess forest structure (Ashcroft et al., 2014; Calders et al., 2014; Vaccari et al., 2013). Previous
studies presented fully automated and objective methods to derive forest structure from
terrestrial LiDAR data (Calders et al., 2014; Newnham et al., 2012a; Lovell et al., 2011a;
Jupp et al., 2009; Danson et al., 2007). The robustness of PAI estimates is critical when
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comparing temporal measurements for monitoring seasonal dynamics in phenology. PAI
estimates from hemispherical photography were found to be less robust and more susceptible to methodological errors than estimates from TLS (Hancock et al., 2014; Jonckheere
et al., 2004).
Vertical profiles of gap fraction and plant area are important structural metrics to quantify
the canopy structure and can be derived from TLS (Calders et al., 2014; Ni-Meister et al.,
2010; Jupp et al., 2009). The vertical distribution of plant area volume density (PAVD) as
a function of canopy height was calculated through estimates of the vertically resolved gap
fraction. Vertical plant profiles can be used to derive PAI, but also other various metrics
such as tree height, height of maximum density or the canopy base height. LiDAR derived
plant profiles provide a means not only to calculate integrated canopy metrics, such as
PAI, but also a means to quantify the PAI of a specific horizontal canopy layer. This can
be important for monitoring multi-layered forests, where the start of the growing season
in the lower canopy layers can occur at an earlier time than the upper canopy layers
(Richardson & O’Keefe, 2009; Gond et al., 1999).
Previous studies used a limited number of samples to monitor spring phenology using
PAI (Bequet et al., 2011; Calders et al., 2011). To our knowledge, this paper is the first
that analyses spring phenology with high temporal resolution 3D measurements. In this
paper we collect terrestrial LiDAR time series data in a broadleaf deciduous forest to
monitor leaf development during the period February-July. We will create vertical plant
profiles from TLS and monitor the forest structure and the phenological changes during
this period. The main objectives of this paper are:
1. Monitoring changes in total canopy integrated PAI using TLS from leaf-off conditions in winter to a fully developed canopy in summer;
2. Monitoring PAI dynamics in specific horizontal canopy layers using TLS derived
vertical plant profiles; and
3. Comparing the start of season inferred from TLS and meteorological data.
This work provides insight in the stability of TLS measurements in the context of repeatable measurements, which is important to monitor subtle changes in forest structure. We
explore the potential of terrestrial LiDAR for monitoring changes in phenology at plot
level scale, which may contribute to more objective calibration and validation of large
scale remote sensing product.

3.2 Study Area and Data Collection

3.2
3.2.1
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Study Area and Data Collection
Study area

Terrestrial LiDAR data were acquired in Dassenbos, a broadleaf deciduous forest in Wageningen, the Netherlands (51.9829◦ N, 5.6558◦ E). The terrain had little to no topographic
relief. Four sample locations (location A, B, C and D) were established and data were
collected on 48 measurements days during the period February - July 2014. The forest
was oak-dominated (Quercus spp.) with a presence of birch (Betula spp.) in the upper canopy, and is approximately 40 years old. The upper canopy of location A and B
consisted of approximately 85% oak and 15% birch, whereas location C and D consisted
of approximately 95% oak and 5% birch. The sparse understorey mainly consisted of
Sambucus nigra, Sorbus aucuparia, Prunus spp., Amelanchier spp. and Ilex aquifolium.
The measurement period started at day of year (DOY) 55 and continued until DOY 191.
The sampling intensity varied according to the expected changes in phenology, with more
weekly measurements days in periods of larger phenological changes (table 3.1).

3.2.2

LiDAR data

TLS data were acquired with a RIEGL VZ-400 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL Laser
Measurement Systems GmbH), mounted on a tripod at approximately 1.45 m height. The
instrument has a beam divergence of nominally 0.35 mrad and operates in the infrared
(wavelength 1550 nm) with a range up to 350 m. The instrument also measures the yaw
(through an internal compass) and the pitch and roll (through inclination sensors) and
records up to four returns per emitted pulse. Lovell et al. (2003) and Calders et al. (2014)
discussed the advantage of multiple returns over single returns. Their studies concluded
that multiple return instruments will lead to an improved sampling at greater heights in
the canopy. The scanner settings were the same across all scans and are summarised in
table 3.2. The RIEGL VZ-400 instrument has a zenith angle range of 30 to 130 degrees.
Therefore an additional scan was acquired at each sampling location with the scanner
Table 3.1: Sampling interval and intensity for TLS data collection.

Start week1 # weeks # measurements per week
9
12
3
21
4
2
25
4
1
1

week 9 starts on Feb 24, 2014 (DOY 55); week 21 starts on
May 19, 2014 (DOY 139); week 25 starts on June 16, 2014
(DOY 167)
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Table 3.2: RlEGL VZ-400 scanner settings for data acquisition of a single scan.

Pulse repetition rate 300 kHz
Minimum range
0.5 m
Azimuth angle range 0◦ - 360◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
Zenith angle range
30◦ - 130◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
Acquisition time
1 minute 23 seconds
tilted at 90 degrees from the vertical to sample a full hemisphere. These two scans were
registered by using reflecting targets that were distributed around the sample location
using the RiSCAN PRO software (provided by RIEGL). We converted the raw TLS data
to the sorted pulse data (SPD) format with the open source sorted pulse data software
library (Bunting et al., 2013b,a) for further analysis.

3.2.3

Meteorological data

Hourly measurements of temperature and wind speed were available from a fully automated weather station, located to the West of Wageningen (weather station Veenkampen, 51.9808◦ N, 5.6217◦ E) at approximately 2.4 km from the study area. Minimum and
maximum temperature (◦ C) were measured at 1.5 m. Hourly mean temperatures were
averaged to calculate the average daily temperature (WMO, 2011). Mean and maximum wind speed (m/s) were measured at 10 m. Weather station Veenkampen provided
meteorological data dating back to January 2012. The nearby weather station Haarweg
(51.9707◦ N, 5.6426◦ E) was operational from 2001 until the end of 2011 and collected
similar meteorological data.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Vertical plant profiles

We quantified the vertical forest structure by the plant area volume density (PAVD)
as a function of canopy height. These vertical plant profiles were calculated from TLS
data through estimates of the vertically resolved gap probability (Pgap ). We used the
approach described in Calders et al. (2014), which was tested in different forest types
with different topography and understorey. Here, we extended that work by generating
profiles that cover the 5-70◦ zenith angle range. The RIEGL instrument does not take
a full hemispherical scan, but this is achieved by taking two separate scans (see section
3.2.2). The scan in upright position was used for the 35-70◦ zenith angle range and the
90 degrees tilted scan was used for the 5-35◦ zenith angle range.

3.3 Methods
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Figure 3.1: TLS data for location A on June 10, 2014 (DOY 161) in a cylindrical projection
(instrument in upright position). The azimuth angle range is 0 to 360◦ and the zenith angle
range is 30 to 130◦ , with the top-left corner of the image being azimuth 0◦ and zenith 30◦ .
The data is coloured according to range. Blue means that no returns have been registered
because there is no target or the target is too close (< 0.5 m) to the instrument.

We describe the basic steps of this approach below, but the reader is referred to Calders
et al. (2014) for full details of the method:
1. Topographic effects were corrected in the TLS data by local plane fitting. Ground
returns were classified in the TLS data and used in an iterative re-weighted least
squares (IRLS) regression to define the plane parameters.
2. The vertically resolved gap probability from a multiple return is approximated as:
P
wi (zi <z, θ)
Pgap (θ, z) = 1 −
N (θ)
(3.1)
w = 1/ns
z is the height above the instrument optical centre (z0 ) and θ is the zenith angle
of the laser pulse. The numerator in equation 3.1 gives the number of laser returns
that are below z and N (θ) is the total number of outgoing laser pulses for a finite
zenith angle range centered around θ. We make the assumption that for a specific
transmitted laser pulse each return equates to a beam area interception of 1/ns ,
where ns is the number of total returns for that transmitted laser pulse.
3. Vertical plant profiles were derived from the vertically resolved gap probability (Pgap )
using the method of Jupp et al. (2009), which uses a solid-angle-weighted normalised
profile:
!
δ log(Pgap (θ, z))
f (z) = P AI
(3.2)
δz log(Pgap (θ, H))
H is the height at which the laser pulse exits the canopy and θ means that the
normalised data are averaged over a zenith ring instead of being a mean angle. The
vertical plant profile, f (z), is largely independent of clumping and is derived from
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the approximated PAI at 57.5◦ . This angle is the “hinge angle”, at which the foliage
orientation function is essentially invariant at 0.5 over different leaf angle distributions (Ross, 1981). The zenith ring between 55◦ and 60◦ is used to approximate the
hinge region (Jupp et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011).

The minimum range of the RlEGL VZ-400 is 0.5 m (table 3.2). Location A had a single
branch that was closer than 0.5 m after leaf development. The returns from this branch
were not recorded and no returns were registered in the point cloud for these transmitted
pulses (figure 3.1). Because the branch was located in the hinge region, this led to an
increased Pgap and therefore a drop in PAI. We have masked this azimuth region in the
data processing of location A and have generated the profiles for the azimuth region
excluding azimuth range 115 to 245◦ .
The integral of PAVD as a function of canopy height is the PAI. PAI values at different
horizontal layers can easily be calculated from these profiles. We used three different
layers: 0-5 m, 5-15 m and above 15 m. The first layer represents the (sparse) understorey,
the second layer is an intermediate layer and the third layer is the upper canopy.

3.3.2

Monitoring phenology with TLS data

Sigmoidal models are commonly used to describe the temporal patterns in vegetation
phenology in spring (Che et al., 2014; Garrity et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2003b). The
typical “S-curve” in deciduous vegetation is characterised by a period of rapid growth
and convergence towards a stable plateau of maximum PAI and is described as a logistic
function:
y(t) =

U −L
+L
1 + e−k(t−tm )

(3.3)

where y(t) is the fitted PAI value as a function of time and t is the time in days. U
is the upper asymptote and L is the lower asymptote of the sigmoidal model, k is the
growth rate and tm is the inflection point at which the growth rate reaches its maximum
value (Yin et al., 2003). In theory, the lower asymptote corresponds to the PAI in leaf off
conditions. We determined the start of the growing season (SOS) at the time where the
PAI value inferred from the logistic function (equation 3.3) exceeds the upper limit of the
95% prediction interval of the lower asymptote (Che et al., 2014). We used the nonlinear
least-squares estimation in R (nls function) (R Development Core Team, 2011; Bates
& Watts, 1988) to estimate the parameters of the sigmoidal model and their prediction
intervals. The coefficient of variation of the RMSE, CV(RMSE), and the concordance
correlation coefficient, CCC, were calculated to evaluate the goodness of fit. CV(RMSE)
is defined as the RMSE normalised to the mean of the measured values and this measure
has been successfully used to compare non-linear model estimates (Calders et al., 2013a).
CV(RMSE) is, unlike the RMSE, unitless and this allows values to be easily compared
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to one another when absolute values are not directly comparable. CCC ranges between
-1 (perfect discordance) and 1 (perfect concordance) and computes the agreement on a
continuous measure obtained by two methods (Lin, 1989).

3.3.3

Inferring start of season from meteorological data

The physiological processes that trigger leaf onset are complex. Several models of leaf onset are available, but there is no consensus on which modelling approach is best (Richardson & O’Keefe, 2009; Botta et al., 2000). Temperature has been related to bud development from early on and later other factors such as light availability and chilling conditions
were incorporated. Jeong et al. (2012) and Chiang & Brown (2007) found that the start
of season for oak and birch are best described by models including a chill requirement.
In this study we used a commonly used model that combines heat and chill requirements
and adopted the parameters described in Botta et al. (2000). The accumulated heat
is described by growing degree days (GDD) and is defined as the sum of daily average
temperature (T ) above an arbitrary threshold (Tth ) starting from January 1:
GDDJan (t) =

t
X

max(T − Tth , 0)

(3.4)

Jan1

We used a threshold Tth of 5◦ C (Bequet et al., 2011; Jeong et al., 2012; Botta et al., 2000).
The number of chill days (N CD) is defined as the number of days with a daily average
temperature below Tth starting from November 1 in the previous calendar year. The start
of the season can then be defined as the day that
GDDJan (t) ≥ a + becN CDN ov (t) , with c < 0

(3.5)

Botta et al. (2000) defined the parameters in equation 3.5 for a cool deciduous broadleaf
forest as following: a = -68, b = 638 and c = -0.010 (r2 = 0.59).

3.4

Results

Vertical plant profiles were inferred from TLS data and figure 3.2 shows the TLS data and
vertical plant profiles for three different dates for location C. PAI was derived for a total of
48 vertical profiles per location, from leaf-off conditions in February to a fully developed
canopy in July. Figure 3.3 shows the PAI temporal pattern for the four measurement
locations. Sigmoidal models (equation 3.3) were fitted through these TLS derived PAI
values in figure 3.4(a) to evaluate spring phenology. These models showed good agreement
with the data for all plots (table 3.3), with CV(RMSE) ranging from 1.5 to 2.4% and CCC
being close to 1.
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TLS image

Vertical plant profile

30-05-2014 (DOY 150)

21-04-2014 (DOY 111)

12-03-2014 (DOY 71)

RGB image

Figure 3.2: RGB image, TLS data and vertical plant profiles for three dates at location
C. The TLS data is visualised in a polar projection and is coloured according to apparent
reflectance ρapp (light green = low ρapp , dark red = high ρapp ). Jupp et al. (2009) defined ρapp
as the reflectance of a diffuse target filling the laser beam that would return the same amount
of intensity as the actual target.
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Figure 3.3: Total PAI measurements derived from TLS vertical profiles for the four study
locations (top panel) and wind speed (bottom panel) as a function of DOY for 2014.

Based on the difference between the upper model asymptote U and the lower asymptote
L, the increase in total PAI in spring was 1.95 for location A, 2.60 for location B, 1.98
for location C and 2.36 for location D. An unexpected decrease in PAI was observed
during the period around DOY 126 to 133 at all four locations. Figure 3.3 suggests that
this was caused by a decreasing PAI growth rate in a period with extreme wind speeds.
We recorded high average daily wind speeds during this period and a significant peak
Table 3.3: Parameter estimates from the sigmoidal fit (equation 3.3) to the TLS data.
Location CV(RMSE) [%] CCC
A
1.5
0.998
B
1.7
0.998
C
1.6
0.998
D
2.4
0.997
1
2

L
2.22
2.29
2.10
2.23

U
(2.19; 2.24) 4.17
(2.25; 2.32) 4.89
(2.07; 2.12) 4.08
(2.19; 2.27) 4.59
2

(4.14;
(4.86;
(4.05;
(4.55;

4.20)
4.93)
4.10)
4.63)

SOSmod = start of season inferred from logistic model
95% prediction interval (lower limit; upper limit)

k
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.18

tm [DOY]
SOSmod 1[DOY]
(0.17; 0.20) 111 (110.1; 111.3) 88
(0.19; 0.22) 110 (109.9;110.9) 90
(0.19;0.24) 113 (112.1;113.0) 93
(0.16;0.21) 113 (112.6;114.0) 91
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in maximum daily wind speed of more than 30 m/s on DOY 129. The forest gradually
recovers from this wind event, until it reaches a more stationary PAI value. Figure 3.4(a)
suggests a further, more moderate, increase in PAI for the last three measurement days
(DOY 176, 183 and 191) in all plots after reaching this more stable period of the upper
asymptote.

a) Logistic functions to describe TLS PAI dynamics
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b) GDD and phenology modelling
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Figure 3.4: Phenology dynamics in spring 2014. Panel (a) shows the TLS derived PAI values
and the sigmoidal fit (equation 3.3) to the TLS data. Panel (b) shows the GDD and right
hand of equation 3.5 [GDD = growing degree days; NCD = number of chill days]. Panel (c)
shows the maximum and minimum daily temperature.
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The start of the growing season was determined at the time where the PAI value inferred
from the logistic function (equation 3.3) exceeded the upper limit of the 95% prediction
interval of the lower asymptote (SOSmod ). Location A showed the first significant increase
in PAI on March 29 (DOY 88), followed by location B two days later, location D three days
later and finally location C five days later (table 3.3). The inflection point tm indicates the
day of maximum growth rate. This day was observed 20 (location B and C), 22 (location
D) and 23 (location A) days after the start of season. The growth rate k ranged from
0.18 to 0.21.
Vertical plant profiles describe the PAVD as a function of canopy height and we can
therefore look at the PAI dynamics at different horizontal layers in the canopy (figure
3.5, table 3.4). The intermediate and upper canopy layer show a good agreement with
the sigmoidal model. The CV(RMSE) values range between 1.2 and 2.3% and the CCC
is close to 1, suggesting a good agreement between the TLS PAI and the fitted sigmoid
model. The CV(RMSE) of the understorey layer is higher and ranges from 5.1 to 14.0%.
Even though the CCC values (0.94 to 0.99) suggest that a sigmoidal model is a good
fit, visual inspection of figure 3.5 shows that whilst this might be a reasonable overall
fit, the local agreement was poor. This makes it problematic to infer the start of season
from the sigmoidal model. We therefore used another approach to determine SOS for
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Figure 3.5: Phenology dynamics in spring 2014 at different horizontal layers through TLS
derived PAI values and a sigmoidal fit (equation 3.3) to the data.
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Table 3.4: Parameter estimates from the sigmoidal fit (equation 3.3) to the TLS data at
different horizontal layers.
Location
A

B

C

D

1
2
3

Layer
[m]
0-5
5-15
> 15
0-5
5-15
> 15
0-5
5-15
> 15
0-5
5-15
> 15

CV(RMSE) CCC
[%]
14.0
0.945
2.0
0.997
1.9
0.998
7.4
0.989
1.6
0.999
2.0
0.998
5.1
0.992
1.2
0.999
1.9
0.998
8.8
0.991
1.9
0.998
2.3
0.997

L
0.03
0.45
1.73
0.03
0.48
1.77
0.03
0.42
1.65
0.02
0.34
1.87

U
(0.01;
(0.44;
(1.70;
(0.02;
(0.48;
(1.74;
(0.02;
(0.42;
(1.63;
(0.01;
(0.34;
(1.84;

0.04)3
0.45)
1.76)
0.03)
0.49)
1.80)
0.03)
0.42)
1.65)
0.02)
0.35)
1.90)

0.11
0.78
3.28
0.13
1.01
3.76
0.05
0.76
3.27
0.14
0.66
3.80

k
(0.10;
(0.78;
(3.26;
(0.12;
(1.01;
(3.73;
(0.05;
(0.75;
(3.24;
(0.14;
(0.65;
(3.76;

0.12)
0.79)
3.31)
0.13)
1.02)
3.78)
0.05)
0.76)
3.29)
0.15)
0.66)
3.83)

0.07
0.26
0.18
0.08
0.25
0.20
0.16
0.23
0.21
0.09
0.17
0.20

(0.04;
(0.23;
(0.16;
(0.07;
(0.23;
(0.18;
(0.14;
(0.21;
(0.19;
(0.08;
(0.15;
(0.17;

0.11)
0.30)
0.20)
0.10)
0.27)
0.23)
0.20)
0.25)
0.24)
0.11)
0.19)
0.23)

tm
[DOY]
106 (98.8; 112.3)
111 (110.7; 111.9)
111 (110.0; 111.3)
107 (104.0; 109.0)
112 (111.7; 112.5)
110 (109.5; 110.6)
113 (112.0; 114.6)
113 (112.6; 113.4)
112 (111.9; 113.0)
111 (108.5; 112.8)
116 (114.9; 116.2)
113 (112.4; 113.7)

SOSmod 1(SOSthres )2
[DOY]
77 (92)
96
88
72 (90)
95
90
90 (97)
93
93
76 (92)
92
93

SOSmod = start of season inferred from logistic model
SOSthres = start of season from thresholding method (0 - 5 m layer only)
95% prediction interval (lower limit; upper limit)

the understorey layer. We assumed that the earliest possible start of the understorey
layer SOS is the SOS of the vertically integrated canopy (table 3.3). We determined the
maximum TLS PAI understorey value before this earliest possible start and determined
the SOS (SOSthres ) for this layer as the first date at which this maximum threshold value
was exceeded by the TLS PAI values.
The start of season at location A was first triggered in the upper canopy (DOY 88),
followed by the understorey two days later and no significant changes appeared in the
intermediate layer until DOY 96. The understorey and upper canopy layer at location
B showed a significant increase in PAI on the same day, followed by changes in the
intermediate layer five days later. A different pattern was observed for location C, where
the intermediate and upper canopy layer started the same date, followed by changes in
the understorey only four days later. Changes in location D all happened within a day
(DOY 92-93). The SOS for location D based on the integrated canopy was DOY 91,
which is a day earlier than any of the three layers. This is likely because the SOSmod uses
the continuous logistic model, whereas the SOSthres method uses the discrete TLS PAI
time series and SOS can only be associated with measurement days. Measurements were
done at DOY 90 and 92, but not at DOY 91.
Figure 3.4 compares the SOS inferred from the LiDAR PAI time series data with the SOS
inferred from phenological models that take into account heat and chilling requirements.
Figure 3.4(c) shows the daily maximum and minimum temperature and figure 3.4(b)
shows the growing degree days (GDD) and the right hand side of equation 3.5. The
intersection of these two lines at DOY 115 determine the start of season according to the
phenological model, which is 22 to 27 days later than observed in the PAI time series data
(figure 3.4(a) and table 3.3).
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Discussion

Our results demonstrated that TLS instruments provide stable and repeatable measurement of PAI, and are therefore well suited to monitor temporal changes (figure 3.4(a) and
3.5). The sampling locations were permanently marked in the field, but the tripod (at
approximately 1.45 m height) and TLS instrument had to be set up on each measurement
day.
Previous studies have commonly used sigmoidal models to monitor vegetation phenology
using data captured from optical spaceborne instruments. Zhang et al. (2003b) and
Garrity et al. (2011) used vegetation indices derived from MODIS (Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer) and Che et al. (2014) used MODIS and AVHRR (Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer) PAI datesets. Our results demonstrated that PAI time
series inferred from terrestrial LiDAR can be described with sigmoidal models with a
CV(RMSE) ranging between 1.5 and 2.4% (figure 3.4 and table 3.3). One key parameter
that can be derived from these phenological time series and their sigmoidal models is
the start of the growing season. Detecting SOS is crucial for monitoring responses of
terrestrial ecosystems to climate change (Richardson et al., 2013; Polgar & Primack,
2011; Walther et al., 2002) and we presented a robust and repeatable approach based on
TLS data to derive SOS. We determined the SOS inferred from the TLS time series to
range between March 29, 2014 (location A, DOY 88) and April 3, 2014 (location C, DOY
93). The difference in the start of season between these two locations is probably due to
the different species composition. Although all locations were located in the same forest,
location A had an oak to birch ratio of 85:15, whereas location C had a ratio of 95:5. Birch
generally has an earlier SOS than oak (Fu et al., 2012; Richardson & O’Keefe, 2009) and
it is therefore not surprising that the locations with a higher percentage of birch have
an earlier SOS. The increase in PAI after reaching the upper asymptote is similar to the
results in Bequet et al. (2011). Figure 3.5 suggests that this moderate increase at the last
three measurement days is mainly occurring in the upper canopy layer. The sigmoidal
model worked well to capture the spring dynamics, but different models, e.g. a series of
piecewise logistic functions of time (Zhang et al., 2003b), are needed to model the whole
phenological cycle.
Bequet et al. (2011) studied the seasonal variation in PAI for 10 homogeneous oak stands
in neighbouring Northern Belgium (Flanders) using hemispherical photography. They
observed the start of leaf unfolding between April 18 and April 24, 2008 (DOY 109-115).
This is 16 to 22 days later than the TLS derived SOS we observed in location C and
D (i.e. the locations with only 5% of birch). The comparison of our TLS derived SOS
with the predictions from the phenological model (figure 3.4) also showed a disagreement,
with TLS estimates starting 22 to 27 days earlier. A possible explanation for these
disagreements may be the differences in winter and spring temperatures between different
years or with the yearly median. Figure 3.6 shows the yearly historical GDD and number
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a) GDD and NCD: period 2002−2014

b) GDD boxplot: period 2002−2014
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Figure 3.6: Growing degree days (GDD) and number of chill days (NCD) for the period 20022014. GDD was calculated according to equation 3.4 until DOY 126. NCD was calculated
from November 1 in the previous calendar year until DOY 126. DOY 126 was the latest date
for the start of season according to equation 3.5 during the period 2002-2014 (year 2012). We
corrected the yearly GDD and NCD for leap years. Panel (a) shows the yearly NCD and GDD
with the grey lines representing the yearly average. Panel (b) shows the GDD box plot and
panel (c) shows the NCD box plot, with the whiskers at 1.5 times the interquartile box plot
range.

of chill days (NCD) for the period 2002-2014. Year 2014 had the second highest GDD
(397) and NCD (50) and the box plots in figure 3.6 indicate that the 2014 GDD and NCD
values fall outside the interquartile range. Year 2014 had 79 more GDD and 30 days less
chill days compared to the yearly median. Bequet et al. (2011) studied spring phenology
in 2008, which had 16 more chilling days and 80 less GDD compared to 2014. Both
GDD and NCD for 2008 fall within the interquartile range of the historical data (period
2002-2014), whereas the values for 2014 suggest a warmer winter and spring compared to
these historical data. Fu et al. (2012) used controlled experiments to study the effect of
winter and spring warming on phenology. They concluded that birch and oak trees that
were exposed to both winter and spring warming would start leaf unfolding earlier when
compared to no winter and spring warming. The processes that control spring phenology
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are complex, but it is generally accepted that spring warming accelerates bud development
(Chmielewski & Rotzer, 2001). Chilling is important and warmer temperatures in winter
might delay endodormancy release (Dantec et al., 2014; Murray et al., 1989). However,
in trees with lower chilling requirements (e.g. birch and oak), the required chilling may
be met even under warming conditions (Dantec et al., 2014; Fu et al., 2012) and warmer
winters might therefore advance the start of season too.
Terrestrial LiDAR provides information about the 3D distribution of canopy constituents
and enabled us to look at the spring phenology in different horizontal canopy layers. The
sigmoidal models were a good fit for the upper canopy and intermediate layer, but local
agreement for the understorey layer was poor (figure 3.5). Assuming the PAI uncertainty
is constant with height, this can be partly explained by higher relative error compared to
the intermediate and upper canopy layer. Absolute PAI values for the understorey are
low and range from approximately 0.02 in leaf off conditions to approximately 0.16. The
low signal in the understorey layer was a combination of the sparse vegetation in this
layer and the lower zenith angle limit of 70◦ for the vertical plant profiles. The vertical
plant profile approach described in section 3.3.1 requires the laser pulse to exit the canopy,
which might not always be the case for larger zenith angles, where the path length through
the canopy may be greater than the maximum range of the TLS instrument. Future work
will investigate modelling of vertical plant profiles to ground level using zenith angles
greater than 70 degrees. This will broaden the applications for vertical plant profiles
too, for example for better characterisation of ground and understorey fuel loads for fire
management.
Our study area was essentially a single-layered forest because the understorey was sparse,
but differences in phenology were observed between the different layers (table 3.4). TLS
derived vertical profiles have the potential to be an excellent tool to study Pgap and PAI
dynamics in multi-layered forests. Gond et al. (1999) studied the seasonal variation of PAI
in a multi-layered forest using an LAI-2000 instrument, which was used at ground level
and mounted on an extendable pole to differentiate between understorey and overstorey
canopy. TLS offers a more practical solution since all measurements can be taken from
the same location and the 3D data is used to differentiate between horizontal layers. The
approach presented in this paper can be directly transferred to the collection of similar
TLS time series data in multi-layered forests. Such data will give us more insight into how
understorey species take advantage of high-light periods in spring before the development
of the upper canopy (Richardson & O’Keefe, 2009).
Recent developments in autonomous ground-based LiDAR instruments will enable us to
increase the temporal resolution of 3D data. The VEGNET IML scans the hinge angle region and was used to create vertical plant profiles at a daily frequency to monitor
phenological changes in fall (Portillo-Quintero et al., 2014). We have not addressed the
issue of spatial variance in this work, but it is important for upscaling variables inferred
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from a single sample location to plot level information and is subject of future work.
Differences in scanner height between single sample locations and the proximity of individual branches may introduce large variations in Pgap at the larger zenith angles, and
thereby increase the variation in PAVD and PAI. The vertical plant profiles in this work
do not separate between woody and non-woody canopy constituents. Such separation of
vertical plant profiles will enable us to quantify temporal changes in leaf and non-leaf
components. The recent development of two dual wavelength research TLS instruments
(SALCA, Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser; DWEL, Dual-Wavelength Echidna
Lidar) are designed to facilitate this separation (Danson et al., 2014; Gaulton et al., 2013;
Douglas et al., 2012).

3.6

Conclusion

This work provides insight in the stability of terrestrial LiDAR measurements in the
context of repeatable measurements, which is important to quantify changes in forest
structure. We explore the potential of TLS for monitoring changes in phenology, which
may reduce uncertainty in reference data used for calibration and validation of large scale
remote sensing products. Sigmoidal models show a good fit for TLS PAI time series of
the total integrated canopy (CV(RMSE) < 2.4% and CCC > 0.99) and specific horizontal
layers. The sigmoidal fit to the understorey data is a good approximation of the overall
shape, but showed local disagreement caused by the relative lower signal to noise ratio.
The start of season is derived based on the total canopy integrated PAI time series and
compared to phenological models that include heat and chill requirements. The SOS inferred from the TLS data occurs 22 to 27 days earlier compared to the prediction based
on meteorological data, which is likely caused by winter and spring warming. Vertical
plant profiles are inferred from 3D TLS data, which not only enables us to look at structural changes of the vertically integrated canopy, but also at specific horizontal layers.
TLS therefore provides a tool to study seasonal dynamics as a function of time, as well
as a function of canopy height. This will be of importance for monitoring multi-layered
forests, where the understorey species will generally have an earlier start in the growing
season.
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Abstract:
1. Allometric equations are currently used to estimate above-ground biomass (AGB)
based on the indirect relationship with tree parameters. Terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) can measure the canopy structure in 3D with high detail. In this study we
develop an approach to estimate AGB from TLS data, which does not need any prior
information about allometry. We compare these estimates against destructively harvested AGB estimates and AGB derived from allometric equations. We also evaluate
tree parameters, diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height, estimated from
traditional field inventory and TLS data.
2. Tree height, DBH and AGB data are collected through traditional forest inventory,
TLS and destructive sampling of 65 trees in a native Eucalypt Open Forest in Victoria,
Australia. Single trees are extracted from the TLS data and quantitative structure
models are used to estimate the tree volume directly from the point cloud data. AGB
is inferred from these volumes and basic density information, and is then compared
with estimates derived from allometric equations and destructive sampling.
3. AGB estimates derived from TLS show a high agreement with the reference values
from destructive sampling, with a concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) of 0.98.
The agreement between AGB estimates from allometric equations and the reference
is lower (CCC = 0.68 to 0.78). Our TLS approach shows a total AGB overestimation
of 9.68% compared to an underestimation of 36.57% to 29.85% for the allometric
equations.
4. The error for AGB estimates using allometric equations increases exponentially
with increasing DBH, whereas the error for AGB estimates from TLS is not dependent
on DBH (figure 4.10). The TLS method does not rely on indirect relationships with
tree parameters or calibration data and shows better agreement with the reference
data compared to estimates from allometric equations. Using 3D data also enables
us to look at the height distributions of AGB and we demonstrate that 80% of the
AGB at plot level is located in the lower 60% of the trees for a Eucalypt Open Forest.
This method can be applied in many forest types and can assist in the calibration and
validation of broad scale biomass maps.

4.1 Introduction

4.1
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Introduction

Above-ground biomass (AGB) is an important indicator for forest productivity, carbon
storage and sequestration of forests (Bi et al., 2004). However, the global distribution
of carbon sources and sinks is uncertain (Houghton et al., 2009) and carbon emissions
are poorly known on local, national and global scales (Hill et al., 2013). Data retrieved
through remote sensing methods can be a useful tool to monitor AGB over large areas
(Avitabile et al., 2012), with a currently increasing interest in forest carbon stock changes
(De Sy et al., 2012). Accurate ground reference measurements are needed for the calibration and validation of these global satellite derived AGB datasets. Two recently published
maps of carbon stocks in tropical regions across different continents (Saatchi et al., 2011;
Baccini et al., 2012) used similar input data layers but showed substantial differences in
mapped AGB , especially in areas with little field data (Mitchard et al., 2013). These two
pantropical AGB maps also show very different spatial patterns compared to field plots
distributed across the region (Mitchard et al., 2014). Improving the field techniques is
key to reducing uncertainty in global biomass mapping and previous work suggests more
emphasis is needed on real plot-level forest AGB measurement instead of estimating AGB
from traditional allometric equations (Asner et al., 2013).
Current field methods to estimate AGB of forests are generally based on indirect relationships with tree structural parameters, such as diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree
height (Chave et al., 2014; Bi et al., 2004). This allometric approach can be effective when
applied within the productivity and species range of the calibration data, but may lead
to large uncertainties in broad scale biomass mapping. This is particularly true for large
trees which contain most of the biomass (and thus carbon) but have rarely been harvested
and measured (Stephenson et al., 2014). Calibration data to support allometric biomass
models requires direct estimates of AGB that involve destructive sampling of trees. This
is often expensive and impractical and can therefore only be conducted on a limited basis. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also called terrestrial LiDAR (light detection and
ranging), is an active remote sensing technique that can accurately measure distances by
transmitting laser pulses and analysing the returned energy as a function of time. TLS
therefore can serve as an excellent tool to assess forest structure and the three-dimensional
distribution of plant constituents (Calders et al., 2014). TLS allows for measuring forest
structure with high detail and accuracy and has the potential to reduce uncertainties in
inferring AGB since it enables direct estimates of complete tree volume. Dassot et al.
(2012) demonstrated the potential of TLS for assessing wood volume in leaf-off conditions
and used simple geometric fitting to model the woody structure up to branches of 7 cm.
Hosoi et al. (2013) used a voxel-based model to estimate the woody volume. These previous studies focused on woody components only, required a substantial amount of manual
input or were restricted in sensitivity analysis.
In this paper we suggest an approach to estimate total AGB based on detailed non-
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destructive sampling with terrestrial LiDAR. We validate the derived AGB estimates
against destructively harvested AGB in native Eucalypt Open Forest plots in Australia.
This nondestructive approach has important implications for large area sampling of AGB
as it facilitates calibration and validation of satellite derived biophysical datasets. The
main objectives of this paper are:
1. The derivation of AGB through TLS derived volume estimates and basic density
information;
2. The validation of TLS derived AGB estimates with destructively sampled AGB; and
3. The comparison of TLS derived AGB estimates with AGB derived from allometric
biomass models.
We also compare traditional forest inventory measures such as DBH and tree height from
TLS data and field data. Our TLS-driven approach supports the need for an accurate
nondestructive method to assess AGB. A comparison of AGB derived through TLS and
allometric models with the harvested AGB gives some insight into the potential and
accuracy of TLS for rapid biomass assessments at the plot level, and how this may be
used in support of broad scale biomass mapping.

4.2
4.2.1

Study area and data collection
Study area

This study was undertaken in native Eucalypt Open Forest (dry sclerophyll Box-Ironbark
forest) in Victoria, Australia. Two plots (RUSH06 and RUSH07) with a 40 m radius were
established in Rushworth forest and partially harvested in May 2012 to acquire accurate
estimates of AGB. The main tree species in these plots were Eucalyptus leucoxylon, E.
microcarpa and E. tricarpa. Plots RUSH06 and RUSH07 had a stem density of 347 and
317 stems/ha and a basal area of 13.0 and 13.2 m2 /ha respectively.

4.2.2

Forest inventory and destructive sampling

Traditional field inventory was carried out pre-harvest to collect DBH, tree height and
stem maps for both plots. Each stem of a multi stem tree was treated as an individual tree
in the forest inventory and analysis if the stems split below 1.3 m. DBH was measured
over bark at 1.3 m using a diameter tape (precision to the nearest mm). Tree height was
measured using a Laser Tech Impulse (Laser Technology Inc.), which has a precision to
the nearest 0.1 m. Detailed measurements of tree height (with a tape measure) and fresh
weight (FW) were collected in the field for each harvested tree. Fresh weight was measured using a Wedderburn WS600 digital crane scale (W.W. Wedderburn Pty Limited).

4.2 Study area and data collection
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Table 4.1: Summary of parameters a and b to describe the dry weight (DW) to fresh weight
(FW) ratio as a function of DBH: DW:FW = a + b*DBH.

Species
E. leucoxylon
E. microcarpa
E. tricarpa

# sample trees
a
b R2
8 0.4869 0.004088
13 0.6366 0.001785
7 0.6102 0.001913

of fit
0.91
0.74
0.94

Most fresh weight crane lifts were <500 kg at an accuracy of 0.2 kg, with very few lifts
approaching 1000 kg at an accuracy of 0.5 kg. Basic density (dry weight overbark per unit
green volume) and moisture content for each species were derived from a limited number
of samples across a range of DBH (11 - 62 cm). Discs were taken every 3 m (from DBH)
up the tree for a single sample tree to a minimum diameter of 5 cm and the total fresh
and dry weight (DW) of these discs (including bark) was used to generate a weighted average DW:FW ratio. The discs were all dried at 70◦ C to constant weight and whole discs
were weighed, including bark. The moisture content ratios are lower for larger DBH and
higher for smaller diameters, reflecting the proportion of sapwood. The DW:FW ratios
are described as function of DBH for each tree species (DW:FW = a + b*DBH; table 4.1).
The reference dry weight of single trees, i.e. AGB, was derived from the measured fresh
weights in combination with the inverse DW:FW ratios. Basic densities for the harvested
species are 625.5 kg/m3 for E. tricarpa, 665.1 kg/m3 for E. leucoxylon and 759.4 kg/m3
for E. microcarpa. These basic densities were derived from full discs including bark at a
height of 1.3 m.

4.2.3

Terrestrial LiDAR data acquisition

TLS data were acquired with a RIEGL VZ-400 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL Laser
Measurement Systems GmbH). The beam divergence is nominally 0.35 mrad and the
instrument operates in the infrared (wavelength 1550 nm) with a range up to 350 m. The
instrument also collects information about the yaw (through an internal compass) and the
pitch and roll (through inclination sensors). This scanner allows fast data acquisition and
records multiple return LiDAR data (up to four returns per emitted pulse). The advantage
of multiple returns over single returns has been discussed by Calders et al. (2014). They
concluded that multiple return instruments will lead to an improved sampling at greater
canopy heights. The scanner settings were the same across all scans and are summarised
in table 4.2. We used five scan locations per plot in a systematic sampling design with one
centre scan location and a scan location at 40 m from the centre in each cardinal direction.
The RIEGL VZ-400 has a zenith range of 30 to 130 degrees. Therefore an additional scan
was acquired at each scan location with the instrument tilted at 90 degrees from the
vertical to sample a full hemisphere. Reflecting targets were distributed throughout the
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Table 4.2: Riegl VZ-400 scanner settings for data acquisition.

Beam divergence
Pulse repetition rate
Minimum range
Azimuth range
Zenith range
Acquisition time

0.35 mrad
300 kHz
1.5 m
0◦ - 360◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
30◦ - 130◦ (0.06◦ angular sampling)
1 minute 23 seconds

plot and were used to register the five scan locations using the RiSCAN PRO software
(provided by RIEGL). The average standard deviation of the registered point clouds was
0.0129 m with values for individual scans ranging from 0.0062 m to 0.0226 m. Figure 4.1
shows the terrestrial LiDAR data pre- and post-harvest for RUSH07, visualised from a
virtual point above the forest.

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Terrestrial LiDAR analysis

Tree height, DBH and AGB were derived from the TLS data following a two step approach:
i) extracting single trees from the registered pre-harvest TLS point cloud; and ii) deriving
parameters for an extracted single tree.
Extracting single trees
A C++ library based on the open-source Point Cloud Library (Rusu & Cousins, 2011)
was used to develop a semi-automated extraction of individual trees from the global point
clouds. This was achieved in four steps: i) identification of individual stems through segmentation of the ground plane and return reflectance filtering; ii) cylinder fitting to these
stems and application of a series of pass through filters with respect to the unfiltered point
cloud to extract the individual trees; iii) sequential identification of point clusters defined
by point density in height slices along the length of the tree to remove unrelated vegetation and noise from these clouds; and iv) visual inspection against the whole point cloud
and, if needed, manual removal of unrelated vegetation from neighbouring trees.
In the first step, only LiDAR data within the 40 m plot radius and reflectance values above
-4 dB were used. Reflectance is defined as range-corrected intensity and the majority of
the LiDAR returns generally ranges between -20 dB (low return energy) to 0 dB (high
return energy). The unfiltered point cloud in step two and three had a 50 m radius. This
allowed us to capture the full crown extent of trees whose stem is within the boundaries
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Figure 4.1: Pre and post harvest terrestrial LiDAR data for RUSH07 plot.

of the plot, but have their crown partially outside the plot boundaries. The slices in step
three are 1 m high and each slice increases 300% in x and y coordinate compared to the
slice below. The visual inspection in step four is similar to the final step in single tree
extraction from a LiDAR point cloud in Hopkinson et al. (2004).

Tree height and DBH
Tree height was calculated as the difference between the height of the highest and lowest
LiDAR point of a single tree point cloud. The DBH was calculated on a 0.06 m thick cross
section between 1.27 and 1.33 m above the lowest point (Tansey et al., 2009). We use a
least squares circle fitting algorithm to account for potential occlusion in the LiDAR data.
Tansey et al. (2009) compared least squares circle fitting, least squares cylinder fitting
and circular Hough transformation for estimating DBH and found that least squares circle
fitting was most accurate.

AGB from quantitative structure models
Tree volume was directly inferred from the TLS data through quantitative structure models (QSMs). AGB is derived from these volume estimates and basic density. The QSMs
in this paper are reconstructed with a modified version of the method presented in Raumonen et al. (2013). The original method was validated previously using detailed 3D tree
models, where tree structure was known. Results showed that, with some constraints,
original length and volume could be reconstructed with a relative error of less than 2%
(Disney et al., 2012). Burt et al. (2013) applied the same approach to TLS data from
three different forest types in Queensland, Australia. Based on TLS simulation of the
reconstructed tree model, they found that total volume could be recreated to within a
10.8% underestimate. The accuracy to which single scans could be globally registered was
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identified as the greatest constraint in the method.
The reconstruction method assumes a single tree point cloud and has two main steps.
First, the point cloud is segmented into stem and branches, and secondly, the surface
and volume of the segments are reconstructed with geometric primitives, in this case with
cylinders. The method uses a cover set approach, where the point cloud is partitioned
into small subsets, which correspond to small connected patches in the tree surface. The
cover sets or patches can be thought of as small building bricks, which can be used to
grow the tree from its base upwards and into the branches. The size of the patches is
important: after an optimum size is reached, the larger the patches are, the less detail
that can be modelled.
The first main step of segmenting the point cloud into branches can be divided into
multiple sub-steps and the segmentation is done twice. The first segmentation uses large
patches and its purpose is to use the segmentation for information about the local size
of the branches based on the branching order, height, and position in the branch. This
information is then used for a second iteration where the patch size is smaller and varies:
the size decreases linearly along the branch from the base to the tip and the size at the
branch base decreases with increasing height and branching order (figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Example of patch size variation according to the first segmentation for a E.
leucoxylon. Dark blue denotes areas with half the patch size of dark red areas at the base of
the tree.
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After the cover generation, we next model the base of the stem at the bottom part of the
point cloud. We approximate the stem by expanding the base upwards using the neighbour
relation of the patches. The approximated stem now contains most of the stem patches
and some patches from first order branches. We determine the connected components of
the other patches near the approximate stem and connect them to the stem by modifying
the neighbour relation. This ensures that small occlusions do not disconnect first order
branches from the stem. Finally we expand the stem into tree crown as much as possible
and determine all the connected components of the other patches. The components are
connected to the closest parts of the tree or other components. This process of determining
separate components and connecting them is continued until the tree is one connected
component.
Next the patches are segmented into stem and branches using the algorithm presented in
Raumonen et al. (2013), with some additional correctional steps:
1. The small child segments, whose distance from the parent segment is about the
same as the approximate radii of the parent segment, are removed as ambiguous
and insignificant;
2. The initial segments are corrected so that they are reaching the furthest tip of their
child segments. The stem segment is corrected to reach the highest tip of all the
segments. The resulting segmentation is more robust, has lower maximum branching
order, and in general the segments correspond better with the real branches; and
3. The segments are expanded into their parent segment and the whole expansion is
removed from the parent and the child. This diminishes the size and occurrence of
small parts of the child segments in the parent, which can make the fitted cylinders
too large.
After the second segmentation based on small patches, the second main step is to reconstruct the surface and volume of the segments. This is accomplished by fitting cylinders,
in a least squares sense, into short sub-regions of the segments. The length of the subregions is approximately controlled by the input parameter l that defines the relative
length of the cylinders, i.e. the ratio of the length and radius. After the cylinders are fitted to a segment, the fitted radii is checked in two ways to eliminate unrealistic cylinders
that otherwise would be fitted in some instances. First the radii that exceed the radius
of the parent segment at the branching point are set to the value of the parent, and the
radii below 2.5 mm are set to 2.5 mm. The radius along the segment is controlled by a
parabola shaped taper, which makes the radii decrease towards the tip (figure 4.3). The
parabola is fitted to the taper data of a few cross sections of the branch and it gives the
maximum local radii along the branch. The minimum radius is 75% of the maximum.
For the stem we use a partially linear taper, with the radius at the end of the stem set to
2.5 mm (figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Radius control along branches and stem. Red stars are the scaled average radii
at specific cross sections of the branch and scaled up by 5%. These are used for fitting the
parabola (left) or for defining the partially linear red taper curve (right), which defines the
maximum local radii.

The method has two important input parameters, d and l, which define the patch size
in the second cover and the relative cylinder length. Given that the cover generation is
random, the final QSMs are always a little different, even if using exactly the same input
parameters. To assess the robustness of the reconstruction method and variability between
the results, we produced 10 models for each case and calculated the mean and standard
deviation from these 10 models. We tested higher number of iterations (20, 50 and 100
runs) for a selected number of trees, but mean (Student’s t-test) and standard deviations
(Levene’s test) did not significantly differ. The method is implemented in MATLAB and
the average model completion time over our total 650 runs was 102 seconds per run when
using a Windows 7 64-bit operating system (3.07 GHz, 24 GB memory).

4.3.2

Allometric biomass models

Allometric equations for estimating above-ground biomass for the harvested Eucalyptus
species are described in Paul et al. (2013). The equations use a power function, which
has a linear equivalent form:
ln(AGB) = a + b × ln(DBH) + e

(4.1)

Values for parameters a and b are specified in table 4.3, as well as the correction factor.
This factor is a bias correction for the AGB estimates following back-transforming the
logarithm as described by Snowdon (1991). The derived AGB is multiplied by the factor
to correct for the bias.
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Table 4.3: Summary of parameters a, b and CF in allometric equations according to Paul
et al. (2013). N gives the number of individual trees and maximum DBH indicates the upper
limit of the calibration data used to develop the allometric equations. EF is the model
efficiency index to assess the accuracy of overall fit with the calibration data and ranges from
0 to 1 (perfect fit).

Species
E. leucoxylon
E. microcarpa
E. tricarpa
Generic Eucalyptus tree

4.3.3

N Max. DBH [cm]
a
b CF EF
28
25 -1.37 2.07 1.04 0.98
30
110 -1.92 2.36 1.17 0.98
54
60 -2.39 2.40 1.10 0.95
2640
100 -1.71 2.21 1.29 0.93

Measurement comparison

We used linear regression to compare different methods for deriving DBH and tree height.
Both tree height and AGB have reference measurements through destructive harvesting.
We therefore calculated their root mean squared error (RMSE) with respect to the 1:1 line
to evaluate the deviation from the reference data. AGB was estimated through allometric
equations and TLS. We compared these two different methods against the reference data
by calculating the coefficient of variation of the RMSE, CV(RMSE), and the concordance
correlation coefficient, CCC. CV(RMSE) is defined as the RMSE normalised to the mean
of the reference values. Unlike the RMSE, CV(RMSE) is unitless and this allows values to
be easily compared to one another. CCC computes the agreement on a continuous measure
obtained by two methods (Lin, 1989) and ranges between 1 (perfect concordance) and -1
(perfect discordance).

4.4

Results

A total of 75 trees were harvested (table 4.4), 65 of which were included in the analysis
(25 E. leucoxylon, 21 E. microcarpa and 19 E. tricarpa). The inventory measures of the
remaining ten harvested trees could not be linked with the extracted trees from the TLS
data. This mostly concerned multi stem trees with similar DBH for the different individual
stems. Four more trees were missing reference tree height data and were excluded from
the height analysis (see table 4.4). AGB was destructively measured in the field and used
as a reference to compare against AGB derived from TLS data and allometric equations.
Furthermore, we compared tree height and DBH measurements from traditional field
measurements, terrestrial LiDAR and destructive sampling (reference).
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Table 4.4: Rushworth felled and sampled trees, and trees used in analysis.

Tree count
RUSH06 RUSH07 Total
Felled and Sampled Trees (FST)
36
39
75
FST in AGB analysis
34
31
65
FST in DBH analysis
34
31
65
FST in height analysis
33
28
61

4.4.1

DBH and tree height

The comparison of field measured DBH against TLS derived DBH is shown in figure
4.4. The linear regression shows an RMSE of 0.02 m and a slope of 0.98. Figure 4.5
illustrates the different scenarios for inferring DBH from TLS data through circle fitting.
The left panel shows a circle fit through data with no occlusion, whereas the middle panel
illustrates how circle fitting overcomes occlusion in the TLS data. For one tree in our
study sites (double leader), a circle shows not to be the most optimal fit (Figure 4.5, right
panel).
The destructively measured tree height is compared against the field measured tree height
and the TLS derived tree height in figure 4.6. Both methods show a good linear fit with

60

− − − 1:1 line
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of TLS derived DBH with field measured DBH values.
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Figure 4.5: Examples of TLS derived DBH through circle fitting on the 1.27 - 1.33 m cross
section above the lowest LiDAR point. (Left) No occlusion in the data; (middle) Partial
occlusion in the data; (right) Circle not the optimal fit.

the reference tree height data, but tree heights measured using traditional methods were
underestimated in trees up to approximately 16 m tall, and overestimated in trees taller
than 16 m. The linear fit of the TLS derived heights is close to the 1:1 line with a slope

Field inventory tree height
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of destructively measured reference tree height with a) TLS derived
tree height and b) field measured tree height. (Left) linear regression; (right) residuals =
reference tree height - estimated tree height.
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Species−specific allometric equation
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Generic Eucalyptus tree allometric equation
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of destructively measured reference tree AGB with AGB derived
from allometric equations. (Left) AGB from species-specific allometric equations; (right) AGB
from the Generic Eucalyptus tree allometric equation.

of 0.98. Residuals for both height methods are calculated with respect to the reference
heights and are shown in the right panel of figure 4.6. The RMSE with respect to the 1:1
line is 0.55 m for the TLS derived heights and 1.28 m for the field inventory heights.

4.4.2

Above-ground biomass

Above-ground biomass estimates from allometric equations are compared against the harvested reference values in figure 4.7. AGB derived from allometric equations generally underestimates the reference AGB. The overall CV(RMSE) for the species-specific equations
is 57% and the CV(RMSE) for the generic Eucalyptus equation is 46.2%. The agreement
between the allometric equation AGB and the reference, expressed by the concordance
correlation coefficient (CCC), is lowest for the species-specific equations (0.68) and is as
high as 0.78 for the generic Eucalyptus equation.
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Figure 4.8: Sensitivity analysis, TLS point cloud and final QSM for a E. leucoxylon
(RUSH07: TreeID 4). a) sensitivity analysis of d, which defines the patch size, with examples of the stem for values 0.03 and 0.04; b) sensitivity analysis of nmin, the minimum
number of points within a single patch; c) TLS point cloud; d) final QSM model.
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Tree volume is directly inferred from the TLS data through quantitative structure models
(QSMs), and AGB is inferred from these volume estimates and basic density. The input
parameters for the QSM method were visually evaluated and, the relative cylinder length,
l, of five was selected to best represent the general tree structure. Parameter d defines the
patch size of second cover generation and we used the smallest d that models the stem
well (figure 4.8a) . The input parameter that determines the neighbour relations was
fixed to d + 0.005 m. The last input parameter that influences the volume reconstruction
controls the minimum threshold of LiDAR points within a single patch for inclusion in
the reconstruction. This parameter, nmin, is generally robust (figure 4.8b) up to a certain
threshold. Values larger than that threshold will filter out parts of the tree (Calders et al.,
2013b). Figure 4.8c-d shows an example of the TLS point cloud and the corresponding
final QSMs for a E. leucoxylon.
Figure 4.9 compares the destructively measured AGB with the AGB inferred from TLS.
The CV(RMSE) is lower than for the allometric equations (16.1%) and the agreement with
the reference values is higher (CCC = 0.98). The absolute AGB deviation as a function of
DBH for the different methods is shown in figure 4.10. This figure suggests an exponential
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Figure 4.9: Tree AGB inferred from TLS volume estimates through tree reconstruction and
basic density information. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval around the mean
of 10 reconstructions.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of absolute tree AGB deviation for TLS and allometry based
methods.

increase in absolute deviation with increasing DBH for the allometric equations and a more
stable deviation for the TLS derived values. The total AGB of the 65 trees ranges from
43.78 t (generic) to 48.42 t (species-specific) for the allometric equations and is 75.70 t
for the TLS derived values. The destructive harvesting yielded 69.02 t, so there is an
overall underestimation of 36.57% to 29.85% for the allometric biomass models and an
overestimation of 9.68% for the total AGB derived from TLS.
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Figure 4.11: Tree height distribution of AGB derived from terrestrial LiDAR with height
bins of 1 m.
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TLS data provides information about AGB as a function of tree height and this is shown
in figure 4.11. The tree height distributions of AGB are based on the AGB estimates in
figure 4.9 with a vertical bin height of 1 m. These results show that more AGB is stored
lower in the tree. Averaged over all Eucalyptus species, 50% of the AGB is approximately
located in the lower 40% of the tree and 80% of the AGB is located in the lower 60% of
the tree.

4.5

Discussion

Single trees were extracted from registered TLS point clouds with a semi-automated approach and no trees were missed in the extraction process. The comparison of TLS
derived DBH measures with estimates from the field showed high accuracy and are consistent with previous work (Tansey et al., 2009; Hopkinson et al., 2004). Circle fitting
works well when stems are partially occluded in the TLS data and the linear regression
does not show bias.
It is not surprising that TLS derived height agrees better with the reference tree height
than field measured height (figure 4.6). The RIEGL TLS system essentially fires millions
of laser pulses to measure the canopy, whereas traditional field measurements are generally
based on a single measurement of the tallest part of the tree. Picking the tallest part of the
tree in Eucalypt Open Forest is often difficult from the ground given the large spreading
of crowns and lack of apical dominance.
The model efficiency of the allometric equations in Paul et al. (2013) ranged from 0.93 to
0.98 (table 4.3), indicating a good fit with the calibration data of environmental plantings.
Growing environments can be different for trees in native forests and the allometric equations underestimate the total AGB by 29.85% to 36.57%. Figure 4.10 suggests that the
absolute error increases with increasing DBH of the tree. This is not unexpected because
large trees have rarely been harvested and measured for the calibration data of the allometric equations (Stephenson et al., 2014). The allometric equations in this study only
include DBH. Eucalyptus trees are not generally shade-tolerant, so diameter to height
ratios can be quite variable. Stand height also reflects the degree of stand competition,
particularly in the wetter eucalypt forests, and therefore has shown not to be significantly
correlated to AGB. Consequently, DBH has been found to be the best predictor of AGB
without much improvement from height as an additional parameter for these sites (Paul
et al., 2013).
A circle may not always be the most optimal fit at 1.3 m, as is illustrated in figure
4.5 (right panel). The particular tree in this figure is a double leader, which does not
split below 1.3 m. Similar problems may occur in tropical forests, where many trees
have buttresses and do not follow the assumption of being circular at breast height and
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instead should be measured above the height of the buttress (Cushman et al., 2014).
Many allometric equations that are being used in tropical forests (Chave et al., 2014)
also include tree height, as well as DBH. Figure 4.6 suggests that including tree height
information from traditional field inventory in biomass regression models may prove to be
problematic, depending on crown shape and apical dominance. Propagation of error in
height estimates by using these allometric equations is likely to lead to reduced accuracy
of AGB estimates (Kearsley et al., 2013). Terrestrial LiDAR has the potential to more
accurately estimate tree height than traditional field methods, but further testing in
densely forested environments is needed (Disney et al., 2014).
Our approach of tree volume modelling from terrestrial LiDAR data does not need prior
assumptions about tree structure. This is important as our approach will not only be
able to monitor natural gradual changes in biomass, but also abrupt changes caused
by, for example, storm damage, harvesting, fire or disease. Kaasalainen et al. (2014)
found that changes in tree and branching structure could be monitored within 10% with
QSMs. The total AGB of the 65 trees is overestimated by 9.68% and the individual
estimates in figure 4.9 also reflect a similar overestimation. Possible error sources that
can cause overestimation can be related to the TLS data (registration error, occlusion,
wind and noise) or quantitative structure model (QSM) reconstruction (segmentation
error and geometric structure error due to cylinder versus real branch or leaf shape).
The TLS AGB was derived from volume estimates and species-specific basic densities.
We used basic densities that were derived from samples across a range of DBH. This
may introduce some uncertainty in the conversion of volume to AGB for an individual
tree, since basic density tends to be lower for smaller DBH and higher for larger DBH.
Further reduction of these error sources is, along with objective parameter setting, an
area of future work. The final step of the single trees extraction process, the removal
of unrelated vegetation, required user interaction for about half of the trees and was
caused by dominant and subdominant crown structures touching. This step was similar
to Hopkinson et al. (2004), but further work should be carried out to fully automate the
single tree extraction method. Boudon et al. (2014) provided an evaluation framework
for the assessment of tree reconstruction that could assist with an automated objective
parameter setting for the QSMs based on, for example, the sensitivity information in
figure 4.8. A new QSM approach is currently being developed that combines both single
tree extraction and QSM generation. These improvements will significantly speed up the
processing of large plots and supports the need for robust and repeatable AGB estimates
from TLS with limited user interaction.
This work provides a tool to assess AGB in a nondestructive and robust way. Furthermore, the three-dimensional nature of TLS data enables us to quantify AGB not only
at tree or plot level, but also as a function of tree height, branch size or branch order.
The vertical distribution of AGB is important for many applications, such as monitoring
habitat heterogeneity and spatially explicit fuel load mapping. The latter is important to
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predict fire behaviour and is essential for the development of 3D wildfire spread models
(Skowronski et al., 2011).

4.6

Conclusion

We demonstrate not only that DBH can be extracted accurately from LiDAR data, but
also that derived tree heights show better agreement with the reference height than traditional field height inventories. In this study we introduce an approach to estimate AGB
that does not rely on the indirect relationship to basic field measurements. Instead, our
approach uses direct estimates of volume based on 3D data and basic density to derive
AGB. We validate these terrestrial LiDAR derived AGB estimates by comparing them
with destructively sampled AGB, and the results reflect a high level of agreement (CCC
= 0.98). The total AGB of the 65 sampled trees is overestimated by 9.68%. AGB derived from local allometric equations shows an underestimation of 36.57% to 29.85% and
the agreement with the reference data is lower (CCC = 0.68 to 0.78). Our research also
demonstrates that AGB is not evenly distributed within the tree. For Eucalypt Open
Forest, 80% of the AGB at plot level is located in the lower 60% of the trees.
TLS allows not only for testing of allometric equations, but the 3D data can also be used
to develop and test new allometric relationships. This is of importance because large
trees are not often harvested and measured for the calibration of allometrics, resulting
in larger absolute error with increasing DBH. Our analysis demonstrates that TLS measurements can be efficiently modelled with quantitative structure models. This opens up
the possibility of storing and analysing a broad spectrum of volumetric and other properties. For example, rather than merely calibrate allometric equations, we can define proper
distributions of tree attributes and, in general, use all the available information.
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Abstract: LiDAR has the potential to derive canopy structural information such as
tree height and leaf area index (LAI), via models of the LiDAR signal. Such models
often make assumptions regarding crown shape to simplify parameter retrieval and
crown archetypes are typically assumed to contain a turbid medium to account for
within-crown scattering. However, these assumptions may make it difficult to relate
derived structural parameters to measurable canopy properties. Here, we test the impact of crown archetype assumptions by developing a new set of analytical expressions
for modelling LiDAR signals. The expressions for three crown archetypes (cuboids,
cones and spheroids) are derived from the radiative transfer solution for single order
scattering in the optical case and are a function of crown macro-structure (height and
crown extent) and LAI. We test these expressions against waveforms simulated using a highly-detailed 3D radiative transfer model, for LAI ranging from one to six.
This allows us to control all aspects of the crown structure and LiDAR characteristics.
The analytical expressions are fitted to both the original and the cumulative simulated LiDAR waveforms and the CV(RMSE) of model fit over archetype trees ranges
from 0.3% to 21.2%. The absolute prediction error (APE) for LAI is 7.1% for cuboid
archetypes, 18.6% for conical archetypes and 4.5% for spheroid archetypes. We then
test the analytical expressions against more realistic 3D representations of broadleaved
deciduous (birch) and evergreen needle-leaved (Sitka spruce) tree crowns. The analytical expressions perform more poorly (APE values up to 260.9%, typically ranging
from 39.4% to 78.6%) than for the archetype shapes and ignoring clumping and lower
branches has a significant influence on the performance of waveform inversion of realistic trees. The poor performance is important as it suggests that the assumption of
crown archetypes can result in significant errors in retrieved crown parameters due to
these assumptions not being met in real trees. Seemingly reasonable inferred values
may arise due to coupling between parameters. Our results suggest care is needed in
inferring biophysical properties based on crown archetypes. Relationships between the
derived parameters and their physical counterparts need further elucidation.

5.1 Introduction
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Introduction

Forest structure plays an important role in forest ecosystems. Leaf area index (LAI)
is a meaningful structural parameter, since several biological and physical processes are
related to the total leaf surface. For example, photosynthesis, respiration, transpiration,
carbon and nutrient cycles, and rainfall interception are a function of forest structure and
LAI.
Active sensors such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging) can measure something approximating the retroreflectance as a time or distance resolved signal over forest canopies.
LiDAR therefore can serve as an excellent tool to assess forest structure and the threedimensional distribution of plant canopies (Vauhkonen et al., 2009; Koch et al., 2006;
Lefsky et al., 1999; Nelson, 1997). Although many studies have examined the possibilities
that LiDAR offers in structure assessment, little work has been conducted on quantitative
LiDAR data interpretation, i.e. relating the LiDAR signal to the fundamental principles
governing the scattered signal. Barbier et al. (2011) studied how canopy structure interacts with physical signals (light) at forest stand level. However, a better understanding
of the physical underpinnings of light interaction with canopy structure at tree level is
needed, for example, to optimise fusion with optical and LiDAR data. In this study, we
will therefore look at single tree LiDAR signals in an effort to understand the information
content of such LiDAR signals. Here, the relationship between LiDAR and vegetation
structure is studied and quantified in the nadir direction.
Many LiDAR studies are based on the assumptions of crown archetypes and some examples are listed in table 5.1. Ferraz et al. (2012), Riaño et al. (2004), Lim et al. (2003)
and Ni-Meister et al. (2001) assumed ellipsoidal crowns. North et al. (2010) and Wang &
Glenn (2008) used both conical and ellipsoidal crown shapes to characterise the crown.
Goodwin et al. (2007) described crowns as hemi-ellipsoids and Koetz et al. (2007) also
assumed crowns were shaped as hemi-ellipsoids when simulating large footprint LiDAR
over simulated forest stands. Hyde et al. (2005) used four archetypes to characterise the
trees in their study area: elliptical, umbrella-shaped, conical and cylindrical. They used
vegetation type as a proxy for crown shape, e.g. stands of pure red fir were assumed to
be conical or pointed, while deciduous crowns were assumed to be more rounded. Sun
& Ranson (2000) modelled crown shapes as cones, ellipsoids and hemi-ellipsoids. Kato
et al. (2009) did not make assumptions about some sort of archetype but used a wrapped
surface reconstruction approach based on the LiDAR point cloud to generate the crown
shape. A common approach to describe the distribution of foliage within archetype crowns
is to use a turbid medium model, which assumes a constant leaf area density throughout
the crown (North et al., 2010; Koetz et al., 2007; Sun & Ranson, 2000).
Earlier work on complex modelling approaches for LiDAR waveforms mainly focused on
understanding some of the influences on the waveform. Sun & Ranson (2000) presented
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Table 5.1: Examples of LiDAR studies using crown archetypes.

Reference
Ferraz et al. (2012)
North et al. (2010)
Wang & Glenn (2008)
Koetz et al. (2007)
Goodwin et al. (2007)
Hyde et al. (2005)

Crown archetype
Ellipsoidal
Ellipsoidal & Conical
Ellipsoidal & Conical
Hemi-ellipsoidal
Hemi-ellipsoidal
Elliptical, Umbrella-shaped,
Conical & Cylindrical
Riaño et al. (2004)
Ellipsoidal
Lim et al. (2003)
Ellipsoidal
Ni-Meister et al. (2001) Ellipsoidal
Sun & Ranson (2000)
Ellipsoidal, Conical &
Hemi-ellipsoidal

a 3D model for simulating LiDAR waveforms from forest stands. Their results showed
that LiDAR waveforms are an indication of both horizontal and vertical structure of
forest canopies. Kotchenova et al. (2003) introduced a time-dependent stochastic radiative
transfer theory, which allowed for a more realistic description of clumping and gaps.
Ni-Meister et al. (2001) used a hybrid geometric optical and radiative transfer model
(GORT) to interpret the LiDAR waveforms with respect to canopy structure and validated
their findings using SLICER data. Gap probability was identified as the most important
link between canopy structure and modelling LiDAR waveforms. LiDAR simulations in
Blair & Hofton (1999) suggested that multiple scattering in vegetation canopies did not
contribute significantly to the LiDAR waveform shape and several other LiDAR modelling
studies also assumed single scattering only (Sun & Ranson, 2000; Ni-Meister et al., 2001;
Goodwin et al., 2007).
Empirical relationships often make assumptions, which lead us away from the fundamental scattering properties, making it hard to relate the derived structural parameters to
real canopies. In this study we return to a limited number of assumptions based on radiative transfer (RT). These assumptions are: crown archetypes, constant leaf area density
throughout the crown and first order scattering. We adopt these widely-used assumptions
in order to quantify their impact in deriving canopy parameters from LiDAR observations.
We address the question of whether simple crown archetype assumptions can be used to
model LiDAR scattering. If these assumptions hold up, analytical expressions for LiDAR
scattering would be preferred over empirical relationships, because those analytical solutions will allow retrieval of crown parameters that are physically interpretable. If such
crown archetype assumptions are shown not to be valid, the analytical expressions will
give insight into why this is and what implications this will have for inverting LiDAR
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signals using these assumptions. The main objectives of this paper are:
1. The derivation of analytical formulae that express the LiDAR reflectivity as a function of crown macro-structure parameters and crown leaf area density for a nadir
configuration;
2. The testing of these formulae against realistic LiDAR simulations; and
3. The quantification of impact of crown archetype assumptions on retrieval of LAI.
Such formulae, for single trees, are potentially of great value themselves for understanding and deriving information. Solving for canopy properties using analytical expressions
allows crown structure to be extracted from LiDAR waveforms. We present analytical
expressions for a nadir configuration obtained by solving the 3D integral for photon transport in a specific envelope crown shape. We test these expressions by comparison with
realistic LiDAR simulations of which all variables are known. Various 3D tree models
are created, which conform to the assumptions underlying our analytical expressions. LiDAR signals from these crowns are simulated using a Monte Carlo ray tracing radiative
transfer model. In this way, we can control all aspects of the crown structure and the
(simulated) signal properties, which would not be possible using measured LiDAR data.
Trees with simple archetype crown shapes are analysed first to fully understand these
waveforms. More realistic representations of broadleaved deciduous (birch) and evergreen
needle-leaved (Sitka spruce) trees are then considered, which we use to elucidate some of
the more interesting aspects of when and why simple models might fail. Finally, we discuss the likely impact of assumptions of crown archetypes on interpreting LiDAR signals
and we outline ways in which these impacts can be quantified. This work is of importance
due to the increasing requirement for accurate, physically-realistic retrieval of canopy
parameters from LiDAR data.

5.2
5.2.1

Methods
Describing LiDAR reflectivity as a function of tree structure

In this section, we derive analytical formulae to describe LiDAR reflectivity as a function
of different structural tree parameters for a nadir configuration. We use an approach
based on the solution to the scalar radiative transfer equation for a plane parallel medium,
which assumes vertical homogeneity within canopy layers and Lambertian scattering from
objects. We then adjust the solution for the standard case for vertical heterogeneity inside
the canopy. As a result, we can describe light passing through archetype crown shapes as
cuboids, cones and prolate spheroids (hereafter referred to as spheroids). Several LiDAR
studies (Sun & Ranson, 2000; Ni-Meister et al., 2001; Goodwin et al., 2007) assumed
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z = l cos(θ0)= l μ0
z=0

Z

Medium 1: air by top
of canopy

Medium 2: canopy in air
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z = -H
path of radition

Medium 3: soil by bottom
of canopy

Figure 5.1: Overview of a plane parallel canopy medium: the top of the canopy is at z=0
and the path of radiation has length l.

single scattering only and LiDAR simulations over vegetation canopies in Blair & Hofton
(1999) suggested that there was no significant contribution of multiple scattering to the
LiDAR waveform shape. We tested that for a spheroid archetype more than 98.5% of
the returned LiDAR reflectance was coming from the first order scattering when there
was a single tree in the LiDAR footprint. Testing over a canopy with multiple trees in
the LiDAR footprint showed a first order scattering domination of 91.1%. All tests were
done at wavelength 1064 nm for plate leaf crowns using the librat radiative transfer model
with settings specified in section 5.2.2. It is therefore a reasonable assumption to only
consider first order scattering (i.e. only one interaction with soil or canopy elements) in
this study.
A solution to the scalar radiative transfer equation for a LiDAR signal
The solution for first order scattering in the optical case is used to reconstruct the LiDAR
waveform over a plane parallel canopy medium theoretically (see figure 5.1). If Ωs is the
direction of scattering and Ω0 the direction of the incident LiDAR pulse then I(Ωs , z) is
the received single scattering energy by the sensor at depth z in direction Ωs over a plane
parallel canopy.
−κe (Ωs )(z − (−H))
−κe (Ω0 )(−H)
µs
µ0
I(Ωs , z) =e
ρsoil (Ωs , Ω0 )e
I0 d(Ωs − Ω0 )
(5.1)
I0
+
µs

Z

Z=z

−κe (Ωs )(z − Z) κe (Ω0 )Z
µs
e
e µ0 P (Ω0 → Ωs ) dZ

Z=−H

I0 refers to the incident radiation intensity on top of the canopy. The volume scattering
ul
phase function is defined as P(Ω0 → Ωs ) = Γ(Ω0 → Ωs ) where Γ(Ω0 → Ωs ) is the area
µs
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scattering phase function. The volume scattering phase function defines that part of the
radiation coming in the direction Ω0 which is scattered by a unit volume in a particular
direction Ωs . The area scattering phase function is the part of the radiation coming in the
direction Ω0 which is scattered by a unit area in a particular direction Ωs (Ross, 1981). ul
is the leaf area density function, which describes the area of leaves per unit volume. µ is
the cosine of the direction vector Ω with the local normal, Z, and accounts for path length
through the canopy. In this study, the sensor emits and receives LiDAR pulses at nadir
and therefore µs and µ0 were equal to cos(0◦ ) = 1. Both µs and µ0 need to be re-introduced
to work out the equations for off-nadir conditions. In the specific case of a LiDAR sensor,
Ωs = −Ω0 and therefore this direction is called Ω. The optical extinction coefficient κe
describes the probability per unit length that a photon encounters a canopy element in
the direction of travel. According to Ross (1981), κe can be written as ul G(Ω). G(Ω) is
the foliage orientation function and equals the projection of a unit area of foliage on a
plane perpendicular to the direction Ω, averaged over elements of all orientations. LiDAR
sensors operate in the so-called hotspot, i.e. where view and illumination angles coincide.
In this retroreflection direction the probability of a photon being able to follow the same
path back up through the canopy as it took on its way down through the canopy is 1 and
therefore we need to account for the joint gap probability. We are not only interested
in the final returned energy, but also in the intermediate interactions at each level of z.
Therefore equation 5.1 can be integrated with different limits of [0,-z], where z is any
value between 0 (i.e. top of the canopy: see figure 5.1) and H (i.e. tree height). The
received single scattering energy by the LiDAR sensor, looking in a specific direction Ω,
as function of canopy depth z can be expressed as I(Ω, 0, z). The 0 in I(Ω, 0, z) indicates
that the LiDAR sensor is located above the canopy (z=0 at the top of the canopy).
I(Ω, 0, z) = e−G(Ω)ul H ρsoil (Ω)I0 d(Ω) +


I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω) 
1 − e−G(Ω)ul z
G(Ω)

(5.2)

The focus in this study is on describing the LiDAR waveform of the crown, which is a
plane parallel canopy in this section. For ease of reference, only the crown contribution of
equation 5.2 will therefore be considered in the derivation of the analytical expressions,
i.e.
I(Ω, 0, z)crown =


I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω) 
1 − e−G(Ω)ul z
G(Ω)

(5.3)

To reconstruct the LiDAR waveform, the contribution of each individual infinitesimal
horizontal crown layer is needed. This is achieved by taking the derivative with respect
to z:
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown
= I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω)ul e−G(Ω)ul z
dz

(5.4)
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Interpretation of LiDAR waveforms over single crown archetypes
In this section we derive analytical expressions to describe LiDAR waveforms over single
crown archetypes for a nadir configuration. An analytical description of the waveform
is preferred over a numerical approach, because it establishes a direct and stronger link
with effective crown structure parameters. In section 5.2.1 we described the analytical
expression for a LiDAR waveform of a plane parallel canopy medium, which implied that
the whole of the LiDAR footprint is covered by the canopy. This is not necessarily true
when we use single trees and therefore we will introduce a factor C that accounts for
the portion of the LiDAR footprint that is covered by the horizontal crown extent. C is
therefore the canopy cover, which can range from zero to one.
Our approach treats the crown shapes as a summation of homogeneous annuli with equal
effective penetration depth z 0 centred around the vertical axis (i.e. elevation axis). Unlike
a numerical approach, the vertical interval (i.e. the bin step) and annulus width are
infinitesimal and therefore the analytical expression can be seen as an integral.
By definition, the effective penetration depth (z 0 ) within the plane parallel canopy medium
is constant throughout the extent of any horizontal layer. The top of the canopy is earlier
defined as the origin of the z-axis (z = 0) and therefore the value z (the depth with respect
to the top of the canopy) is equal to the value z 0 (the effective penetration depth within
the crown) for a plane parallel canopy. This is also true for cuboid crown archetypes since
the horizontal extent of each horizontal crown layer is constant. This is not the case for
irregular crown shapes (conical and spheroid). For these crown archetypes the horizontal
extent changes with depth into the crown, which is illustrated in figure 5.2 and 5.3 and
discussed below.

Cuboid archetypes
The top of the crown in this case is a horizontal plane and z 0 is constant throughout
the extent of any horizontal layer (i.e. z equals z 0 at any position in a horizontal layer).
Therefore we can describe the behaviour of photons passing through a cuboid crown by
introducing the canopy cover C to equation 5.4:
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown
= CI0 Γ(Ω → −Ω)ul e−G(Ω)ul z
dz

(5.5)

Acover LAI
for ul where Acover is
Vtot
the area of the tree cover projection and Vtot the total tree volume. For cuboid archetypes
LAI
this substitution therefore becomes ul =
where h is the crown height.
h
This expression can be solved for LAI by substituting
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Figure 5.2: The vertical cross section of conical crown. z is the depth with respect to the top
of the canopy and z 0 is the effective penetration depth within the crown. R is the maximum
crown radius at z = h. For a horizontal layer at depth z, the radius at this depth, r, equals
h Rz i
Rz
. At this layer, r0 can be any intermediate position in the interval 0,
.
h
h

Conical archetypes
In this case, within one horizontal layer at a specific depth z, different parts of the crown
will be subject to different within-crown path lengths z 0 . Therefore the expression for
the general (cuboid) case needs to be adjusted for shapes which have different z 0 values
within a single horizontal layer. Based on equation 5.5, it follows that
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown
0
= CI0 Γ(Ω → −Ω)ul e−G(Ω)ul z
dz

(5.6)

Each horizontal layer can be seen as the sum of infinitesimal annuli with constant z 0 .
The reflectance of each annulus is the product of equation 5.6 with its area. The total
reflectance of a horizontal layer therefore is the integral over all the annuli. Figure 5.2
Rz
illustrates that for a horizontal layer at depth z, the radius at this depth, r, equals
.
h
R is the maximum crown radius at z = h. Therefore the integral needs to be calculated
h Rz i
0
for the r interval 0,
, where r0 can be any intermediate position in the interval.
h
Normalising is achieved by dividing by πR2 :


−G(Ω)ul z 0
I
Γ(Ω
→
−Ω)u
e
2πr0 dr0
0
l
R r0 = Rz
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown
h
= C r0 =0
(5.7)
dz
πR2
From figure 5.2 it can be seen that z 0 is a function of z and r0 : z 0 = z −

hr0
and the
R
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Figure 5.3: The vertical cross section of a spheroid crown is an ellipse described by 1 =
r02 z 002
+ 2 where a is the semi-minor radius and c is the semi-major radius. z is the depth with
a2
c
respect to the top of the canopy and z 0 is the effective penetration depth within the crown.
For a horizontal layer at depth z, the radius at this depth is r and r0 can be any intermediate
 
position in the interval 0,r . (left) Upper hemisphere; (right) Lower hemisphere.

integral (equation 5.7) can be solved, giving
−G(Ω)ul z

2I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω)
1
e
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown
=C
z−
+
2
dz
h G(Ω)
G(Ω)ul
G(Ω)ul

!

This expression can also be expressed as a function of LAI by substituting
ul .

(5.8)

3LAI
for
h

Spheroid archetypes
Based on figure 5.3, the equation of the ellipse (i.e. the vertical cross section
of the
r
02
002
02
r
z
r
prolate spheroid) can be written as 1 = 2 + 2 and therefore z 00 = c 1 − 2 and
a
c
a
r
002
z
r0 = a 1 − 2 where (r0 , z 00 ) are the locations of the points on the surface of the
c
r
(c − z)2
envelope that shapes the ellipse. r0 is rewritten in terms of z as a 1 −
and will
c2
0
serve as the upper boundary of the integral r
over r . For the upper hemisphere of the
r02
crown, z 0 can be expressed as z 00 − (c − z) = c 1 − 2 − (c − z). The expression for the
a
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spheroid case is obtained similar to equation 5.7 since spheroids and cones both have a
circular horizontal cross section (for the spheroid case R = a).
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown,upper
dz
!


1
1
2I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω) c − z
+
− e−G(Ω)ul z 1 +
=C
G(Ω)c
c
G(Ω)ul c
G(Ω)ul c

(5.9)

From figure 5.3 it can be seen that the expression for z 0 for the lower hemisphere is
identical to the z 0 expression for the upper hemisphere. However,
the limit for the upper
r
(z − c)2
border of the integration interval for r0 is different: a 1 −
. The expression
c2
for the lower hemisphere is obtained analogous to the upper hemisphere of the spheroid
crown, i.e.

2I0 Γ(Ω → −Ω) −2G(Ω)ul (z−c)  z − c
1
dI(Ω, 0, z)crown,lower
=C
+
e
dz
G(Ω)c
c
G(Ω)ul c
!


1
− e−G(Ω)ul z 1 +
G(Ω)ul c
(5.10)
Equation 5.9 is used when 0 ≤ z ≤ c and equation 5.10 is applied when c ≤ z ≤ 2c. Both
3LAI
expressions can be written as a function of LAI by substituting
for ul .
4c

5.2.2

Testing the analytical expressions

In the previous section, the analytical expressions of light passing through a crown and
back to the LiDAR sensor were described for cuboid, conical and spheroid crowns. To
test those expressions, a set of simplified trees with varying structural attributes is generated. These generated trees are used to create LiDAR simulations to test the analytical
formulae. The modelled, detailed full 3D models allow us to control all parameters and
exclude uncertainty introduced by e.g. scan angle, terrain or atmosphere.
Generating tree models
Three crown shapes are considered when generating simplified tree models: cuboids,
cones and spheroids. Cuboid archetypes are specified by height, width and length. In this
case, width and length are equal so the cross section for cuboid trees is square. Conical
archetypes are determined by the height and base radius of the crown. The spheroid
archetypes are parametrised by the semi-major radius and semi-minor radius and shape
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is obtained by rotating an ellipse around its semi-major axis. The trunk underneath the
crown is constructed by a single cylinder, parameterised by its height and radius: the
trunk radius is fixed at 0.2 m for every tree and the trunk height is set to a quarter of
the crown height. Leaves are the only material present in the canopy (no branches etc.)
and are shaped as small disks with a radius of 0.01 m. This is similar to the leaf radius
of 0.025 m assumed in (North et al., 2010). Previous LiDAR studies (North et al., 2010;
Koetz et al., 2007; Kotchenova et al., 2003; Sun & Ranson, 2000) used a foliage orientation
function, G(Ω), of 0.5. Therefore we will use a uniform leaf angle distribution and leaves
are not permitted to overlap. The final parameter used to parametrise the crown is the
LAI. In this study, LAI ranges from one to six and this parameter is interpreted as the
one-sided area of leaf surface per unit ground surface area (Jensen, 2007). The leaf area
density function ul is dependent on the position in the canopy. When Nv is the leaf
number density (i.e. the number of leaves per unit volume) and Al is the leaf area, the
leaf area density at depth z is ul (z) = Nv (z)Al .
For the trees with an archetype crown shape, Al is constant because all the leaves had the
same dimensions and the leaf angle distribution is uniform. The leaves are spread equally
over the crown and therefore Nv is constant as well. ul is therefore constant throughout
the crown and units are [m2 / m3 ]. Three components are considered in the final tree
models: leaves, trunk and soil. Each of these elements has its own spectral reflectance
function. The functions used for these trees are similar to the reflectance properties used
in previous studies (Disney et al., 2010, 2006). The birch and Sitka spruce tree models that
were utilised in Disney et al. (2009) are used as realistic broadleaved deciduous and conifer
tree models. The three-dimensional birch models were derived from the OnyxTREE c
software (www.onyxtree.com) and were parameterised with field data obtained in a birch
forest in Sweden. Radiometric properties are the same as for the archetype tree models.
The 3D structure of Sitka spruce was derived from the PINOGRAM model (Leersnijder,
1992), modified as described in Disney et al. (2006).

LiDAR simulations
LiDAR waveforms are numerically simulated by a Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) approach. In this study the librat MCRT model, a library of C functions, is used. This model
is based on the ararat/drat MCRT model (Lewis, 1999) and has been tested in previous
studies against other models (Pinty et al., 2004; Widlowski et al., 2007) as well as against
observations (Disney et al., 2010, 2009, 2006). The wavelength used for the LiDAR simulations is 1064 nm and the scene reflectance is simulated as observed from nadir. The first
order scattering contribution over single trees is simulated. The field-of-view (FOV), i.e.
the angle which can be viewed by the sensor, is set to 0.208 degrees for all simulations.
We use a large footprint of 20 m x 20 m. We prefer a square footprint, as opposed to
the more realistic circular footprint, since it makes simulations easier. The shape of the
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footprint has no influence on the testing because we examine whole tree waveforms and
the full horizontal extent of the crown is covered by the footprint, regardless of its shape.
The vertical bin step is set to 0.1 m. Sampling characteristics are defined by 100 primary
sample rays per sampling unit.

Testing of the analytical expressions using simulated LiDAR waveforms
The analytical expressions for describing LiDAR waveform (equations 5.5, 5.8, 5.9 and
5.10) are tested by comparing them against the numerically MCRT simulated LiDAR
waveforms. The comparison is done for both the original waveforms and their respective
cumulative values. LAI parameter estimation from the waveforms is done by inversion of
the analytical expressions using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963;
Levenberg, 1944). The inversion is evaluated by the coefficient of variation of the root
mean squared error, CV(RMSE), to determine the best fit. The CV(RMSE) is defined
as the RMSE normalised to the mean of the observed reflectance values. Unlike the
RMSE, CV(RMSE) is unitless. This allows CV(RMSE)s to be compared to each other
easily. Furthermore the absolute prediction error (APE) is calculated. This is a measure
|LAItrue − LAIestimated |
of accuracy and is defined as
x 100%.
LAItrue
The analytical expressions are tested in three experiments and an overview of these experiments can be found in table 5.2. The inversion strategy is tested in the first experiment.
In this experiment, we use prior knowledge of the tree and crown height to subset the
crown signal from the whole tree waveform correctly. The inversion approach does not
require prior knowledge or assumptions about the crown shape and has no land cover
constraint. Once the crown signal is extracted, we rescale the original crown extent from
0 to 100, where 0 is the top of the crown (TOC) and 100 the bottom of the crown (BOC).
In reality, however, often no prior information about tree and crown height is available.
Therefore we introduce a simple subset algorithm to delimit the crown signal from the
whole tree waveform. We test this subset algorithm in the second experiment in which we
evaluate its accuracy and precision with respect to the LAI parameter estimation. This
will lead to better insight on how sensitive the analytical descriptions are when tree and
crown height are not known. The aim of the subset algorithm is to find the TOC and
BOC based on the comparison of the LiDAR reflectance value from a certain bin with a
certain threshold. The subset algorithm searches the recorded waveform, starting at the
smallest bin. The TOC is then defined as the waveform bin before the first 3 consecutive reflectance values above a certain threshold. The BOC is the first bin of the first 3
consecutive reflectance values below this threshold after the detection of the TOC. This
threshold is subject to the noise in the simulated signal. Monte Carlo methods provide
a stochastic simulation and will always contain (random) statistical variation, i.e. simulation noise. Disney et al. (2000) discussed that this does not have to be a disadvantage
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Table 5.2: Overview of the 3 experiments that are used to test the analytical expressions.

Testing

Tree models

Prior information
about crown height
Experiment 1 Inversion strategy
Archetype crowns Available
Experiment 2 Crown signal subset algorithm Archetype crowns Unavailable
Experiment 3 Crown archetype assumptions Realistic crowns
Unavailable

and the potential for deriving an understanding of the random error in the simulation can
be considered a major advantage over numerical methods. The explicit representation of
the canopy by a finite number of objects, rather than the infinitesimal (and therefore infinite number of) objects assumed in the general turbid medium approach, and hence the
analytical formulae derived here, will influence the level of noise as well. The threshold
we use in the subset algorithm is defined as 0.1% of the median returned reflectance and
this value works for the level of noise in our simulations but remains a heuristic value. To
determine this median, zero reflectance returns are filtered out first. Alternatively, more
sophisticated approaches such as Hancock et al. (2011) could be used. In the third experiment we look at how these formulae apply to more realistic 3D vegetation structures,
which do not fulfil all underlying assumptions of the derived formulae and have no prior
information about tree or crown height.

5.3

Results

The analytical expressions (equations 5.5, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10) are a combination of a scaling
factor and a variable part, which is dependent on z. The scaling factor is assumed to be
constant for a specific archetype crown and therefore it has no influence on the shape
of its LiDAR waveform. Results of the same archetypes with different macro-structure
parameters show similar results. Therefore we will only discuss the results of one example
per archetype for the first two experiments. Crown height for the discussed examples is
6 m; cuboid crowns have a width and length of 2 m, conical crowns have a base radius of
2 m and spheroid crowns have a semi-minor radius of 2 m.
The first experiment tests the inversion strategy that is used in this study, i.e. the
accuracy of the analytical expressions for describing LiDAR scattering, tested against full
3D simulations of the same. The results of these two experiment will indicate how well
the analytical expressions work when crown archetype assumptions are met.
The second experiment compares our new analytical expressions for LiDAR waveforms
against the simulated waveforms for archetype trees with fixed LAI (4) with no prior
information about about the crown shape. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of the analytical expressions against the simulated waveforms for archetype trees with LAI 4 in
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the second experiment. The figure shows the optimal fit based on parameter estimation
by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This figure clearly demonstrates that when the
archetype crown assumptions are met, the LiDAR signal over a specific crown archetype
will have a good fit with the corresponding analytical expression.
The inferred LAI values obtained by inverting the analytical expressions against the simulated waveforms of archetypes can be found in table 5.3 and the evaluation statistics of
the analysis are summarised in table 5.4. The evaluation statistics from the first and and
second experiment show that the inversion of the waveform of a cuboid or spheroid crown
works best when the cumulative signal is used. The average CV(RMSE) for the cumulative waveform inversion of cuboid archetypes is 0.3% when crown height is known and
0.8% with no prior knowledge of crown height. The CV(RMSE) for spheroid archetypes
is 0.3%, regardless of whether or not we know the crown height. The APE of the inversion
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Figure 5.4: Testing of the analytical expressions against simulated waveforms for archetype
crowns (cuboid, conical, spheroid) with LAI 4 with no prior information of tree and crown
height (experiment 2). Crown depth ranges from 0 (top of crown) to 100 (bottom of crown).
(upper row) Analysis of the original waveform; (lower row) Analysis of the cumulative waveform.
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Table 5.3: LAI estimation from the waveforms of crown archetypes based on the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm.
LAI estimation
Conical crown
Orig
Cumul

Cuboid crown
Orig1
Cumul2
True
LAI
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4

hA3 hNA4
1.02
0.89
2.01
1.83
3.04
2.80
3.93
3.61
5.12
4.66
5.98
5.42

hA
0.98
2.02
3.04
3.95
5.08
5.99

hNA
0.85
1.87
2.85
3.73
4.82
5.69

hA
1.06
1.71
3.08
3.98
4.80
5.68

hNA
1.50
2.14
3.54
4.26
6.30
6.19

hA
1.02
2.01
3.05
3.95
4.97
5.68

hNA
1.75
2.77
3.73
4.36
7.08
6.35

Spheroid crown
Orig
Cumul
hA
1.10
2.06
3.07
3.98
5.06
6.19

hNA
0.92
1.87
2.87
3.74
4.66
5.73

hA hNA
1.12
0.96
2.09
1.91
3.12
2.92
4.01
3.78
5.09
4.69
6.21
5.75

Orig = Original
Cumul = Cumulative
hA = prior information about h (crown height) is available: experiment 1
hNA = prior information about h (crown height) is not available: experiment 2

of the cumulative signal with no prior knowledge of the crown height is 7.1% for cuboid
archetypes and 4.5% for spheroid archetypes. For conical crowns best fitting is achieved
on the cumulative waveform (CV(RMSE) less than 0.7%), but the prediction based on the
original LiDAR signal is more accurate, with an APE of 18.6% when the crown height is
not known. This can also be seen in figure 5.5, which shows the MCRT simulated LiDAR
wavforms of crown archetypes for LAI values ranging from one to six. This is because
the cumulative LiDAR signals for different LAI values in conical crowns cover a smaller
range of normalised LiDAR reflectance than the original waveforms and are therefore less
distinguishable. Cumulative waveforms of cuboid and spheroid crowns are more distinguishable (figure 5.5). These results from the first and second experiment show that an
archetype crown can be distinguished from among the three archetypes through model
fitting using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

Table 5.4: Evaluation statistics of experiment 1 and 2: coefficient of variation of the RMSE
and absolute prediction error averaged over LAI values one to six for crowns archetypes.

CV(RMSE) [%]
APE [%]
1
2

Cuboid
Original
hA1 hNA2
8.8
21.2
1.5
8.7

crown
Cumulative
hA
hNA
0.3
0.8
1.3
7.1

Conical
Original
hA hNA
6.0
6.0
5.5
18.6

crown
Cumulative
hA
hNA
0.4
0.7
1.9
32.4

Spheroid crown
Original
Cumulative
hA hNA
hA
hNA
5.3
5.4
0.3
0.3
3.3
6.0
4.4
4.5

hA = prior information about h (crown height) is available: experiment 1
hNA = prior information about h (crown height) is not available: experiment 2
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Figure 5.5: MCRT simulated LiDAR waveforms of crown archetypes (cuboid, conical,
spheroid) for different LAI values. (upper row) Original waveform; (lower row) Cumulative
waveform.

Figure 5.6 gives an overview of the testing of the analytical expressions against simulated
waveforms of realistic 3D representations without prior knowledge of the crown height
(experiment 3). Two birch trees and 2 Sitka spruce trees are used in this experiment, which
looks at how the analytical expressions perform when the crown archetype assumptions
are not met. The statistics for the inversion of the cuboid and spheroid expressions are
summarised in table 5.5. Fitting a cumulative spheroid waveform works best for the
first birch case (figure 5.6a): CV(RMSE) is 3.1% against 8.9% for the cumulative cuboid
fitting. However, the prediction of the cuboid fit (APE 25.9%) is significantly better
than the prediction of the spheroid fit (APE 260.9%). The inferred LAI using the cuboid
inversion is 5.4 and the inferred LAI resulting from the spheroid fit is 15.3, with the
true LAI for this birch tree being 4.3. Similar findings are observed in a less extreme
way in the second birch case (true LAI 4.4, figure 5.6b), where a cumulative cuboid fit
with a CV(RMSE) of 3.6% has an absolute prediction error of 39.4% (inferred LAI 2.7).
Cumulative spheroid fitting has a higher CV(RMSE) of 8.5%, but a better APE of 25.8%
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Figure 5.6: Testing of the analytical expressions against simulated waveforms for realistic
3D tree representations (experiment 3). (left) xz-cross-section of the tree structure; (middle)
Analysis of the original waveform; (right) Analysis of the cumulative waveform.
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Table 5.5: Estimated LAI values and evaluation statistics for realistic 3D trees (experiment
3).

True LAI

birch birch Sitka spruce Sitka spruce
case 1 case 2
case 1
case 2
4.3
4.4
8.5
15.6

Estimated LAI
CV(RMSE) [%]
APE [%]

4.2
86.1
1.2

2.8
68.1
36.1

1.6
99.0
81.2

1.6
102.6
89.6

Estimated LAI
Cumulative CV(RMSE) [%]
APE [%]

5.4
8.9
25.9

2.7
3.6
39.4

1.3
16.6
84.9

1.3
17.9
91.7

Estimated LAI
CV(RMSE) [%]
APE [%]

16.3
52.8
284.2

5.1
75.2
14.9

3.7
66.4
56.6

3.7
69.6
76.5

Estimated LAI
Cumulative CV(RMSE) [%]
APE [%]

15.3
3.1
260.9

5.5
8.5
25.8

3.3
6.8
60.7

3.3
8.1
78.6

Original
Cuboid

Original
Spheroid

(inferred LAI 5.5). The inversion of the cumulative spheroid expression leads to the best
results for both Sitka spruce case studies (figure 5.6c&d). CV(RMSE) is less than 8.1%
but the absolute prediction error is high, with a minimum of 60.7%. For the first sitka
Spruce tree, the inferred LAI of 3.3 is smaller than the true LAI of 8.5. The second sitka
Spruce case with true LAI 15.6 has a higher APE of 78.6% with the cumulative spheroid
inversion of the LiDAR signal leading to an inferred LAI of only 3.3.

5.4

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that the analytical expressions for first order scattering are able
to reconstruct the simulated LiDAR waveforms over crown archetypes satisfactorily in
most cases. The first experiment gives similar results over the whole LAI range (1 to
6). We show that the models based on crown archetypes fit the 3D simulations less well
when we do not have information on tree and crown height (as will often be the case
in practice). However, our results indicate that when archetype assumptions are not
met, models based on these assumptions can still fit observed LiDAR signals quite well,
but, crucially, only by assuming unrealistic parameter values. In particular inversion of
LiDAR signals over realistic tree crowns can lead to estimates of effective LAI, which will
depart from the true LAI. Given the rapidly increasing use of LiDAR in studies of canopy
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properties, we discuss the implications for using LiDAR models to retrieve and interpret
canopy parameters.
Similar to findings in Ni-Meister et al. (2001), the key concept in these analytical expressions is the gap probability and its dependency on crown path length. The first
experiment shows that the solved LAI values for crown archetypes have apparently small
absolute prediction errors ranging from 1.3% to 5.5%. This shows that we established
an analytical method to retrieve LAI based on the crown signal of the LiDAR waveform
over crown archetypes. Not knowing tree and crown height in advance (and hence the
crown signal can be delimited less accurately from the whole tree waveform) increased the
absolute prediction error only marginally compared to the prediction errors from the first
experiment. Results from the second experiment show that the prediction error increases
by 5.8% for cuboid crowns, 13.1% for conical crowns and 0.1% for spheroid crowns. These
marginal increases in prediction errors suggests that when the inversion method is applied
with no prior knowledge of the crown extent or shape, it will still give an accurate estimate
of the true LAI.
The results from the third experiment illustrate the importance of accurate crown signal
detection within the whole tree waveform and the effect of within-crown clumping. The
second Sitka spruce case (figure 5.6d) illustrates the importance of accurate crown signal
detection. The simple subset algorithm we introduced fails to distinguish between crown
and the lower branches because it requires the returned LiDAR reflectance to fall below
a set threshold to detect the BOC. The signal from the lower branches will fuse with the
crown signal and will indicate a wrong BOC. This will lead to a biased input signal for the
inversion algorithm and therefore optimal inversion is not achieved. In the archetype trees,
crowns were well defined and no lower branching was present. Therefore the simple subset
algorithm to detect the crown signal in the whole tree waveform worked well in those cases.
The results with the real trees suggest the need for a more robust method to delimit the
correct crown signal in more realistic circumstances. Also the effect of topography plays an
important role in the correct delineation of the crown signal from a large footprint LiDAR
waveform. If the tree is located on a sloping terrain, the vegetation and ground return
might overlap in the LiDAR waveform (Hancock et al., 2012). Approaches to reduce the
effect of slope on the LiDAR signal could use a sensor design that is susceptible to the
differences in the traits of vegetation and ground, such as multi-wavelength instruments.
Alternatively, a digital terrain model could be used to predict the influence of the ground
signal on the LiDAR signal.
The analytical expressions describe the LiDAR signal of a single tree having the full
horizontal extent of the crown covered by the footprint. The shape of the LiDAR signal
over multiple trees might become less distinct. For non-overlapping crowns, the resulting
waveform would be the summation of linear transformations of the individual crown
waveforms, which are quantified by the analytical expressions for single crowns. We cannot
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deal with partial crowns (other than the cuboid archetype) so the results are only directly
applicable to waveforms that contain some integer number of trees. A common approach
to overcome this issue is by re-sampling smaller footprint LiDAR to mimic large footprint
waveforms over single trees. Blair & Hofton (1999) aggregated high resolution small
footprint elevation to mimic the footprint waveform of the LVIS instrument. Popescu
et al. (2011) and Muss et al. (2011) both used discrete return LiDAR to create pseudowaveforms. Popescu et al. (2011) used simulated pseudo-waveforms from airborne LiDAR
to compare retrieval of aboveground biomass and forest structure between GLAS and
airborne LiDAR. Muss et al. (2011) aggregated discrete LiDAR height and intensity into
larger footprints so they could use the characteristics of traditional waveform LiDAR to
asses forest structure. Reitberger et al. (2008) used small footprint waveform LiDAR in
combination with tree segmentation to derive forest characteristics at tree level. Such an
approach would depend on the forest type and how reliable trees could be isolated. Trees
could be isolated more easily in open forest types (e.g. savanna), but it will be more
challenging to isolate trees in denser environments (e.g. rainforest). Tang et al. (2012)
derived LAI in tropical rainforests from LVIS waveforms (25 m footprint) with moderate
success (R2 ranging from 0.42 to 0.63) using the light transmittance within the canopy.
The LVIS footprint covered multiple trees and the formulae used in their work implicitly
assumed a crown shape equating to the cuboid crown archetype. If we take their analysis
as typical, then the assumptions we tested in our abstraction are no different from those
used in practice.
The plots in figure 5.6 illustrate that when the inversion method is applied to realistic tree
crowns, which do not follow one of the assumed archetypes quite closely, the analytical
expressions do not work so well. This may perhaps appear unsurprising: where the model
assumptions are not met, our simplified models fail to pick up key aspects of the LiDAR
signal. However many of the current approaches to modelling LiDAR signals in airborne
laser scanning applications use some sort of assumption of crown archetype (table 5.1),
and these models of course allow retrieval of parameters such as LAI and crown height.
Our results show that caution should be given to the impact of such assumption on
inferring biophysical parameters. Figure 5.6 suggests that, although assuming a crown
archetype will provide a result, it can potentially be misleading when measured crowns
depart from the archetypes. Similar conclusions were drawn in Calders et al. (2012),
where LAI was inferred from realistic trees with lower LAI values (LAI ranging from 0.3
to 3.1 for eucalyptus and from 0.3 to 2.2 for birch).
The second birch case (figure 5.6b) is a good example of the effect of clumping on the
waveform. This effect is clearly visible in the original LiDAR waveform. The cumulative
waveform is more robust and hence less affected by clumping. Severe clumping means
that the assumption of constant leaf area density is severely violated, so it is not surprising
that results are poor (table 5.5). This is especially true in both birch cases, where the best
fitting archetype does not necessarily lead to the most realistic inverted LAI value. The
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results from the birch cases also illustrate the advantage of an inversion method which
does not make any prior assumptions about crown archetype according to tree species as
opposed to many current LiDAR studies. A spheroid crown fits best for the first birch
case, but a cuboid crown provides a better fit for the second birch case. It is important to
stress that, as mentioned above, best fit does not equate to best LAI inversion for the birch
cases. In Kotchenova et al. (2003) a time-dependent stochastic radiative transfer theory
was introduced to model the propagation of laser pulses in the crown and this was solved
numerically. The approach allowed for a more realistic description of the canopy structure
including clumping and gaps. A factor was used to describe the correlation between foliage
elements in different layers (vertical heterogeneity). Although additional improvements
need to be made to provide more accurate characterisation of the probability density
function, this probability-based approach has the potential to improve our approach.
This work demonstrates the implications of crown archetype assumptions on inferring
biophysical parameters from LiDAR signals. Canopy parameters inferred from realistic canopies using the archetype assumptions can be misleading as they are essentially
effective parameters. That is, these derived parameters may be consistent with the assumptions of archetypes and hence allow inversion against observations, but they will
not correspond to physically-measurable versions of these parameters. The key for applications of such models is understanding how the effective parameters are related to
the real ones. We suggest that an analysis of the departure of the true waveform from
the inverted waveform will provide more knowledge about the vertical clumping of all
crown constituents. Clumping, along with the slope issue, is an area for future work. The
analytical expressions, together with a MCRT radiative transfer to model LiDAR signals,
are an ideal approach to further explore these issues.

5.5

Conclusions

Our research demonstrates a method for exploring the assumptions of crown archetypes,
typically made when modelling LiDAR signals for parameter estimation. A unique feature
of this work is the development of a new set of analytical expressions to describe LiDAR
waveforms. Analytical expressions for three archetype crowns are derived based on the
radiative transfer solution for single order scattering in the optical case. These expressions are tested against MCRT waveform simulations using a curve-fitting optimisation
approach. Using simulations enabled us to control all aspects of the crown architecture
and sensor properties to test the implications of such crown archetype assumptions for
inferring LAI from LiDAR waveforms. Overall agreement is shown between the expressions and simulated signals over simplified trees. LAI estimates demonstrate only a small
prediction error, even when there is no prior knowledge of the crown height for such trees.
We then demonstrated that the analytical expressions did not function well when applied
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to more realistic 3D representations of broadleaved deciduous (LAI ranging from 4.3 to
4.4) and evergreen needle-leaved (LAI ranging from 8.5 to 15.6) crowns, which depart
significantly from the crown archetypes. Even if an archetype waveform fits the realistic
data, it can potentially have very large (up to 260.9%, typically ranging from 39.4% to
78.6%) errors in inferred LAI. We suggest this discrepancy is largely due to within-crown
clumping of the crown constituents. Our results indicate that assuming crown archetypes
for parameter retrieval from LiDAR may be problematic if within-crown clumping is not
accounted for. Such a negative outcome is of importance as LAI is closely relates to forest
structure and plays an important role in forest ecosystems. The increasing use of LiDAR for forestry suggest prudence is needed in inferring LAI based on crown archetypes.
These inferred values are essentially effective parameters that will not be measurable in
practice.
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6.1

Synthesis

Main findings

The main objective of this thesis is to explore the potential of terrestrial LiDAR to be used
for the monitoring and assessment of forest structure at plot level scale, and to develop
methods to derive accurate in-situ reference data. In this regard, four research questions
are defined in the first chapter. Chapters 2 and 3 use single scan TLS data to quantify and
monitor forest structure. Chapter 4 uses multiple registered scan locations to explicitly
model the true tree architecture and estimate above-ground biomass (AGB). Chapter 5
investigates the assumptions of crown archetypes on inferring structural information from
airborne/spaceborne LiDAR. The previous four chapters provide a detailed discourse on
the research conducted in this thesis. In this chapter I will revisit and answer the research
questions that are defined in chapter 1 based on the findings of this research.
1. How can we derive topography-corrected vertical plant profiles from terrestrial LiDAR?
Vertical plant profiles characterise the 3D distribution of canopy constituents and can be
used for the rapid assessment of the vertical forest structure. TLS instruments record
heights relative to the position and orientation of the instrument. The recorded heights
should therefore be corrected for topography so that they represent the true height above
the terrain (figure 1.2). Chapter 2 demonstrates that not correcting for topography when
generating vertical plant profiles can lead to significant errors in the vertical distribution
of plant constituents.
A method of deriving topography-corrected vertical plant profiles is introduced and local
plane fitting through single scan TLS data is used to account for topography. Results
are compared with vertical plant profiles that were corrected for topography using DTMs
derived from airborne LiDAR. Such detailed DTMs are often not available or are expensive
to acquire, but provide the best possible reference data for topography to validate the
local plane fitting approach. The local plane fitting approach is tested in five different
forest types with different topography and understorey. I show that using the plane
fitting approach significantly reduced the error in height metrics derived from vertical
plant profiles for these five plots. The major limitation of the local plane fitting approach
is that it is not a good approximation in extreme cases where the instrument is put on
top of a hill or at the bottom of a valley. For such cases, the use of a detailed DTM for
topography correction is advised. A DTM can be derived from registered TLS scans if
no ALS data is available, but this will result in significantly increased data acquisition
time. Zhao et al. (2013) used five registered scan locations to derive vertical plant profiles
for a red fir stand in the Sierra National Forest (CA, United States) using the Echidna R
Validation Instrument (EVI) point cloud data. Similar to the approach in chapter 2 of
this PhD thesis, ground returns are identified first. Due to the registration of different
scan locations, occlusion in the point cloud data was reduced and a three-dimensional
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surface was fitted to the EVI ground returns. The heights of the LiDAR points were then
adjusted accordingly using this surface.
2. How can we use TLS derived vertical plant profiles to monitor spring
phenology?
Chapter 3 builds on the methodology that is described and tested in chapter 2. Spring
phenology, and more specifically the start of the growing season, is one of the key indicators for the effect of climate change (White et al., 2009). Unlike conventional ground-based
optical techniques such as hemispherical photographs or the LAI-2000, terrestrial laser
scanning is an active remote sensing technique and is not influenced by the illumination
conditions in the forest. A robust and repeatable approach is established that requires
no user interaction during data capture or derivation of the vertical plant profiles (chapter 2). Data noise is therefore kept to a minimum, which allows us not only to monitor
seasonal increase in plant area index (PAI), but also to detect structural damage in the
canopy, for example, after periods with increased wind speeds. I demonstrate that TLS
measurements with high temporal resolution can effectively monitor phenology and capture structural changes in PAI throughout the growing season. This sensitivity to subtle
structural changes demonstrates the potential for other applications, such as monitoring
forest recovery after (selective) logging or fire damage.
Compared to conventional ground-based optical techniques, TLS is a practical and robust
tool to monitor seasonal dynamics as a function of time, as well as a function of canopy
height. A single TLS measurement can monitor different horizontal layers independently,
whereas the conventional methods require multiple measurements at different heights to
make a vertical differentiation. In chapter 2, I demonstrate the advantage of a multiple
return over a first return TLS instrument. Multiple return TLS data not only improves
the definition of true ground returns when the herbaceous understorey is dense, it also
leads to improved sampling at greater canopy heights. Figure 3.5 suggests that the latter
may be important for monitoring phenology throughout the whole year. After a period
of rapid growth followed by a period of stable PAI, an additional moderate increase is
occurring, primarily in the upper part of the canopy.
The main limitation of the current method of generating vertical plant profiles is the
exclusion of the larger zenith angles. Profiles that cover the 30-70◦ zenith angle range
are generated in chapter 2 and this range is extended so that profiles cover the 5-70◦
zenith angle range in chapter 3. The 0-5◦ zenith angle range is excluded because there is
high variance at low zenith angles, with large gaps near the zero zenith angle (Jupp et al.,
2009), and because the upper zenith rings are unable to sample the spatial variance (Lovell
et al., 2012). Inclusion of larger zenith angles would extend the vertical plant profiles to
the ground and allow us to better monitor the woody and herbaceous understorey. This
is a key subject of future work and would broaden the potential applications for vertical
plant profiles, for example for better fuel load characterisation for fire management or
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better understanding of animal habitat dynamics.
3. How can we use TLS point clouds to estimate above-ground biomass?
Chapters 2 and 3 use single scan data to calculate the vertically resolved gap fraction and
to describe the plant area volume density (PAVD) as a function of height. Chapter 4 uses
multiple scan locations that are registered to a single point cloud. Setting up registration
targets significantly increases the data acquisition time, but allows us to reduce occlusion
effects in the TLS data.
Traditional field inventories generally measure DBH and height and infer AGB based on
the allometric relationships with these tree parameters (Chave et al., 2014; Bi et al., 2004).
Chapter 4 demonstrates not only that DBH can be extracted accurately from TLS data,
but that these derived tree heights show better agreement with the reference heights from
destructive harvesting than traditional field height inventories do. The key advantage of
TLS point clouds over traditional field inventory is being able to directly reconstruct 3D
tree models from which volume can be inferred. AGB can then be derived from these
volume estimates using basic density information. TLS derived AGB is therefore independent of indirect relationships of AGB with DBH and tree height. The TLS AGB estimates
are validated by comparing them with destructively sampled AGB from 65 trees and a
high level of agreement is found (CCC = 0.98), with the total AGB being overestimated
by 9.68%. AGB inferred from local allometric equations shows an underestimation of
36.57% to 29.85% and the agreement with the reference data is significantly lower (CCC
ranging from 0.68 to 0.78).
Chave et al. (2004) identified four types of uncertainty in AGB assessment using traditional forest inventory data: (i) errors in tree measurements, (ii) errors in the allometric
model, (iii) errors related to the sampling plot size, and (iv) errors related to the landscapescale representation of the sampling plots. In this PhD thesis, I contribute to reducing
errors (i) and (ii) and section 6.2.3 will discuss the potential of TLS data regarding the
reduction of errors (iii) and (iv), which are related to spatial variance.
The key result of chapter 4 is that the error for AGB estimates from TLS is not dependent on DBH, whereas the error for AGB estimates using allometric equations increases
exponentially with increasing DBH (figure 4.10). This is not surprising since the performance of allometric equations depends on the calibration data. It is often impractical
and expensive to harvest large trees and they are therefore often under-represented in the
calibration data, resulting in larger errors with increasing DBH. The approach in chapter 4 not only demonstrates that we can effectively model tree volume using quantitative
structure models, but that the availability of TLS data also offers opportunities to develop
and test new allometrics without having to harvest the calibration data.
Access to destructively sampled reference data is essential for the validation of the QSM
approach. The results presented in chapter 4 are limited to data from native Eucalypt
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Open Forest in Australia, but the QSM method should, in theory, work for most tree
species. Deploying the QSM method to other, more densely forested, environments will
impose new challenges regarding data acquisition (e.g. enhanced occlusion, taller trees)
and should be researched further. The work of Disney et al. (2014) presents preliminary
results of using QSMs for biomass estimation in tropical forests in Gabon.
4. How well do crown archetypes represent true crown architecture when
inferring broad-scale forest structure?
The answers to the previous three research questions provide methods of analysing terrestrial LiDAR data to infer forest structural measures, such as the vertical distribution
of plant area index at a plot level scales, as well as the above-ground biomass, height and
diameter of individual trees. These inferred measures reduce uncertainties in reference
data and support the calibration and validation of large scale remote sensing products.
The fourth research question looks at the potential of 3D data as input for realistic scene
models to simulate real airborne or satellite data through radiative transfer modelling.
The focus in chapter 5 is on simulating large footprint air/spaceborne LiDAR over virtual
scene models, but this work can easily be transferred to simulating optical sensors in the
future.
Many LiDAR studies assumed crown archetypes (table 5.1) for estimating vegetation
parameters from LiDAR signals. Such crown archetypes are typically assumed to contain a
turbid medium to account for within-crown scattering. A new set of analytical expressions
for modelling LiDAR returns is developed in chapter 5. These expressions are used to test
the impact of assumptions made concerning crown archetypes when inferring structural
information from large footprint LiDAR. Highly detailed 3D models are used and LiDAR
waveforms are simulated using the librat radiative transfer model. The use of 3D computer
generated tree models allows us to control all aspects of the environment and sensors, and
provide a straightforward means to calculate reference values. The retrieval of leaf area
index (LAI, as a proxy for forest structure) is evaluated through inversion of the analytical
expressions. Seemingly rational values of LAI are inferred due to coupling of parameters.
The absolute predication error typically ranges from 39 to 79%, but is in some cases as
high as 261%.
Terrestrial LiDAR provides us with very detailed 3D data. These data have large potential
as input for realistic scene models, using explicit models that are not dependent on crown
archetype assumption. They provide information not only about the individual trees,
but also concerning the woody and herbaceous understorey and the interaction between
all these vegetation components. Furthermore, it provides a very detailed terrain model,
which is of importance for simulating satellite data (Hancock et al., 2012; Schaaf et al.,
1994).
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Reflection and outlook

This research is motivated by the need for more objective, robust and rapid assessment
of forest structure that can assist in the calibration and validation of large scale remote
sensing products. Within that context, this thesis shows that highly detailed 3D measurements derived from terrestrial LDAR have great potential for forest monitoring. This
work contributes scientifically to the development and testing of new methods and explores
their practical use. The latter is of importance, in particular for Measurement, Reporting
and Verification (MRV) systems for REDD+. REDD+ is a climate change mitigation
solution that is developed and supported by initiatives such as The United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation
(UN-REDD) (United Nations, 2014). Terrestrial LiDAR can play an important role in
reducing uncertainties in forest inventory data. Although it is not a wall-to-wall technique
that can provide a national forest inventory, it offers great opportunities for consistent
data collection.
This thesis provides a true validation of TLS inferred DBH, tree height and AGB against
destructive harvesting and compares these estimates with measures from traditional forest
inventory data. Furthermore, I improve the methods for generating vertical plant profiles
by applying a topography correction and test this in multiple forest types. The robustness
of such vertical plant profiles and how they can assist with monitoring seasonal vegetation
dynamics is demonstrated. The remainder of this chapter reflects on some of the issues
and limitations of terrestrial LiDAR and discusses future developments.

6.2.1

LiDAR intensity information

The methods developed in this thesis use only the explicit spatial component (i.e. x, y
and z values) of the TLS data. The intensity information, which indicates the strength
of each LiDAR return, or the shape of the returned waveform (see section 6.2.2) is not
used. Inclusion of such additional spectral information may further improve the current
methods presented in this thesis.
The vertical plant profiles that are generated within the framework of this thesis (chapter
2 and 3) use multiple return TLS data to estimate Pgap . The method assumes that each
return for a specific outgoing pulse equates to a beam area interception of 1/ns , where ns
is the number of returns for that outgoing laser pulse (equation 2.1). The use of additional
intensity information may further improve the estimation of intercepted beam area for
each return. Ramirez et al. (2013) used intensity information to improve Pgap from a first
return TLS instrument. The use of a similar approach for a multiple return instrument
will be more complex because the intercepted laser energy from previous returns has to
be accounted for.
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TLS image DOY 129
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Frequency distribution !app

Figure 6.1: Effect of moisture on terrestrial LiDAR data captured with the RIEGL VZ-400
(wavelength 1550 nm). The data on DOY 127 was captured in dry weather, the data on DOY
129 was captured after rain when canopy constituents were still wet. The data was captured
in Dassenbos, location C (see chapter 3 for details). The TLS data is visualised in a polar
projection and is coloured according to apparent reflectance ρapp . Jupp et al. (2009) defined
ρapp as the reflectance of a diffuse target filling the laser beam that would return the same
amount of intensity as the actual target. The right panel shows the frequency distribution of
the two images, with the vertical lines indicating the statistical mean ρapp .

The RIEGL VZ-400 terrestrial laser scanner is used for the data acquisition in this thesis
and operates in the infrared at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Other commercial and scientific
TLS instruments operate in a similar wavelength. For example, the Leica HDS7000 and
Trimble TX8 operate at 1500 nm (Leica Geosystems, 2014; Trimble, 2014), the Optech
ILRIS uses a wavelength of 1535 nm (Optech, 2014) and the FARO Focus3D X 330 operates
at 1550 nm (FARO, 2014). The Salford Advanced Laser Canopy Analyser (SALCA,
Danson et al. (2014); Gaulton et al. (2013)) and Dual-Wavelength Echidna Lidar (DWEL,
Douglas et al. (2012)) are two recently developed scientific dual-wavelength instruments
and both have one wavelength operating at approximately 1550 nm. This is near the
end of the water absorption band around 1450 nm (Jensen, 2007) and this may have
implications when scanning wet vegetation. Figure 6.1 shows TLS data that is captured
at the same scan location in Dassenbos (chapter 3) under dry conditions (DOY 127)
and wet conditions (DOY 129, after a rain event when the canopy was still wet). The
frequency distribution diagrams shows that ρapp is systematically lower for the scan in
wet conditions compared to the scan in dry conditions. This is of importance and weather
conditions will have to be taken into account when using the returned intensity values in
future applications.
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6.2.2

LiDAR waveforms and the separation of woody and nonwoody canopy components

It is not only intensity information that can enrich point cloud data; attributes derived
from the returned waveform can also provide additional information about the intercepted
canopy constituent. In this thesis a RIEGL VZ-400 laser scanner is used, which collects multiple returns and additional waveforms for returns that deviate (above a certain
threshold) from the system waveform shape. The RIEGL VZ-400 is not a full-waveform
scanner such as the Echidna R Validation Instrument (EVI, Strahler et al. (2008)), and
as such only records samples (i.e. sampling blocks) of the returned waveform (Ullrich &
Pfennigbauer, 2011). Figure 6.2 shows an example of a recorded RIEGL waveform with
two discrete returns, each sampled by a sampling block of 2 ns (approximately 60 cm)
(RIEGL, 2014). The previous section 6.2.1 discusses how additional intensity information
can improve estimates of Pgap . It is hypothesised that waveform attributes such as width,
amplitude (i.e. the intensity peak) and the energy distribution within the waveform will
further improve these Pgap estimates (Jupp et al., 2009).

!"#$%&'($)*+,&")*"-&).,

TLS data is used to estimate AGB through quantitative structure models of LiDAR point
clouds in chapter 4, and yields a 9.7% AGB overestimation. One of the potential error
sources is identified as the geometric structure of cylinders versus the true leaf shape.
A prior segmentation of the TLS point cloud in a woody and non-woody component
may further improve AGB estimates. Chapter 5 suggests that estimating vegetation
parameters on a larger scale using crown archetypes and radiative transfer modelling may
be problematic when within-crown clumping is not accounted for. More explicit, realistic
tree models could be generated from TLS data when intensity and waveform information

/$"0*,123,
Figure 6.2: Example of a waveform recorded with the RIEGL VZ-400 in the RUSH07 study
area (section 4.2.1). A single outgoing pulse recorded two returns: the first return was recorded
at approximately 28.5 m and the second return at approximately 42.5 m.
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is accounted for. Côté et al. (2009) presented an approach to reconstruct the 3D tree
architecture which was a realistic representation with respect to structural attributes and
their reflected and transmitted light signature (Côté et al., 2011). An intensity threshold
was used to divide the point cloud into two subsets; foliage and woody components. The
wood point cloud was then used to build the main branching structure and the foliage
point cloud was used as attractor to grow the fine branches. The addition of leaves was
based on light availability, derived from a light transition model. The intensity thresholds
in this approach were chosen manually and it was difficult to infer typical values (Côté
et al., 2009). Newnham et al. (2012b) used a Bayesian classification method to distinguish
between different vegetation components. However, as discussed earlier in section 6.2.1,
using a probabilistic framework or finding arbitrary thresholds will be more complex in
multiple return TLS data because the intercepted laser energy from previous returns has
to be accounted for.
Responses from canopy elements can be generalised into two categories: “hard targets”
and “soft targets”. “Hard targets” produce a waveform similar to the outgoing pulse
(e.g. trunks), whereas “soft targets” are generated when the laser beam intersects a
dispersed canopy constituent that is smaller than the beam cross-section (e.g. leaves in
tree crowns) (Jupp et al., 2009). The differences in waveform characteristics are invaluable
for separating woody components and foliage, which is one of the key areas for future work
in terrestrial laser scanning.
Recent developments in full-waveform dual-wavelength scanners show great potential for
separating woody and non-woody components. Using intensity information from a single
wavelength scanner limits this separation because intensity is a function of the reflectance
properties of the canopy constituents, the area of the beam that is intercepted and the
local angle of incidence (Danson et al., 2014). The dual-wavelength scanners SALCA
and DWEL try to overcome the limitations of a single-wavelength scanner by taking the
spectral ratio of the two laser wavelengths at approximately 1064 and 1550 nm (Danson
et al., 2014; Douglas et al., 2012; Hancock et al., 2012). However, it is important to
acknowledge that both dual-wavelength scanners are currently research instruments that
are being tested in field-based experiments and, unlike available commercial scanners, are
not yet ready for deployment at large fieldwork campaigns or for operational use (Danson
et al., 2014).

6.2.3

Forest monitoring

Forest degradation
This thesis demonstrates that TLS is an excellent tool for monitoring forests. However,
one key area of future work is the extrapolation of these tree or plot based measures
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to characterise change events and related emissions occurring over larger areas in the
tropics due to forest degradation. Forest degradation refers to the loss of carbon stocks in
forests, without reducing the forest cover below 10-30%. However, it represents at least
20 percent of forest carbon emissions and can act as a catalyst for deforestation (Griscom
et al., 2009).
Terrestrial laser scanning offers opportunities for a consistent and robust framework to
support REDD+ monitoring capacities in developing countries. Limited research has been
carried out in these countries to reduce the uncertainty of emission estimates of forest
degradation activities, such as selective logging. Improving emission estimates relating to
forest change requires better biomass estimates before and after change events at local
levels (Hill et al., 2013). Pre- and post-harvest TLS data will not only provide information
about the harvested trees and related change, but it also quantifies the collateral damage
caused by the harvesting activity. Chapter 4 presents a semi-automated method for
improved AGB estimates using terrestrial LiDAR data. Further improvements towards
a fully automated tree extraction method and objective parameter setting are essential
for applying these methods in more challenging and complex biomes, such as tropical
rainforests.

Spatial variance
I have not addressed the issue of spatial variance in this work, but it is important for
upscaling variables inferred from a single scan sample location to plot level and from plot
level to regional level.
There is no consensus on classification schemes for many vegetation types, especially those
in the tropics (Torello-Raventos et al., 2013). Vertical plant profiles are an excellent tool
to assess the spatial variance in forest structure and may potentially guide us towards
more robust and objective forest classification. The method of deriving vertical plant
profiles does not require the registration of multiple scans and each scan location can be
treated as a single sample. Further research is needed to assess the minimum number of
scan locations and minimum plot size that is needed to account for this spatial variance.
It is expected that spatial variance will be larger for more complex forest structures, such
as an old-growth forest with a large species diversity compared to mono-dominant forests.
This is important when determining the minimum plot size for ground-based assessment of
AGB. Statistical errors in AGB estimates are related to the sampling uncertainty, which is
related to the plot size (Chave et al., 2004; Clark & Clark, 2000). Uncertainty in plot level
AGB estimates will increase when the plot size is too small, because methodological errors
at tree level become more pronounced on this smaller scale. AGB is also not normally
distributed among smaller plots since rare large trees contribute a large fraction of the
overall AGB (Chave et al., 2004).
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Outlook

This thesis demonstrates the potential use of 3D terrestrial LiDAR measurements in both
a research and operational context for the monitoring of forests. In this thesis, methods
are developed to analyse terrestrial LiDAR data to infer the vertical distribution of PAI
and PAVD at plot level scales, as well as the above-ground biomass, height and diameter
of individual trees. These TLS inferred metrics reduce uncertainties in reference data.
Further testing of these methods in densely (tropical) forested environments is required
in order to assess their true operational value, for example for REDD+ monitoring systems.
Data availability of terrestrial LiDAR is expected to increase over the next years. This
will not only hold challenges, such as data and instrument intercomparison (Newnham
et al., 2012a; Armston et al., 2013b), but also offer new opportunities. Plots may be
revisited more frequently and an increased data availability will enable us to, inter alia,
better study and compare similar forest types in different biomes. Chapter 3 demonstrates that terrestrial laser scanning is an excellent tool to study phenology, but insight
in the effect of climate change on phenology can only be acquired by consistent and frequent data collection over a number of years. Optical remote sensing techniques have
successfully been used to acquire long-term observations and monitor shifts in phenology
(White et al., 2009), but such 2D data will greatly benefit from information inferred from
terrestrial LiDAR data. Optical satellite data are unable to differentiate between underand overstorey effects that influence phenology and the start of the growing season. An
increase in TLS data should therefore not only focus on the spatial domain, but should
also focus on better understanding the dynamics in multi-layered ecosystems.
Vegetation scatters radiation (i.e. energy emitted by the sun) anisotropically due to its 3D
structure, which influences the spectral reflectance recorded with optical satellites. Little
is known about how forest structure affects the anisotropy, described by the Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). Studies that relate the parameters and shape
of the BRDF to vegetation structure are currently limited or non-existent, mainly due to
inefficient understanding of the model parameters of the BRDF. Chapter 5 explores the
potential of 3D data as input for realistic scene models to simulate real airborne or satellite
data through radiative transfer modelling. The use of TLS to improve the understanding,
calibration and validation of large scale optical remote sensing products is therefore a key
area of future work.
Large footprint LiDAR sensors such as GLAS onboard ICEsat or LVIS can provide 3D
information seen from above the canopy and allow 3D information to be used at large
scale. A new large footprint spaceborne instrument, GEDI (Global Ecosystem Dynamics
Investigation) LiDAR, is currently being developed and is scheduled for completion in
2018 (NASA, 2014). GEDI will sample forest structure between 50 degrees north and
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50 degrees south latitudes, covering most of the tropical and temperate forests. The
combination of detailed 3D forest stand models based on TLS data and radiative transfer
models will provide a framework for testing the structural metrics derived from such large
footprint sensors.
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